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ABSTRACT
Sugar has traditionally been one of the most important agro-industries in Mexico. In 
spite of possessing significant comparative advantages it has recurrently suffered from a 
lack of investment and poor productivity, both under private and public ownership, and 
during periods of Import Substitution Industrialisation and recent economic 
liberalisation. This thesis adopts a Neo-Institutional approach to analyse the problems of 
the Mexican sugar industry during the 1990s based on the study of three ‘ejido’ 
communities in the state of Puebla.
The thesis argues that successive institutional arrangements, particularly the over 
regulated and heavily bureaucratic ‘agrarian’ (ejido) regime have served to constrain the 
production of sugar cane and the sugar agro-industry as a whole. One consequence of 
these conditions has been that the burden of funding the sugar agro-industry has been 
devolved to government, thereby making investment subject to fiscal requirements 
rather than market conditions. Despite a de facto and latterly more formal withdrawal of 
the government from funding the sugar agro-industry the investment vacuum has not 
been filled by the private sector.
In the wake of the 1992 reforms to the agrarian law the research also considers the 
importance of property rights in land to the sugar sector. The thesis argues that prior to 
1992, agrarian reform in combination with other economically inefficient but politically 
useful regulations impeded the emergence of a land market in the ejidos. Without a 
formal land market, ejidos undertook land subdivisions creating a minifimdista scheme 
rather than the conditions for agricultural intensification and the realisation of 
economies of scale. Small parcels and insecure property rights further condemned the 
ejidos to under-investment and poverty. Although the 1992 reforms attempted to 
regularise informal land transactions, I contend that change has not matched rhetoric: 
massive privatisation has not occurred and bureaucratic influence remains. At the outset 
of the twenty-first century we continue to witness the slow self-destruction of agrarian 
reform.
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CHAPTER 1: SUGAR AND LAND IN MEXICO, A DUAL 
CRISIS?
1.1 Introduction
This thesis explores the long-standing crisis in Mexico’s agro-sugar industry1 and some 
of the policy responses of the past half-centuiy. Specifically, the thesis deals with 
conditions in the sugar sector through an examination of land property rights, notably 
the conditions of the ejido system, from the perspective offered by a critical appraisal of 
Neo-Institutional Economics. The thesis argues that successive institutional 
arrangements, particularly the over regulated and heavily bureaucratic ejido regime has 
served to constrain the production of sugar cane and the development of the agro-sugar 
industry as a whole. Moreover, the thesis shows that many of these institutional 
conditions have been largely unaffected by either the dramatic reform of the ejido 
system from 1992 or the successive nationalisation and privatisations of the sugar mills. 
In particular, the research shows that property rights remain insecure for many peasants; 
a formal land market has not been established, prompting unregulated land subdivision 
and encouraging the creation of a minifundista scheme that denies the conditions for 
agricultural intensification and economies of scale. Small plots and insecure property 
rights continue to condemn the ejidos to under-investment and poverty.
The link between land, poverty and sugar has been of personal interest to me for a long 
time. In the state of Sinaloa where I studied and worked for six years, I witnessed 
ejidatarios producing sugar cane on irrigated and good-quality land, but living in 
poverty. Later, working at the University of Chapingo I became familiar with sugar 
cane regions in the states of Veracruz and Puebla, and was struck again how good land 
and secure commodity markets were not enough to improve the living standards of 
ejidatarios producing cane.2 These observations suggested to me that the extreme
1 I use the term “agro-sugar industry” instead of sugar agro-industry because I 
understand the latter to include a range of issues concerning for example the mills, land 
distribution and fructose production that are not the subject of this thesis. Rather my 
work looks at agrarian issues that are not directly related to the sugar industry, for 
example the cultivation of non-sugar related crops, and hence the preferred term 
captures some of the relationship between agriculture and sugar.
2 Veracruz is the principal sugar producing state accounting for about 40 per cent of 
national production and 21 sugar mills (Nunez 1995).
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poverty experienced by a large proportion of sugar cane ejidatarios was due to serious 
shortcomings in the ejido regime of land holding. Nevertheless, an influential set of 
journalists, government officials and scholars have continued to praise the minifundio, 
some arguing that Mexico needs to retain and even extend the number of small holders. 
While this set of views is often associated with a proto-Revolution stance, it has also 
received support at a more theoretical level from neoliberals in Mexico and the World 
Bank who regard the minifundio as potentially able to abate poverty in the countryside. 
The neo-liberal position, pre-eminent in Mexico for the past two decades, has argued 
that the lack of secure rights to property is the principal cause of rural poverty. In 
practice, however, property rights reform, to ejido land from 1992 and to the sugar mills 
throughout the past 30 years has been reduced to a question of ownership rather than the 
social relations in ejido communities and the relations to the state. However, as Olinto 
and Deininger (2002: 2) have stressed in calling for further research, “there is also little 
conceptual work that identifies the channels through which land market liberalization 
may affect efficiency and the welfare of the rural poor”. My motivation, then, was to 
understand the recurrent crisis of the agro-sugar industry and the increasing poverty of 
ejidatarios producing cane, exploring a possible connection from the social relations in 
property to the performance of the industry.
In this chapter I outline three important contextual factors to the research that, as a result 
of what neo-institutional economists call ‘path dependence’, present a series of prior 
institutional arrangements that are difficult to break down and which imprint themselves 
upon the performance of the ejido and agro-sugar industry (Kherallah and Kirsten 2001; 
North 1990). First, I describe the conditions of the Mexican agro-sugar industry during 
Import Substitution Industrialisation (ISI) and under conditions of economic 
liberalisation, as well as a transition in the ownership of the sugar mills from private to 
public ownership in 1975, to private again in 1989-1991 and, in 2001 to (semi-) public 
ownership once more following expropriation by President Vicente Fox. Second, I 
describe the structure and changes to the international sugar market and, third, I address 
the agrarian regime from the 1930s to the present, as well as the role of government and 
political organisations, and especially the contentious reform of the ejido in 1992 that 
was supposed to create opportunities for private landholding, enhanced investment and 
the formation of active land markets.
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1.2 The Mexican Agro-Sugar Industry
The agro-sugar industry is important in Mexico. According to Pollitt (1986: 22) the 
country was ranked the world’s first sugar exporter by value to market economy 
countries in 1980, the fifth in 1981 and the seventh in 1982. Between 1987 and 1991, 
Garcia (1997) estimates that Mexico was the world’s eighth exporter and ninth producer 
of sugar, and Larson and Borell (2001) place Mexico as the world’s eighth producer of 
sugar from 1994 to 1998 with three per cent of total global sugar production (see also 
Hagelberg 1989). The United States Department of Agriculture (2003) estimates that 
sugar cane production contributes around five per cent of Mexico’s agricultural output 
and Sanchez et al. (1993) calculate sugar to be the equivalent to 0.9 per cent of GDP in 
1990. Moreover, the area cultivated with sugar cane has risen from 301,579 hectares in 
1960, 334,540 in 1970, 550, 000 by the mid 1980s, to almost 600,537 hectares by 1991, 
and the number of working sugar mills had, until recently, only declined slightly in the 
past two decades to 60 in 2000 (Comite de la Agroindustria Azucarera 2002; Gaceta 
Parlamentaria 17 July 2002). There is little doubt, however, that the agro-sugar industry 
has been in almost terminal decline since at least the 1970s. Figures say that in 1991 
production amounted to 35.5 million tonnes but had fallen to around 20 million tonnes 
per annum by the end of the decade, productivity had fallen from 68.7 tonnes per 
hectare in 1985 to 59.2 tonnes per hectare by 1991 (Hagelberg 1989: 42; INEGI 1998).3 
Today, the 156,000 people who remain employed in the agro-sugar industry, and the 
additional 350,000 people who depend indirectly upon the sector, contribute no more 
than 0.5 per cent of GDP (Gaceta Parlamentaria 17 July 2002). Despite falling output, 
productivity, and employment, and an increase in domestic sugar consumption, by the 
1990s Mexico had a surplus of sugar, as the sugar sector was unable to compete with 
imports especially of fructose.
From its rebuilding and reorganisation after the Mexican Revolution, the sugar industry 
has been subject to special regulations and official control, and the provision of huge
3 While Mexico’s yields were seven to 12 per cent higher than world average over the 
period from 1985 to 1990, and higher than average yields in Brazil and Cuba, the largest 
net sugarcane growers in Latin America, the decline to 59.2 tonnes per hectare put 
Mexico below average world productivity for sugar production of 60.8 (INEGI 1998) 
and well below yields in the United States of 91.2 tonnes (Buttler and Otero 1995: 68).
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subsidies. The principal instrument of ‘protection’ has been the “Sugar Cane Decree” 
(Decreto Canero) issued in the Diario Oficial de la Federation, 22 September 1943 
which declares the sugar sector to be of public interest, subject to state regulation, and 
sets out a contract between mills and cane producers within a framework to establish the 
price of cane, the organisation of production and mechanisms for direct government 
intervention. In 1963, ejidatarios and free minifundistas engaged in cane cropping were 
the first rural group to receive a virtually free medical service as part of the social 
security system (Del Villar 1976). In addition, state involvement in the sugar sector has 
revolved around, or been legitimated by, a concern for finance. FINASA (Financiera 
Nacional Azucarera), NAFINSA (Nacional Financiera, a national development bank) 
and FIMAIA (Fideicomiso de Maquinaria de la Industria Azucarera, a trust fund for 
farm equipment) operated lines of credit to cane growers through the sugar mills as 
financial intermediaries and with power to authorise, provide and supervise the 
application of credits.
Support for the agro-sugar industry, however, has been inconsistent. The ‘Sugar 
Decree’, for example, set a system of payment to growers based upon the average final 
content of sugar at harvest among all growers and, therefore, instead of rewarding 
growers who deliver high-quality cane to mills, the system acts as a disincentive to 
improving sucrose concentration in the cane, especially as producers are unable to do 
anything about the inefficient sugar extraction methods of the mills (Garcia 1997; 
Larson and Borrell 2001: 22). As I will outline in more detail in the discussion of my 
case studies, channelling finance through the mills provided their owners with a source 
of power in addition to their monopsony position in the purchase of cane, which they 
often exploited through delays in payments to cane producers (also Del Villar 1976).4 
And, despite a rhetoric that intervention was to promote production and rural incomes, 
in order to protect urban consumers the government imposed price controls to keep 
prices artificially low, and which constrained the industry’s profitability and encouraged 
de-capitalisation (Del Villar 1976; Pare and Juarez 1986; Smith 1990). Even after 
former Secretary of Finance, Mario Ramon Beteta complained that the sugar price in
4 Cane producers often have to spend time and limited resources in travel to 
demonstrate, in order to receive the ‘final payment’ (liquidation), which is paid from the 
mill to the cane producers less interim payments and social security, and is often 
received one year after the harvest and by which time inflation has reduced the real 
value of their output.
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Mexico was the lowest worldwide and President Echeverria raised the price by almost 
100 per cent it was too little too late as costs of maintaining obsolete plant were higher 
than the fixed price, and despite further subsidies and soft loans, the 40-year trend of 
declining productivity and missed opportunities continued (Proceso 9 May 1977; also 
Del Villar 1976; Pare and Juarez 1986; Perez 1979).5
More direct attempts at state intervention emerged when, by the mid-1970s, the 
economic crisis of the sector was obvious to all and sugar mills were close to 
bankruptcy and closure. Attempts to increase the state’s role in the management of the 
industry through the Comision Nacional de la Industria Azucarera (CNIA) gave way to 
more overt state ownership (Diario Oficial de la Federation, 27 October 1975). In 1971, 
President Luis Echeverria stated that private sugar mill owners had been diverting 
government subsidies to non-sanctioned private business. As an example he mentioned 
the large buildings on the Paseo de la Reforma of Mexico City that he alleged had been 
built with resources intended for the production of sugar (Proceso 9 May 1977; also Del 
Villar 1976).6 On that assumption and faced with a sugar industry that was largely 
bankrupt and unable to repay official loans, in 1975 Echeverria nationalised the sugar 
mills. Thirty mills were nationalised between 1974 and 1975 and at the end of President 
Lopez Portillo’s administration in 1982 the government owned 41 of the country’s 65 
sugar mills (Singelman 1993). In order to attempt a rejuvenation of the sector, the state 
closed the CNIA and in 1983 created Azucar S.A. (AZUCAR) which assumed the 
storage and financial costs of harvest (Sanchez et al. 1993; Singelman 1993).7
However, nationalisation did not prove able to correct the problem. In the view of just 
about every observer, the government administration of the agro-sugar industry proved
5 One such opportunity was an increase in the US import quota of Mexican sugar after 
the Cuban Revolution to 250,540 tonnes, equivalent to 40 per cent of the total assigned 
to Latin America (de Grammont 1979: 229). By the mid 1990s, Mexico’s quota for raw 
cane had fallen to one-tenth and was ranked 17th from 40 countries, while other 
counties such as the Dominican Republic had quotas of 357,000 tonnes (Larson and 
Borrell 2001)
6 According to Rich et al. the amazing fortunes in the sugar industry “could be viewed 
as reminiscent of the Rockefeller consolidation of the oil industry or the Cameggie 
consolidation of the steel industry” (1998: 6).
7 Confusingly, the government company Azucar S.A. had the same name as the cartel of 
sugar mill owners established in the 1930s and which became the Union Nacional de 
Productores de Azucar, S.A. (UNPASA) in 1938. Both the cartel and UNPASA were 
directed by Aaron Saenz from 1932 to 1956 (Del Villar 1976).
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to be a disaster (Buttler and Otero 1995; Chollet 1995; Del Villar 1976; Larson and 
Borrell 2001). Commentators noted the enormous levels of bureaucracy, political bias in 
making decisions and corruption. Garcia (1997), for example, reports that in the mid- 
1970s nine new mills were created, some of them in areas unsuitable for cane cropping, 
mainly in southeast Mexico, largely for reasons of political control and social stability. 
By the early 1990s some of these new mills were bankrupt and had to be bailed out in 
2001. Buttler and Otero (1995) cite a study conducted by AZUCAR in the late 1980s 
that one half of all mills had obsolete farm equipment, some over 50 years old, 25 per 
cent operated with a mixture of old and new equipment, and only 25 per cent had 
modernised plant. Furthermore, the milling sector had 40,000 workers, a number 
estimated to be 40 per cent more than could be sustained by even improved 
productivity. The Zacatepec mill in Morelos was found to be employing 3,300 workers 
even though it could work well with only 250 (Proceso 9 October 1989). Although it 
was clear that the burden of continuing to support the sugar industry had increased 
following the 1982 debt crisis, even in 1988 the parastatal sugar industry received 25 
per cent of the total federal budget devoted to the Secretariat of Agriculture (Sanchez et 
al. 1993; Smith 1990). Although the agro-sugar industry was suffering in part because 
of government inefficiency, the response into the late 1980s was for the state to acquire 
mills that threatened to close or lose substantial numbers of jobs (Larson and Borrell
2001). This extended nationalisation was directly contrary to IMF advice during the 
negotiation of a package of reforms in 1986 — the ‘IMF told us to do it’ later became a 
rhetorical cloak to justify privatisation (Chollet 1995; Rich et al. 1998; Singelman and 
Otero 1995).
As Table 1.1 illustrates, from being one of the world’s principal producers and exporters 
of sugar in the middle of the century, by 1991 Mexico was behind many non-traditional 
sugar-producing nations in terms of output and, especially, productivity.
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Table 1.1: Global Ranking of Sugar Producing Countries in 1991
Area Cultivated Sugar Cane Production Productivity 
(Cane per Hectare)
Country (Hectares) Place (tonnes) Place (ton/ha) Place
Brazil 4,211,000 1 260,839,000 1 61.9 5
India 3,682,000 2 240,287,000 2 65.3 4
Cuba 1,350,000 3 71,000,000 4 52.6 8
China 1,227,000 4 72,695,000 3 59.2 6
Thailand 783,000 6 40,661,000 5 52 9
Pakistan 884,000 5 35,989,000 6 40.7 10
Mexico 601,000 7 35,541,000 7 59.1 7
Indonesia 386,000 9 28,133,000 8 72.9 3
United States 363,000 10 27,440,000 10 75.6 2
Colombia - 27,790,000 9 88.9 1
Australia 407,000 8 - -
Source: own calculations from INEGI (1998).
Given these conditions, the agro-sugar industry specifically and the agrarian sector 
generally, were at the forefront of the minds of reformers devising Mexico’s economic 
liberalisation from 1982. In the new model the state reduced its direct participation in 
the economy. With respect to agriculture the government curtailed its role as a credit 
provider, in the commercialisation of output, price controls and subsidies (Calva 1993; 
Gledhill 1996). Most government agencies engaged in the agricultural sector were 
closed, among them the consumer organisation CONASUPO, ANAGSA (Aseguradora 
Nacional Agricola y Ganadera, agricultural insurance), and commodity purchasing and 
support organisations such as INMECAFE, TABAMEX, ALBAMEX, BANRURAL, 
FINASA and AZUCAR were dismantled between 1990 and 1992. FINASA was 
initially restructured and then closed on 22 November 2000, a week before the end of 
the Zedillo administration (Appendini 1996; Barros 2000; Brizzi 2001; de Janvry et al. 
1996; Gledhill 1996; Myhre 1996; Ochoa 2000; Salinas 2000). Subsidies and price 
controls were dramatically reduced or eliminated, although mill owners were able to 
access important subsidies through other agencies such as Bancomext (Banco Mexicano 
de Comercio Exterior, the Foreign Trade) (Appendini 1996; Barros 2000; Bartra 1996; 
Dunn 2000; Goldring 1996). Even so, as with other aspects of neo-liberal reform in
8 The increase in the number of government-controlled enterprises from 12 in 1930, 158 
in 1950, 491 in 1970, and 1,115 in 1982, was reduced by the sale of 96 by 1986, the 
merger or transfer to state governments of 85, and the closure of 279 inefficient plants 
(Sanchez et al. 1993: 102; Smith 1990: 150).
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Mexico, the withdrawal of government intervention has been inconsistent, and 
politically motivated (Jones 1996). On 30th May 1991 Carlos Salinas de Gortari created 
a national committee called the Comite de la Agro-Industria Azucarera and a series of 
local Comites de Production Canera. These organisations are made up of government 
and entrepreneurial representatives, as well as two organisations of cane producers, the 
Union Nacional de Productores de Cana de Azucar of the PRI affiliated Confederacion 
Nacional Campesina (CNC) and the Union Nacional de Caneros (CNPR).9
Privatisation was deemed essential to overcome the technological lag in the sector as 
well as to address corruption, overstaffing and political biases in management (Larson 
and Borrell 2001). Subsequently, the re-privatisation of the mills was begun, with 
potential owners lured by prices below those originally agreed in return for the purchase 
of mills as “packages”, usually with one “good” and one “bad” or unprofitable mill, 
extended payment terms of up to ten years and the non-enforcement of contractual 
obligations to renew infrastructure (Chollet 1995; Sanchez et al. 1993).10 By 1991, the 
private sector held 48 from 64 mills.11 Nonetheless, post-privatisation, few owners 
invested in new technology. According to journalist Barranco Chavarria the age of the 
equipment of most sugar mills is over 30 years and Macario Schetino, an economist at 
Tecnologico de Monterrey, argues that “to visit a sugar mill is truly a journey to the 
past. One hardly ever finds machinery from the second half of the Twentieth Century” 
(Reforma 5 September 2001; El Universal 4 September 2001). Part of the explanation is 
that privatisation attempted to create vertical integration with the mills sold to firms 
engaged in the soft drink industry such as Pepsi Cola and CAZE, Coca Cola and Grupo 
Azucarero Mexico (GAM), and other sectors using sugar as a raw material such as
9 See Diario Oficial de la Federation, “Decreto por el que se declaran de interes publico 
la siembra, el cultivo, la cosecha y la industrialization de la cana de azucar” (Decreto 
Canero), Mdxico, D.F., 30 May 1991
10 This packaging had detrimental impact on potential efficiency and profitability, not 
least because the mills were usually in different regions in order to avoid the creation of 
local monopolies and concentrated job losses.
11 The privatisation programme did permit two cooperative-owned mills, Emiliano 
Zapata in Morelos and El Mante in Tamaulipas, to keep their co-operative status but by 
1992 both had failed and were sold to the private sector. Furthermore, the 
Confederacion Nacional Campesina (CNC) the peasant union of the PRI purchased 
three mills, El Higo and Mauhixtlan in Veracruz in 1988 and Melchor Ocampo in 1990. 
Again, a few years later all three mills were sold when CNC administration proved a 
failure (Chollet 1995; Nunez 1995).
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Grupo Beta San Miguel, bought among others by Nestle. However, it seems that 
companies such as Coca Cola have preferred to import fructose from the US and Pepsi 
has relied upon buying cheaper sugar from abroad.12 According to Francisco Gil Diaz, 
Secretary of Finance, the “Sugar mills were given to people within the private sector, 
who did not provide capital, but the majority plainly used credits for buying; that means 
an industry which in practice was not privatised, but it was put in hands of operators 
who had every incentive to ‘milk’ it” (Reforma 4 October 2001). Consorcio Azucarero 
Escorpion (CAZE), for example, paid only ten per cent of value in advance and was 
committed to pay the outstanding amount over ten years. In the meantime, however, the 
sugar sector has received continued public financial support worth, perhaps, as much as 
$US 400 million in 1999-2000 alone. Broadly, privatisation does not appear to have 
improved the agro-sugar industry.
In their defence, many post-privatisation entrepreneurs have argued that their failure to
administer the sugar mills during the 1990s was due to the inappropriate negotiation of
NAFTA. Indeed, NAFTA propitiated huge imports of cheap agricultural commodities,
11mainly basic grains, as well as fructose and yellow maize. Between 1990 and 1992 the 
Mexican government permitted the import of three million tonnes of sugar, equivalent 
to annual consumption causing a serious distortion in the domestic market. Commenting 
that “the current Mexican economic situation is arguably the most difficult ever” Rich et 
al. go on to say that:
... and while sugar is not the only area of the Mexican economy which is 
feeling the effects of the ‘new world economy’, it certainly is an excellent 
example. The history of the industry supports general observations of some
12 Privatisation promoted horizontal integration allowing companies such as Tate & 
Lyle to own three mills in association with Grupo Saenz and to produce fructose in two 
plants with Archer Daniels Midland in association with Almidones Mexicanos.
Trade liberalisation has created new opportunities for sectors such as vegetables, 
fruits and flowers, but has posed serious challenges to the production of basic food 
staples such as beans, maize and rice (see especially Brizzi and Valdes 2001; Cerro and 
Velez 2000; Chew and Aguilar 2000; Dussel 2002; Marsh and Runsten 1998; Runsten 
and Nigel 1996; USDA 2003). According to Oswald (2003) from 1994 to 2003, imports 
of com from the USA have increased from 2.5 million tons to 6.1 million, basic grains 
from 8.7 million tons to 18.7, with Mexico dependent upon imports for 95 per cent of 
soybeans, 49 per cent wheat, 25 per cent com and 40 per cent meat. The net food import 
bill since NAFTA has been $US 78 billion.
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scholars about the effects of internationalisation of trade, the manipulation 
of markets, and the restriction of competition (1998: 2).
Against the forecasts upon which NAFTA was agreed that between 1980 and 2000 
sugar production would increase by almost 100 per cent, with surplus being available 
for export, production has risen only slowly while demand nationally and internationally 
has declined. In 1989, Mexico produced 3.5 million tonnes of refined sugar, less than 
domestic consumption of 3.6 million tonnes, and although domestic consumption had 
increased to 4.2 million tonnes by 1998 production had risen to five million tonnes 
(USDA 2003). The increased consumption, however, was being met by the importation 
of fructose and yellow maize that could now be imported at a zero rate tariff. Thus, 
while NAFTA provided Mexico with an increased duty-free export quota from 7,258 to
25.000 tons until 2000, and to 250,000 tons from 2001 to 2008 at which point all trade 
barriers between the two countries are to be eliminated, the substitution of fructose and 
the lack of competitiveness in the Mexican sugar industry means that any surplus is 
unlikely to be sold in the USA (Buttler and Otero 1995; Larson and Borrell 2001). More 
controversially still, according to NAFTA, if Mexico were to achieve a net domestic 
sugar surplus over two consecutive years, the surplus should be absorbed by the US 
market free of tariffs and quotas. This did not happen, since when in 1995 Mexico did 
produce a surplus the US government blocked admittance by referring to the so-called 
‘parallel letters Serra-Kantor’ signed by the secretaries of commerce of both countries in 
November 1993 just before NAFTA was passed in the American Senate (Senado de la 
Republica 2000; Singelman 2001). According to the parallel letters, in calculating the 
sugar surplus the import of sweeteners by Mexico must be taken into account, which 
reduces the net sugar surplus substantially. Consequently, only 116,000 tonnes out of a
500.000 tonne sugar surplus in 2001 were admitted to the US market. The Mexican 
Senate refuses to acknowledge the parallel letters, arguing that they are superseded by 
NAFTA, while others note that yellow maize/fructose receives subsidies from the US 
government and companies are suspected of dumping into Mexico (Kennedy and 
Petrolia 2001; Rich et al. 2002; Singelman 2001; for discussion see also Salinas 2000).
The privatisation of the sugar mills undertaken by presidents de la Madrid and Salinas 
have not, in the view of most researchers, attained the expected impacts in terms of new
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investment, technological modernisation and higher productivity (Chollet 1995; Garcia 
1997; Singelman and Otero 1995). Privatisation, generally, has not been able to counter 
the massive import of fructose under NAFTA, the US block to Mexican sugar surpluses 
and continued declines in sugar prices internationally have hit profitability and 
deepened a liquidity crisis that has further deepened a practice of delaying payments to 
farmers (Singelman and Otero 1995: 14). Nor, more specifically, has privatisation, 
despite a few innovative improvements, undone the almost endemic mismanagement 
and lost opportunities for economies of scale (Garcia 1997). Indeed, by the mid 1990s 
there were growing calls for the state to intervene once more to guarantee calm in the 
countryside in the face of bankruptcy triggering unemployment and social unrest (also 
Larson and Borrell 2001).
Thus, almost 30 years after Echeverria’s nationalisation, and a decade after the sugar 
mills were reprivatised in 1988 and 1991 by presidents de la Madrid and Salinas, in the 
face of the deepening, or perpetual, crisis of the sugar sector President Vicente Fox 
(2000-2006), stated that entrepreneurs had been diverting government subsidies once 
again to more profitable business and even committing fraud. Consequently, on 3 rd 
September 2001 President Fox expropriated 27 sugar mills, from 59 in total, promising 
that the expropriation decree states that the government will look to “eliminate the 
incorrect practices of a group of people engaged in this agroindustry, which have deeply 
affected the sector” (Diario Oficial de la Federation 3 September 2001), but that the 
mills would be sold again in 18 months to private investors.14 The 2001-expropriation 
was defended as a necessary step to prevent a crisis of liquidity from an inability to 
service a debt of $US 2.7 billion to the national government and a further $US 13 
billion with cane producers. Unrest amongst unpaid sugar cane producers had been 
increasing for some time with massive demonstrations, blockages of roads and the 
occupation of official agencies, demanding receipt of the final payments delayed in 
some cases for almost a year (Chollet 1995; Garcia 1997; Singelman and Otero 1995). 
Manuel Montes, a cane grower in the Emiliano Zapata sugar mill in the state of
14 Some people suggest that President Fox’s link to Coca Cola, as former General 
Director of Coca Cola-Mexico, was also important as expropriation affected all nine 
mills owned by GEMEX-CAZE that supplies Pepsi Cola, and there is also a hypothesis 
that in taking control of sugar production the government has set up a cartel in order to 
reduce supply and thereby ease the conflict with the US about the sugar quota and 
facilitate the import of fructose.
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Morelos, stated that “from five harvests ago the cane growers started to suffer delays in 
payments and despite their investment, assessed at almost 12,000 pesos for the crop 
from one hectare were reimbursed by CAZE up to 20 months later” (El Universal 4 
September 2001). Angel Gomez Tapia, the cane growers’ leader in Veracruz declared 
that “Entrepreneurs of the sugar mills San Cristobal and El Modelo, in Veracruz, and 
Atencingo, in Puebla, owe some 120 million pesos to the cane growers” (El Universal 
11 October 2000).
Yet President Fox’s decision to nationalise is surprising since it contrasts with his strong 
pro-business policy, symbolised by the presence in his cabinet of businessmen as 
secretaries for tourism, environment, agriculture and energy, and numerous references 
in speeches to the similarities of running a government and a large company (Camp 
2002). As of late 2003, it certainly does not appear that business principles are being 
applied to the public management of the 27 nationalised mills (El Universal 17 
November 2003). Influential voices are urging dramatic rethinks of government 
attitudes to the mills and the agro-sugar industry in general. Javier Prieto, President of 
the Confederacion de Camaras Industrials (CONCAMIN), has commented, “the sugar 
mills’ expropriation must lead us to define the scheme and treatment for the 
countryside. There are elements which [up to now] we have avoided, solving short-term 
problems without solving in depth the problems of the rural sector” (La Jornada 24 
September 2001). The former Secretary of Commerce, Dr. Herminio Blanco (1994- 
2000), has urged a discussion ‘in the round’ of the productive structure of the industry 
given that “the Mexican sweetener industry produces to higher costs than that of 
Colombia, Brazil and Guatemala; that is why it is necessary to reflect in order to find in 
our industry levels of competitiveness possessed by other industries in the world” (El 
Universal 21 October 2000). The Camara Nacional de la Industria Azucarera y 
Alcoholera (CNIAA), the private-sector organisation of sugar mill owners, reports that 
15 mills are consistently in financial trouble and unable to pay for cane, and Carlos 
Seoane, President of CNIAA, claims that with production costs in Mexico twice the 
international level “the government should let the market consolidate the industry” 
including allowing some mills to close (La Jornada 24 September 2001).
One possibility, and my fear, is that with an economy recording a zero rate of GDP
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growth in 2001 and only slightly higher in 2002, four budget cuts, and a US recession, 
the state will not have significant resources to inject into the agro-sugar industry and 
will resort to switching ownership of the mills once more to the private sector as ‘the 
solution’. Indeed, a judicial ruling following a petition made on 31 October 2002 by 
Enrique Molina, the owner of Consorcio Azucarero Escorpion (CAZE), the largest 
sugar company in Mexico, has declared the expropriation to be illegal (Reforma 1 
November 2002). The government has appealed the decision, but this opens the way for 
a re-privatisation. Such a shift would be consistent with diagnoses of faults with the 
agro-sugar industry over the past 30 years that invariably identify ownership as the 
principal problem or solution and, therefore, the agro-sugar industry has been 
nationalised by a Left-leaning president (Echeverria), privatised by a Right (or neo­
liberal) one (Salinas) and partially re-nationalised by a Right wing president (Fox) using 
almost the same pretext as his left-wing predecessor.
As the thesis will demonstrate in more detail, the industry has gone from crisis to crisis 
under both private and government administration, through Import Substitution 
Industrialisation that provided large subsidies, guaranteed prices and labour control and 
economic liberalisation that removed most subsidies and opportunities for soft credit, 
liquidated a series of parastatal agencies and ended price controls, but to which private 
ownership failed to respond. As will also be indicated, seeing the problem as one of 
ownership has avoided taking account of property rights in land, fragmentation, 
technological lag, de-capitalisation, corruption and unequal power relations between 
growers, mill (owners) and state, increasing poverty and migration. Instead of basing 
their approaches on these issues, the government has resorted to narrower strategies 
linked to who owns and regulates the sector.
1.3 The International Sugar Market
The changing fortunes of Mexico’s agro-sugar industry have to be understood within 
the context of the structure and changes in the international market for sugar. 
Collectively, what this context shows is that the international sugar market is far from a 
perfect market relying on a price mechanism for the allocation of resources but is based 
upon a series of institutional arrangements. In particular, we can identify three such
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arrangements. First, it is useful to think of sugar as a commodity with an unusual market 
in which only ‘residual’ production is freely traded. Most sugar that is traded 
internationally is subject to tight government control through bilateral or multilateral 
agreements (Buttler and Otero 1995; Garcia 1997; Harrison 2001; Larson and Borrell 
2001; Oxfam 2002; Pollitt 1986). As Larson and Borrell argue:
the political economy, trade structures, and production characteristics of 
sugar are different enough from those found in most agricultural markets . . .
Chief among these differences are the degree to which international markets 
are dominated by policy interventions and the effects of preferential trade 
agreements . . . because of these factors government interventions are 
common (2001: 1).
The most important economic block in the sugar market is the European Union which 
through the Sugar Protocol (former Lome Convention), establishes prices that are 
approximately three times the free market price and offers secure quotas to 16 former 
colonies (Buttler and Otero 1995; Dujon 1997; Harrison 2001; Larson and Borrell 2001; 
Oxfam 2002; Pollitt 1986). Not too dissimilarly, the United States has operated a special 
quota system since the 1930s involving the Philippines and parts of Central America 
and the Caribbean. Despite NAFTA, the United States pays between two and three 
times the international price of sugar to a few favoured countries (Buttler and Otero 
1995; Garcia 1997). Communist countries have also exerted considerable influence. The 
government of China pays about 50 per cent more than the international price for sugar, 
and special agreements between Cuba and the Soviet Union, notably between 1975 and 
1983, witnessed the Soviet Union paying 30 US cents per pound for Cuban sugar 
against an international market price of about 13 US cents (Larson and Borrell 2001; 
Pollitt 1986).15 Compared to regional and bi-lateral agreements, attempts to organise 
quotas and other regulations by, for example, the International Sugar Organisation 
(ISO) since the 1930s, have met with little success.
15 As The Economist noted in 2002, with no great regret, in 1990 Cuba earned as much 
as $US 5 billion from the sale of sugar at above market prices, but once the USSR 
collapsed was forced to accept only five US cents a pound or $US 430 million while “its 
inefficient mills guzzle oil” (15 June 2002). The report went on to note that production 
has declined from 8.1 million tonnes in 1989 to 3.6 million in 2001, obliging Cuba to 
plan the closure of 71 out of its 156 sugar mills.
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In addition the free trade of sugar according to comparative advantage is hampered by 
subsidies to producers within domestic or regional markets. According to Larson and 
Borrell (2001: 3) on average from 1993 to 1995 producer subsidies in OECD countries 
were equal to about 49 per cent of the world price. The Common Agricultural Policy, 
for example, provides the agricultural sector with subsidies worth approximately $US 
39 billion per year. In the case of sugar, producers of sugar beet in Europe receive about 
three times the price of sugar on the international market (The Economist 5 October
2002). So, even though it costs almost three times more to produce sugar beet in Europe 
than to grow cane in Brazil or Colombia ($US 660 per tonne against about $US 280), 
the subsidies have caused a production surplus in Europe and massive dumping that 
severely affects the ability of developing countries to produce cane (Harrison 2001; 
Oxfam 2002).16 By 1998, the European Union area represented 13 per cent of 
international sugar production, behind India with 16 per cent, and ahead of the United 
States with 12 (Larson and Borell 2001). The renegotiation of trade agreements and 
subsidy levels by relatively few countries therefore can influence levels of supply and 
demand on international markets, and residual prices, so that despite attempts at 
domestic government control the price of sugar is one of the most volatile of all 
internationally traded commodities. As Harrison (2000: 41) observes, during the mid- 
1950s and the late 1980s, the international price of sugar averaged around 16 cents per 
pound (at 1985 prices), whereas in 1974 the price was briefly 120 cents but between 
1981 and 1986 the average price never rose above 8.5 cents, and in 2001 has been under 
nine cents per pound.
Second, we need to understand the important commercial implications of innovations in 
competing sectors. Perhaps the greatest challenge to the sugar market has been the 
growing use of sweetener substitutes such as the maize-based high fructose-com syrup 
(HFCS), aspartame and saccharin, partly motivated by changing dietary patterns in the 
industrialised countries (Friedland 1994; Kherallah and Kirsten 2001). Fructose is 
estimated to be about 20-30 per cent cheaper than cane sugar, prompting Garcia (1997)
16 Harrison (2001) observes that in 1967 the countries which now comprise the 
European Union imported nearly four million tonnes of cane sugar between them but 
that by the mid 1980s they were exporting nearly four and a half million tonnes of beet 
sugar. The United States, Brazil, China, and India have also pursued policy regimes in 
which surpluses are managed through adjustments in trade (Larson and Borrell 2001: 4- 
5).
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to contend that fructose has replaced sugar as the sweetener in 95 per cent of soft drinks 
in the United States, and for Harrison (2001) to note how the decision of Coca Cola and 
Pepsi in the mid-1980s to use fructose as sweetener caused the closure of four sugar 
mills in the Dominican Republic.17 Attempts at diversification, most famously in the 
case of sugar to ethanol in Brazil have not been enough to open alternative large scale 
and profitable markets for sugar cane (Harrison 2001). Overall, then, the shrinking 
demand for sugar due to substitution by fructose, an increasing supply of sugar 
principally due to surpluses from Brazil, China, Thailand and the European Union, and 
changing quota arrangements have put downward pressure on the world price for sugar 
(Garcia 1997; Hagelberg 1989; Harrison 2001; Kaplinsky 1989).
A third arrangement is the long-standing power of multinational corporations in the 
international sugar market. Among the most important companies are Cargill, Archer 
Daniels Midland and Tate and Lyle that, through subsidiary arrangements, produce raw 
sugar in developing countries for refinement in the industrialised countries. As with 
other commodity chains, the integrated but subsidiary based organisational structure 
serves to create value, jobs and growth in the industrial countries and constrain the 
participation of producers (Gwynne 1999). An important development has been the 
emergence of retail-end companies, notably soft drink companies such as Coca Cola, 
Pepsi Cola and Cadbury-Schweppes, as key protagonists in the commercialisation 
(rather than the production) of sugar. Certainly, Mexico attests to the power of 
multinationals. In 1998, Mexico applied an import tariff (cuota compensatoria) to 
fructose of about 50 per cent of its value or about $US 230 per ton. However, in 2001, 
the WTO declared the tariff illegal (El Financiero 24 October 2001). In December 2001, 
the Mexican Congress passed a new tax of 20 per cent on soft drinks sweetened with 
fructose in order to encourage the use of sugar as a sweetener. Both American exporters 
of fructose and corporations producing the sweetener in Mexico lobbied against the tax 
and demanded its repeal (Gaceta Parlamentaria 17 July 2002). Going against Congress, 
President Fox allowed all US firms to be exempted from the new tax.
17 Production of fructose in Mexico amounts to about 300,000 tonnes, more or less the 
quantity demanded by the soft drink industry.
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1.4 The Ejido Crisis and Living Standards
If the institutional arrangements set down by successive governments in the agro-sugar 
industry and the structure of the international sugar market have not been propitious to 
conditions favouring investment, productivity and increased incomes in the Mexican 
countryside, then the final arrangement, the system of land property rights, has been in 
my opinion probably the most damaging. Moreover, compared to the first arrangement, 
intervention in the sugar sector, the institutionalisation of property rights in the form of 
the ejido has been harder to reform, but the need to do so has been clear for many years. 
Looking only at the situation of property holding in the sugar sector one can see how 
cane growers have not been able to consolidate land in order to enhance productivity. 
As Buttler and Otero note:
There is a sharp contrast in farm structure between Mexico and the United 
States in the parcel size of cane growers. Whereas in the United States cane 
growers tend to operate very large farms, in Mexico landholdings are 
dispersed among 130,000 growers whose majority consists of minifimdistas 
(very small cane growers). Their total output is about the same as that of
1,000 sugar cane growers in the United States. Because U.S. growers 
currently devote more acreage per farm than Mexican growers, there are 
greater economies of scale in the United States . . . The area devoted [in 
Mexico] to sugar cultivation is 60 percent in ejido land, with an average 
holding size of 3.5 hectares, and 40 percent in private parcels with an 
average size of 12 hectares (1995: 68).
The minifundio structure of Mexico’s sugar production is confirmed by Table 1.2. Data 
are broken down for peasants associated with the Confederacion Nacional Campesina 
(CNC) and the Confederacion Nacional de Propietarios Rurales (CNPR), the two main 
corporate bodies of peasant linked to the Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI), and 
non-affiliated peasants. The Size of land holding alone, however, is insufficient to 
explain problems of investment, productivity and profitability in Mexico. If one 
compares the top two countries recorded on Table 1.1, Brazil and India, the average 
area devoted to cane in Pernambuco (Brazil) ranges between 100 and 200 hectares 
(Porter et al. 2001), whereas in India sugar cane is produced by almost five million 
smallholders on plots that are generally less than one hectare (Larson and Borrell 2001: 
14). Rather, the argument I will develop below and in more detail in Chapter Two, is 
that the system of land property rights most clearly constrains investment, technological
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absorption and changes to social conditions, especially poverty.
Table 1.2 Summary of Sugar Cane Production, 1999-2000
Range C.N.C. C.N P.R. Non-Aj 'filiated Total
(Hectares) Farmers Ha Farmers Ha Farmers Ha Farmers Ha
Up to 0.5 2,888 1,142 956 393 414 172 4,258 1,707
0.5 to 1.0 13,609 11,927 6,997 6,115 1,977 1,825 22,583 19,867
1.0 to 2.0 21,997 36,017 11,432 19,404 2,051 3,535 35,480 58,956
2.0 to 3.0 17,049 43,801 7,586 20,711 917 2,630 25,552 67,142
3.0 to 4.0 15,291 54,563 7,774 27,444 839 3,056 23,904 85,063
4.0 to 6.0 11,172 58,574 8,055 41,960 947 4,736 20,174 105,270
6.0 to 8.0 5,367 37,988 3,179 22,588 435 3,051 8,981 63,627
8.0 to 10.0 2,982 26,861 1,861 17,121 657 5,716 5,500 49,698
10.0 to 12.0 1,238 13,939 1,132 12,531 271 3,048 2,641 29,518
12.0 to 15.0 1,089 15,607 1,033 13,813 111 1,507 2,233 30,927
More than 15.0 1,037 33,848 1,651 57,471 188 16,249 2,876 107,568
Total 93,719 334,267 51,656 239,551 8,807 45,525 154,182 619,343
Source: Comite de la Agroindustria Azucarera 31 May 2001
The property rights regime that we witness in Mexico today is the result of institutional 
reforms dating back over many centuries. Prior to the Revolution of 1910-1917 a semi- 
feudal hacienda system of production represented an obstacle for capitalist 
development, impeding the free movement of labour and the efficient allocation of 
capital that in turn prevented a growth in demand for industrial goods (Knight 1985). 
Needless to say, the land market was highly constrained with fewer than 2,000 families 
in 1910 holding 87 per cent of the national territory (Salinas 2000; Secretaria de la 
Reforma Agraria 1997). Although virtually everyone agreed during and after the 
Revolution that this system had to be changed there was no consensus about what type 
of land holding regime should be put in place of the hacienda. There were two main 
positions. On the one hand, sometimes typified as the ‘Northern’ or Villa view, was an 
argument for American style ranches subject to intensive cultivation and owned by the 
peasants (Katz 1996; Knight 1985; Markiewicz 1993; Menegus 1990). On the other 
hand, the Zapata or Southern view demanded massive land distribution to provide
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peasants with sufficient land for subsistence as a minimum (Womack 1970).18 As 
captured by the eventual wording of Article 27 of the Mexican Constitution (the same 
article dealing with land as in the Constitution of 1857), the result was a hybrid that 
allows ejidos and small to medium sized private property (pequena propiedad). Private 
property was limited to a maximum according to land quality with a 100 hectare limit 
for irrigated land or 300 hectares of land cultivated with sugar cane or cotton. 
Thereafter, the emphasis on how land was to be distributed varies according to region, 
with larger ejido parcels in the North compared to the South, between an average 73.5 
hectares in Baja California to 2.3 in State of Mexico, and 9.5 hectares nationally 
(Escalante 2001; Procuraduria Agraria 1999).
According to the 1917 Constitution, ejidos are a legal device for granting land to 
peasants and a means to manage that land as a specific form of tenure associated with a 
particular community or place that has exclusive rights over the land (Jones 1996: 188; 
Procuraduria Agraria 1999). In more Neo-Institutional terms, Heath defines the ejido as:
an institution, formally constituted by the federal government, by which 
property is assigned to a given population group; the ejido is a form of social 
property; property rights conferred on this population group are inalienable, 
non-transferable and may not be confiscated; the property shall be exploited 
as an integrated unit of production, preferably organized along collective 
lines (1990:18)
Ejidos themselves can consist of communal land, individual plots and an ‘urban’ area, 
and there is a division of right holders from ejidatarios, posesionarios and 
avecindados.19 At present there are 3.1 million ejidatarios in 27,144 ejidos and 400,000 
in 2,330 comunidades (indigenous communities) together holding 103 million hectares 
or 55 per cent of the territory and about one-half of the total cultivated area in Mexico, 
eight million hectares of a total 16 million (Robles 2000). Overall, about 15 million 
people rely upon ejido rights as a means of livelihood (Olinto and Deininger 2002: 4).
18 Zapata was not in favour of collective ownership but his Plan de Ayala has been used 
to legitimate more collective forms of ejido which in practice have rarely been a success 
(Bartra 1987; Gledhill 1993; Otero 1999).
19 Ejidatario (Article 12) is the legal holder of a parcel; avecindado (Article 13) is 
allowed by an ejido General Assembly to live on an ejido but without land rights, and a 
posesionario (Article 48) may hold a parcel while application for ejidatario rights are 
pending.
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The agrarian reform created a divorce between land and capital by banning private 
investment in ejidos, and in so doing made ejidos dependent on a range of public 
interventions. During the ISI period, the government held the monopoly of 
commercialisation through CONASUPO, mainly of basic food such as maize and beans 
under guaranteed prices (see Ochoa 2000), and for some other crops the government 
was directly engaged in production and commercialisation through trust funds and 
parastatals such as Inmecafe for coffee, Tabamex for tobacco and ALB AMEX for cattle 
feed (Mackinlay 1996). Initially, the ejido appeared to thrive under conditions of 
protection, but over time its performance declined even though the state increased 
public investment channelled to agriculture from less than 10 per cent during the 1960s 
to more than 20 per cent in the 1970s and guaranteed prices rose over the 1960s and 
early 1970s (Warman 1981).20 With oil revenues further efforts were made by the state 
to make capital available to the ejido. In 1981 the Ley de Fomento Agropecuario (Rural 
Development Law) allowed the ejido to rent land in association with private companies 
and in March 1980 the Sistema Alimentario Mexicano (SAM) was established. The 
SAM was a major food programme aimed at enhancing basic grain production in order 
to attain national food security through enhanced pricing mechanisms to small-scale 
growers (Ochoa 2000; Otero 1999; Redclift 1981; Smith 1990). The SAM and other 
interventions, while devoting significant resources to the ejido, failed. My observation, 
therefore, is that the ejido crisis was deeper than the lack of resources and pre-dates the 
1980s by at least 20 years.
The ‘ejido crisis’ can be gauged from data on agricultural production. From 1930 to 
1946 production increased at 3.5 per cent per annum and from 1946 to 1966 at an 
average of 7.1 per cent. Thereafter, studies show a decline in production and an increase 
in imports, as well as a deficit in the agricultural balance of trade (Lamartine 1978; 
Salinas 2000; Secretaria de Reforma Agraria 1997; Smith 1990). According to Jones, 
“By the 1980s productivity in agriculture had declined to levels below those 
encountered in 1965, such that some commentators were able to argue that most 
peasants in Mexico complemented their wages with agriculture” (1996: 189; also Bartra
90 On the official support Del Villar says: “It is significant, that according to the 
balances of FINASA, the resources allotted to trust funds passed from 4,406 million 
pesos in December 1971 to 22,132 millions (402% more) in July 1975” (1976: 562).
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211996). Especially on the ejidos, analyses showed inefficient production practices, the 
failure of guaranteed prices to benefit poor traditional growers, and widespread de- 
capitalisation (Botey 1996; Cornelius and Myhre 1998; Gledhill 1996; Gordillo and de 
Janvry 1998; Salinas 2000; SRA 1997; Tellez 1994; Warman 1981). Ejidatarios’ 
standards of living had not only failed to improve for at least two decades but an 
increasing number were shown to exist close to or beneath the poverty line (McKinley 
and Alarcon 1995; Olinto and Deininger 2002). In survey after survey, ejidatarios and 
indigenous communities appeared as the poorest social sectors in Mexico (Brizzi 2001; 
Cornelius and Myhre 1998; Dunn 2000; Varley 1985). As shown by Table 1.3, in 1994, 
75.9 per cent of ejidatarios scarcely earned above one thousand pesos a month and 55.8 
per cent earned fewer than 900 pesos a month ($US 90 in 2001).
Table 1.3 Ejido Household Income, 1994
Plot area 
(Hectares)
Households
(%)
Annual Income 
(Pesos)
100 13,090
<2 ha 21.4 8,338
2-5 ha 34.4 10,442
5-10 ha 20.1 14,400
10-18 ha 17.0 16,062
>18ha 7.1 29,301
Source: de Janvry et al. (1997)
These data, moreover, suggest a link between income levels and land holding. 
According to the United States Department of Agriculture, income from agriculture 
increases with the size of farms: in a range of two or less hectares, the agricultural 
income accounts for just 22.2 per cent of household needs; from two to five hectares, it 
accounts for 34.8 per cent; between five and ten hectares, agriculture provides 47.3 per 
cent of the family income and finally, only in a range of size of farm between ten and 18 
hectares does agriculture provide half (55.2 per cent) of income (USDA 2003; also 
Schejtman 1982 cited in Escalante 2001). Nonetheless, according to Randall (1996), in 
1985 only 2.2 per cent of farms growing maize were larger than 10 hectares (Randall
21 According to USDA (2003), citing data from 1999, 61 per cent of ejidos EAP 
engaged in agriculture earns no profit or at most one minimum wage (around four 
dollars a day); only 55.1 per cent obtain their main revenue from agriculture; and 12.1 
per cent of ejidatarios are without any economic activity.
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1996; also Nuijten 1998; Warman 1981). Clearly, such small plot size has been a strong 
impediment for getting credit, with Myhre (1996) showing that only 9.6 per cent of 
ejidatarios with two hectares or less have access to credit, although they account for 
34.1 per cent of the total farms.22 Deprived of self-sufficiency and access to credit, 
income from off-farm activities proliferated and as a study by USDA (2003) observes, 
the dependence on off-farm income is closely related to plot size, with non-agricultural 
sources of income accounting for 57.8 per cent of household income for holders with 
less than two hectares of land (also Botey 1996; Yunez-Naude and Taylor 2001).23 
Interestingly, a recent study by the Secretaria de Agricultura, Ganaderia, Recursos 
Naturales, Pesca y Alimentation (SAGARPA) predicts that the ratio of farmland to 
people in rural areas will continue decreasing, from 0.75 hectares per person in the 
1960s, 0.34 hectares per person in 2000 to below 0.25 hectares per person in 2010 (cited 
in USDA 2003: 9-10).24
What these data do not reveal is how or why ejido land has been subdivided or, as I 
prefer, fragmented when, formally, it was prohibited for ejidatarios to sell land or divide 
it in order to bequeath it to their children (Articles 52 and 53, 75 and 76, Ley Federal de 
Reforma Agraria). Closer inspection shows that ejidos have rented and sold land 
through informal transactions (Azuela 1989; Bouquet 1999; Concheiro and Diego 2001; 
Escalante 2001; Gordillo and de Janvry 1998; Randall 1996) even in irrigated and 
modem-agriculture regions (Goldring 1996). According to Escalante (2001: 110) the 
rent and sale of ejido land was only officially quantified from 1981 with rented or 
sharecropped land calculated to be about 500,000 hectares and 700,000 hectares by 
2001. This may be a severe underestimate if Bartra (1987: 141-42) is correct that in the
22 In any case, ejido land could be alienated, divided, or passed to third parties, for 
example in case of loss as collateral, and ejido land could not be held by civil 
corporations, joint stock companies or foreign investors, thereby impeding access to 
credit unless from the state (also Escalante 2001; Olinto and Deininger 2002).
23 However, “much of the emphasis has been on programs designed to keep people on 
small inefficient farms, rather than fostering a transition to greater efficiency, 
productivity, and in some cases, off farm employment” (USDA 2003: 3).
4 One can possibly observe a global trend toward concentration in areas of commercial 
agriculture, and in particular the US with an average of 188 hectares per farm in 1997 
and the European Union area (Klank 1997; USDA 2003). In many parts of the 
developing world however the trend has been toward subdivision of holdings, mostly 
but not exclusively in areas of less commercially viable holdings (Platteau and Baland 
2001).
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Yaqui Valley in 1961, 63 per cent of the ejido area was rented, in 1965 25 per cent of 
ejidatarios rented all their land and 13 per cent a fraction of it. As other research has 
showed for the state of Hidalgo, in 1967, 46 per cent of ejidatarios rented plots and in 
Nueva Italia (a well-known failed collectivist experiment) in 1957-58, 35 per cent of 
ejidatarios rented out plots and 55 per cent in 1967. In the irrigated Tula district in 
Hidalgo, in five municipalities 44 private farmers rented 2,415 hectares of ejidos and 
private minifundia (Barbosa and Maturana 1972). Again, therefore, the sale or rent of 
ejido land predates the crisis of agricultural funding or economic crisis, or reform.
Ejidatarios also moved when regulations said that they were not legally allowed to leave 
the parcel for more than two years (Olinto and Deininger 2002). This often provoked 
the rather bizarre ritual of ejidatarios returning to their ejidos from cities or the US in 
order to attend assembly meetings to confirm to the Investigation de Usufructo 
Parcelario of the Secretaria de Reforma Agraria that they maintained their occupancy of 
the land. As Nuijten (1998) observes, one consequence of moving in order to prove that 
you had not moved was an increase in the costs of holding land.26 Speaking of ejidos in 
Michoacan, Zendejas says:
From the beginning of the period, migration to the United States increased 
exponentially, even though the Mexican government invested most heavily 
in agricultural infrastructure in the valley and offered more subsidies to 
farmers between the late 1970s and late 1980s . . . Public investment in 
irrigation and drainage allowed more than a third of the ejido arable lands to 
be sown in the fall-winter cycle, as well as in the rainy season (spring- 
summer). In addition, the subsidy that ejidatarios actually received via 
government credit to cultivate their plots was high indeed: as in the rest of 
the country, the majority of ejidatarios continued to receive this type of 
credit from BANRURAL even though they generally did not pay it back or 
only partially (1996: 314-315).
25 Articles 84 and 87 of Ley Federal de Reforma Agraria, 16 March 1971, mandated that 
ejidatarios would be deprived of their parcels if they failed to cultivate them for more 
than two years.
26 Yet by the 1970s it was widely reported that migration to the United States had 
become a standard response to poverty and by 2002 remittances were worth about $US 
9.8 billion representing the second source of foreign currency after oil exports 
http://www.banxico.gob.mx/eInfoFinanciera/FSinfoFinanciera.html (Consulted 20 
October 2003)
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As with the rent and sale of land, migration suggests that the crisis in the ejido regime 
did not start with economic liberalisation, but long before which implies that the ejido 
as an institution has intrinsic weakness that make it unable to perform successfully in 
terms of production and social welfare.
One reason why the institutional framework of the ejido remained in place when most 
people were aware that ejidatarios, and others, were not abiding by it was due to politics 
and not economic or social rationality. In a sense, of course, the ejido was conceived as 
a mechanism for political control, especially useful in the aftermath of the Revolution to 
achieve social stability during the dismantling of haciendas, and later in association with 
official agencies such as Secretaria de Reforma Agraria and BANRURAL, and rural 
organisations such as the CNC (Jones 1996; Myhre 1996; Randall 1996; Thiesenhusen 
1996). The so-called “green vote” (el voto verde) was sustained by the ‘myth’ of a 
peasant agrarian distribution and helped secure over six decades of political loyalty 
(Nuijten 1998). As the ability of the state to meet land distribution waned, so other 
measures helped maintain peasant conformity. BANRURAL, for example, provided 
credit to the ejido as a community not to individual croppers, and did so through an 
ejido community leadership thereby buying their acquiescence (Heath 1990; Myhre 
1996; Otero 1995). All forms of ejido regulation and bureaucratic control, but especially 
the complicated application procedures and slow payment of credit became an 
additional source of political power for the bureaucrats and local leaders (Botey 1996; 
Olinto and Deininger 2002; Warman 1981).27 At the extreme, a complicit arrangement 
was arrived at between bureaucrats and some ejidos to exploit the ‘disaster industry’ 
(industria del siniestro), whereby a report was made from BANRURAL to ANAGSA 
that a non-existent disaster had occurred, claiming compensation from ANAGSA the 
proceeds of which would be split between bureaucrats in the two agencies and 
ejidatarios (Myhre 1998). In 1990, when ANAGSA was liquidated it had a loss of 
around $US 1.5 billion (Salinas 2000).
Under pressure to counteract fiscal deficits following debt crisis and structural 
adjustment, with landowners complaining that the risk of expropriation or invasion was
27 President Salinas’s (2000) subsequent reflections upon ejido reform note that high- 
level bureaucrats in the Secretariat of Agrarian Reform and associated agencies put up 
stiff resistance to change.
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inhibiting their willingness to invest, and international policy advice urging 
deregulation, privatisation and the removal of subsidies and price controls, and with 
Mexico a member of GATT from 1986 and negotiations for NAFTA on-going, it was 
hardly surprising that an impassioned debate emerged about the future of the ejido 
(Gordillo and de Janvry 1998; Larson and Borrell 2001; Salinas 2000; Tellez 1997).28 
One viewpoint forwarded from traditional defenders of the ejido blamed the lack of 
credit, subsidies and support from the government as the cause for its poor performance 
arguing that, as the government abandoned the ejidos by cancelling subsidies and credit, 
opening the economy, the ejidatarios were obliged to rent and sell land and/or migrate 
(Bartra 1996; Calva 1993). Contradicting this argument, as noted above and in 
subsequent chapters, is that the rent and sale of ejido land occurred even during a period 
when the government provided ejidatarios with soft loans, guaranteed prices subsidies 
and, in the case of cane producers with social security.29 As I show in Chapter Five, 
there is little support for a correlation between official support and productivity in the 
Matamoros valley. A related viewpoint is to blame the ejido crisis on trade 
liberalisation, especially through NAFTA, that allowed imports to replace Mexican 
agricultural production as pressure internationally drove prices downward (Barkin 1987; 
Bartra 1996; Botey 1996; Calva 1993a). According to Calva (1993a) government policy 
should re-impose high tariffs and reduce the exposure to foreign competition (also 
Barkin 1997). Again, however, it would seem that the ejido crisis predates trade 
liberalisation by some decades, notwithstanding the differences between foreign and 
domestic commodity prices and how opening of the economy placed added pressure 
upon an existing crisis. Finally, commentators noted that the ejido was hampered by the 
introduction of modem technology based on synthetic pesticides and fertiliser, as well 
as the use of farm equipment that replaces labour, and as an alternative suggested the 
adoption of labour intensive technology (Pare 1986; Warman 1981).
28 An interesting source of material on the debates during 1991 and 1992 is the 
compilation of speeches and newspaper articles published in H. Camara de Diputados, 
Mexico, LV Legislatura (1992).
29 Indeed, while government assistance has undoubtedly changed, it may not have 
declined as it is still claimed that the Mexican government spends 8.6 per cent of its 
budget on agriculture compared to 0.8 in Argentina, 4.4 in Brazil, and 2.23 in Chile 
(USDA 2003).
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A different, but no less clear, diagnosis of the ejido crisis and who had caused it was 
forwarded by researchers at the World Bank, and by President Salinas, Under­
secretaries of Agriculture Luis Tellez, and Gustavo Gordillo. Their view, in the words 
of Olinto and Deininger, was broadly that:
While the economy as a whole regained its growth path by the end of 1991, 
agricultural production in the ejido sector remained stagnant and poverty 
pervasive among ejido households. To most observers, it was clear that the 
archaic government policies aimed at controlling the ejido economy, a 
product of decades of centrally managing the sector, were the main factor 
hindering ejido sector’s growth (2002: 5)
The principal source of research to provide credibility to this view was from John Heath 
(1990) whose study for the World Bank investigated the contribution of land reform to 
the agricultural development of Mexico, drawing a specific connection between 
institutions and ejido performance (also Heath 1988). In the introduction to his 1990 
paper, Heath argues that:
The purpose of this paper is to consider whether the institutional factors 
associated with the Mexican land reform (ejido) sector constrain agricultural 
growth. Parting from the assumption that the ejido may be considered a 
more or less fixed element of Mexico’s cultural and political scene, the 
paper will focus on the piecemeal changes that could help to enhance growth 
and productivity within the existing structure (1990: 9).
According to Heath, the performance of ejido and minifundio property can be assessed 
using the following indicators: (1) access to land and land use patterns, (2) labour 
organisation and employment, (3) access to credit, and (4) ejido marketing. Although 
the subsequent changes to ejido property rights is very much the work of Salinas, Tellez 
and Gordillo, Heath’s paper is one of the few referred to in publications legitimating the 
reform.
On 7 November 1991, a presidential initiative to change Article 27 of the Constitution 
was presented to Congress, it was passed on 7 December and published on 6 January 
1992, and a new Agrarian Law (enabling legislation) was published on 26 February
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1992. The reformed Article 27 and the new Agrarian Law aimed to provide greater 
security and certainty in land ownership, not only to the ejidos themselves but also to 
private property owners.31 The reform announced an official end to agrarian reform. 
The government argued that it could no longer undertake land redistribution as there 
was no longer land to distribute and that it was unable to purchase land at sanctioned 
compensation rates, without prompting political opposition and legal obstacles. More 
specifically, the reform was supposed to deliver a broad series of changes to ejido 
property rights, promoting individualisation through a land-titling programme, the 
Programa para la Certification de Derechos Ejidales y Titulacion de Solares Urbanos 
(PROCEDE, also begun 6 January 1993) that offered a new certificate (Certificado de 
Derechos Parcelarios) or the full privatisation of rights as a final step. Upon completion 
of various stages of PROCEDE, ejidatarios could sell their land rights either as usufruct 
by selling the certificate or as private property (dominio pleno), or rent plots or maintain 
possession without having to demonstrate cultivation (thus making migration more 
straightforward). The details of plots and other land holdings were recorded in the 
Registro Agrario Nacional (National Agrarian Register, RAN) and disputes on 
ownership or boundaries were to be resolved by negotiation through the Procuraduria or 
a network of Tribunales Agrarios (Agrarian Tribunals). Restrictions prohibiting private 
investment in ejido land were removed, either in terms of individuals or companies
30 6 January is symbolic as the same date that President Venustiano Carranza issued the 
Agrarian Law (decree) in Veracruz in 1915, and which became the basis for Article 27 
in the 1917 Constitution.
31 The Salinas reforms were audacious, even radical, but in Mexico’s long agrarian 
history they are not unprecedented. The reform attempted to consolidate private 
property rights to enhance capitalist development, a measure partially undertaken by 
President Aleman’s initiative of Derecho de Amparo (amparo suit) and Certificados de 
Inafectabilidad Ganadera (Otero 1999; Redclift 1981; Warman 1981). The Salinas 
reform also appeared as a return to the 1856 Ley Lerdo and the Leyes de Reforma 
(Reform laws) of 1857 promoted by Benito Juarez which aimed at the individualisation 
of communal land property (De la Pena 1992; Mendieta y Nunez 1986). Furthermore, in 
line with long-standing political bargains on reform, Salinas set up a fifteen-year 
support programme in 1993 known as Procampo (Programa de Apoyo al Campo) to 
provide up to 3.3 million peasants with a fixed amount of money per hectare, and 
PRONASOL (Programa Nacional de Solidaridad), which established a series of public 
works and credit projects (for a critical analysis see de Janvry et al. 2001 and Myhre 
1996, and for less critical reflection Salinas 2000).
32 According to the Procuraduria Agraria, the SRA still had a backlog of over 11,000 
cases in 1992: this number of applications for land from groups of peasants, shows the 
scope of the agrarian claim.
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engaging in joint ventures with the ejido or ejidatarios, and land could be used as 
collateral on bank loans.
Although the mechanisms to realise these changes on the ground still required 
government oversight through a reformed Procuraduria Agraria (Office of the Attorney 
General for Agrarian Affairs, PA) and the consent of an individual ejido community, the 
reform was presented as an effort to enhance individual freedom from the ejido 
community and community autonomy from the state. It was expected that reform would 
enhance the use of credit, raise investment in agriculture slow land fragmentation to 
sub-minifimdio level in order to attain economies of scale necessary for technological 
modernisation and the realisation of comparative advantages, promoting a shift from 
traditional and self-subsistence agriculture to more profitable cash crops. For discussion 
of the reform, the political cases for and against, and the unexpected outcomes beyond 
the limits imposed by this research see Appendini (1998), Collier (1994), Cornelius 
(1998), Gledhill (1993), Gordillo et al. (1998), Grindle (1995), Harvey (1998a), Jones 
(1996), Preibisch (1995), as well as chapters in Cornelius and Myhre (1998) and 
Randall (1996).
1.5 Conclusion: A Research Framework
Over a decade on from the publication of Heath’s work and the reform of Article 27 it 
seemed interesting to consider his approach and findings and ask whether the 
institutional changes they induced have had their anticipated effects. My work, 
however, departs from Heath in a number of respects. First, my work is conducted 
through case studies in a specific region whereas Heath relied on nationwide data. 
Second, my research concentrates upon one crop, sugar cane, rather than attempt to 
trace changes across the whole agricultural activity of Mexican ejidos as Heath does. 
Even though there are many crops just as relevant to the ejido as sugar cane in economic 
terms, the institutional context of cane already indicated in section 1.2 makes it 
particularly useful for illuminating the connection between institutions and economic 
performance (also Perez 1979: 24). Third, and consequently, I relate the organisation of 
ejidos to more than just the organisation of labour which is Heath’s only concern, and 
consider how the social and political environment influences the performance of the
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agro-sugar industry. Heath pays no attention to issues of state bureaucracy, political 
parties or peasant organisations, and regards the household and community as 
productive units rather than social institutions. Fourth, while Heath almost bizarrely 
gives no attention to technical processes I devote Chapter Five to technical issues of the 
productive process and how these are influenced by new incentives and opportunities, in 
particular those related to performance through the agricultural cycle as ejido 
regulations are reformed, technological changes oriented towards agricultural 
intensification become possible and the role of the mill is changed. As Larson and 
Borrell point out, the problems facing policy makers and producers are many and 
varied, including:
.. .the assessment of cane quality; finding methods of fairly sharing revenue 
from joint production; finding approaches to take advantage of preferential 
trade arrangements while limiting negative consequences; identifying 
practices that facilitate equitable and sustainable privatisation; finding ways 
to finance and encourage research and other activities with common 
benefits; and determining the relationship between sugar market reforms and 
land, water, credit and other input markets. (2001: 32)
Fifth, in contrast to the conclusions of Heath and other studies of property rights and 
agrarian structure that stress the minifundio as the ideal productive unit, my analysis 
provides evidence that its performance post reform is far from expected and the 
minifundio probably acts as a constraint on the agro-sugar industry. In 1995, Singelman 
wondered whether:
But for most cane growers, the question is not only whether they have been 
well prepared for this transition, but more importantly, whether as 
minifundistas (very small-scale growers) they can meet these challenges at 
all. Can they continue as cane growers under the new parameters, and if not, 
then what alternatives exist? (1995: 6).
My research suggests that the 1991 and 1992 reforms have not produced conditions for 
the optimal performance of the minifundio, but nor have they destroyed the ejido either.
While law reform, of course, appears to be categorical, in practice both it and 
institutional change are a mixture of deliberate intention, rhetoric and unintended 
consequence. Important to the present research therefore, is to explain to what extent
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changes have been caused by the 1991 and 1992 reforms. To do so, in Chapter Two I 
consider property rights as a broader set of social relations beyond ownership by 
adopting a neo-institutional approach popular in the social sciences (Harris et al. 1995). 
Chapter Two outlines why I am sceptical about a pro-agrarian reform stance that 
advocates land distribution and the productive potential of the minifundio, arguments 
that have been associated with the Commission Economical Para America Latino 
(CEPAL), the Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO), and numerous non­
governmental organisations (NGOs) in Latin America. Rather, I indicate through a 
discussion of Evolutionary Theory of Land Rights (ETLR), a version of property rights 
theory based loosely upon Neo-Institutional Economics, how poorly defined property 
rights impinge on productivity and reduce competitiveness, but that over time 
institutions will emerge to strengthen rights and resolve productivity problems. 
Although ETLR suggests a process of medium term change, in practice governments 
and agencies have tended to redefine property rights through legal change or through 
interventions in the market (Jones 2000). While ETLR suggests how institutions change 
in a complex environment, it cautions against prediction of impact when change is 
induced. Rather than understanding the ejido as a simple institution based on a social 
form of production, ETLR stresses the need to appreciate as broad a range of 
institutions and their interactions as possible.
In Chapter Three the research methodology is outlined and the location for the case 
studies is introduced. Chapter Four is concerned with land tenure, fragmentation of 
plots, land market activity and access to finance from both formal and informal sources, 
as well as the specific impact of the 1992-reform notably through the process of land 
titling (PROCEDE), in the agrarian structure in the case study ejidos. In Chapter Five 
the research focuses on the productive process, looking for the specific mechanisms 
through which the new institutional arrangements have influenced the economic 
performance of ejidos producing sugar cane. In Chapter Six I analyse the market for 
sugar cane and other crops in the case study ejidos, as well as the social and political 
impact of the reform, specifically migration and poverty. Together, Chapters Five and 
Six show how conditions since 1992 have been inauspicious for cane growers to meet 
the challenges of efficiency, productivity, and competitiveness due to inter alias the size 
of their land holding, the quality of the land, continued political manipulation within
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ejidos and in the municipalities, power relations with the mill, and difficulties with the 
market for both sugar cane and other crops.
Finally, Chapter Seven draws general conclusions from the empirical data in Chapters 
Four, Five and Six. It concentrates in particular upon a critical appraisal of the position 
and future of the minifundio in sugar cane producing ejidos. While the research does not 
deny the necessity of supporting ejidatarios through government policy, or that 
assistance may be essential for achieving higher levels of productivity to improve the 
standard of living, I suggest that assistance alone is not enough and, that moreover, the 
minifundista structure will not enhance production if it is unable to absorb subsidies 
productively. In order to assist the production of cane, and the agro-sugar industry, a 
much broader and interconnected process of institutional change should be considered, 
that does not take ‘mill ownership’ or the ‘ejido’ as separate but, rather, seeks to 
understand the linkages between the ejido, the financial system, political interests, the 
specific determinants of sugar cane production.
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CHAPTER 2: QUESTIONS OF PROPERTY RIGHTS
2.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the strengths and weaknesses of the principal theoretical 
approaches to contemporary debates on agrarian change and the shape of policy 
intervention in Latin America. In particular, I will outline the arguments of what I call 
the ‘pro-agrarian’ position that is, broadly, consistent with the views of FAO and 
CEPAL as well as numerous NGOs committed to agrarian distribution, and then discuss 
Neo-institutional Economics (NIE), which informed the reform of Article 27, and its 
relation to a more specific formulation of property rights change known as the 
Evolutionary Theory of Land Rights (ETLR). My aim is, first, to draw out parallels and 
differences between the pro-agrarian and the NIE approaches, and to compare the policy 
implications of both with respect to the ejido. Second, I aim to identify gaps in the 
theoretical and more especially the empirical record of the two positions. I shall argue 
that the strength of the NIE-ETLR approach is that it does not take property rights for 
granted and nor does it regard rights as unaffected by changes in other institutional 
arrangements.33 Third, I aim to evaluate the theoretical insights of NIE-ETLR in the 
light of the results of property rights reform in general and in particular in Mexico since 
1992.
2.2 The Pro-Agrarian Position and the 1992 Ejido Reform
Perhaps, the most influential approach to agrarian reform in Latin America has been 
what I term, as shorthand, the pro-agrarian reform position. This approach stresses 
social differences amongst rural producers and it aims at achieving equity of land 
holding, mainly through state intervention directly through land redistribution 
programmes as well as indirectly through state financial support to peasants, agricultural 
extension projects, infrastructure improvements, commercialisation and protection from 
foreign competition (Bartra 1996; Bryceson 2000; Echeverria 2000; Kay 2000). At the
33 Although not discussed in this chapter, static conceptualisations of property rights are 
not the preserve of the pro-agrarian position but are also adopted by neo-classical 
economics (Alchian and Demsetz 1973) and in the concept of “meta-economic” fact, 
lying beyond legal and economic dimensions and existing as a pure cultural or 
metaphysical issue in Schumacher (1993).
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extreme, the pro-agrarian stance has supported coercive measures of land confiscation 
or nationalisation, with redistribution to previously identified groups of peasants, to, 
more recently, government intervention to provide large landowners with incentives to 
sell land or funding the landless to acquire land through the market (Carter 2003; de 
Janvry et al 2001; Echeverria 2000; Lehmann 1974; Parsons 1984; Vogelgesang 
2003).34
Pro-reform has been influenced strongly by the pioneering work of Polanyi (1987) and 
Chayanov (1986), as well as Marx’s transcendental contribution to the notions of land 
rent and forces for consolidation (Bardhan 1989; Bartra 1987). According to Chayanov 
(1986), the peasant economy operates according to a different economic logic and 
consequently a different strategy to capitalist farmers, the former aiming to meet 
subsistence needs through agricultural production, and the latter seeking profit 
maximisation (Lehmann 1974; Schejtman 1992). As summarised by Schejtman the 
peasant economy is a “sector of domestic agricultural activity in which family-type 
units engaged in the process of production with the aim of ensuring, from one cycle to 
another, the reproduction of their living and working conditions, or, to put it another 
way, the reproduction of the producers and the unit of production itself’ (1992: 278). 
Polanyi (1987), however, warned that self-subsistence was likely to give way to an 
historical process of ‘de-peasantisation’, transforming peasants into proletarians and a 
replacement of regulated production by market mediated acquisition of goods. Opening 
the peasant economy to the dynamics of capitalist agriculture, therefore, would 
accelerate this process as in a market economy the whole institutional arrangement is 
subordinated to the market (Polanyi 1987; also Bryceson 2000; Kay 2000).
From this point of departure, the pro-agrarian position relies on two assumptions. In 
economic terms, it argues for the productive potential of the minifundio and in social 
terms it argues for the capability of land distribution to improve the standard of living of
34 In part, this position reflects the influence of Neo-institutional Economics which 
supports land reform that meets a condition of Pareto optimality, if for instance reform 
reduces inequality and increases national output through improved productivity of many 
small producers without detriment to the few large ones that lose land (Stiglitz 1989: 
25). In Latin America, agrarian reform took land from unproductive, semi feudal 
haciendas, with subsequent improved productivity, but also occasionally divided large 
and medium productive farms, thereby moving from the Pareto position (de la Pena 
1992; Carmagnani 1979).
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the rural population (El Ghonemy 1984; Lehmann 1974). Bryceson notes how a range 
of studies supported these assumptions:
Berry and Cline’s (1979) study of Brazil, Colombia, the Philippines, 
Pakistan, India and Malaysia showed that the smallholding peasant sector 
achieved higher production per unit of land than the large farm sector due to 
the intensity and flexibility of labour based on family units. Comia’s (1985) 
larger sample of 15 countries, including five African countries, further 
reinforced the pattern of higher labour intensity and output on small 
holdings. The findings harked back to Chayanov and had several important 
policy implications. Firstly, they provided a sound basis for the 
implementation of Latin American land reform and its frontal attack on 
large, inefficient hacienda agricultural production units (2000: 24-5).
Taken together, the ‘potential of the minifundio’ downplays the impacts of economies 
of scale and suggests an inverse relationship between size and productivity in 
agriculture. Here, the difficulty is that, while the minifundio has been shown capable of 
providing family subsistence, it relies on income from non-farm sources and to maintain 
conditions of semi-proletarianisation through conditions of poverty through a reliance 
on non-remunerated family members, including the labour of children, low capital 
inputs and extended working days (Bartra 1987; Bryceson 2000; de Janvry and Sadoulet 
2001; Jansen 2000; Yunez-Naude and Taylor 2001). According to Bartra (1982), if a 
wage were assigned to family labour on the ejido then it would possess a higher cost 
structure, and lower productivity, than other small land holdings. Referring to evidence 
from China’s and India’s agrarian reforms, however, Tomlinson notes the importance of 
the size of land holding:
Buck's (1937/1982) data on the rural economy suggested that peasant 
agriculture was backward because of inefficient allocation of factors of 
production. In particular, farms were too small, land was used 
uneconomically, peasants had too little capital and access to new 
technology, little control over natural forces, poor transport, high marketing 
costs and so on. His conclusions suggested that land reform on its own 
would have had little effect, since the main problem was the low 
productivity of existing peasant-owned plots. What were needed instead 
were measures to improve efficiency through extra investment and the 
diffusion of new techniques (1995: 178).
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And according to Heath:
The majority of ejidatarios in Mexico control too little land to depend on this 
as a source of income: they are obliged to look for off-farm work, either as 
casual agricultural labourers or in the urban sector (particularly in 
construction). In one study, conducted in the 1960s, it was calculated that 84 
percent of all ejido plots were too small to provide full employment and an 
adequate income for a peasant family . . .  (1990: 31).
Nevertheless, despite the widespread recognition of a relationship between self­
subsistence and self-exploitation, advocates of the minifundio have found it difficult to 
question its viability. Rather, building upon the observation that peasants are 
discriminated against by the operation of imperfect markets that impose conditions of 
unequal exchange upon self-subsistence production, the dominant argument has been in 
favour of a range of state interventions for the minifundio (de Janvry et al. 1989; Kay 
2000; Schejtman 1992).35
One intervention is for government programmes to provide credit on terms that are 
affordable to income rather than reflect transaction costs (Calva 1993a; Echeverria 
2000; Lehmann 1992; Schejtman 1992). The record of government operated 
intermediaries for the provision of rural financial services has, across Latin America and 
notably in Mexico, been disappointing. Experience has shown high levels of default due 
to inappropriate credit structures that have promoted free rider attitudes among peasants, 
especially once it is recognised that programmes are vulnerable to corporatist control 
(Kherallah and Kirsten 2001; Myhre 1996, 1998). Moreover, research has demonstrated 
that it is unreasonable to place faith either in the capacity of the minifundio to respond 
in productive terms to the availability of funds, rather than devote subsidies to 
consumption, or in the assumption that the ability to absorb subsidies is not conditioned 
by the size of land holding (Echeverria 2000; Uphoff 1984).36
35 An assumption of the Chayanov view is that peasants rarely engage in business-like 
activities since they are essentially risk averse (Schejtman 1992); although as Stiglitz 
(1989; 1992) argues, peasants, just like other agents, are also capable of making rational 
decisions.
In the case of sugar, minifundistas channel credit meant for sugar production to other 
crops or family consumption (Pare 1986; Powell 1995; Singelman and Otero 1995).
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Another commonly advocated intervention is for government assistance with 
technological development in order to raise productivity (Tomlinson 1995). 
Nevertheless, so that the association between technology and de-peasantisation evident 
in many developed countries with a heavy reliance on chemical pesticides and 
fertilisers, large irrigation infrastructure and mechanisation which suits larger faming 
units is avoided, the argument has been for ‘appropriate technologies’ such as assistance 
with small animal husbandry, beekeeping, micro-irrigation, crop combination, organic 
fertilisers and use of oxen. In short, the pro-agrarian reform position argues for labour- 
intensive technology and opposes neo-liberal policies as labour saving (de Janvry et al. 
1989; Echeverria 2000; Schejtman 1992; Sinha 1984; Warman 1981). In relation to 
sugar cane, Pare and Juarez argue:
Now, seeing the problem from a social point of view rather than an 
economic and technical one and from the perspective of cutters and not from 
that of the producers, it is relatively easy to imagine the damage that the 
present idea of promoting mechanisation would mean for the 75 thousand 
farm workers and about 20 thousand sugar cane producers engaged in sugar 
cane cutting over six months a year . . . besides the problems in terms of 
unemployment that an accelerated mechanisation of cutting would entail, it 
is not sure that for producers it would really mean a real reduction in costs 
(1986: 66).
Indeed, this position can extend so far as to argue that agrarian reform is a precondition 
for technological development (Lehmann 1974). The dilemma, mostly unresolved in the 
works cited above, is that if technology always remains ‘appropriate’ to the existing 
scale of production, and that scale depends in part upon exploitation, then there is a 
danger that policies condemn agriculture to technological obsolescence, and the 
minifundio is progressively less able to become competitive, and thus engage in trade in 
order to change economic conditions.
In order to support the minifundio, and in part as a counter to the above criticism, a pro­
agrarian position might argue for government provision of infrastructure (Bryceson 
2000; Echeverria 2000). The conceit is that the ability to access infrastructure is 
regarded as neutral, or possibly inverse, to scale, and that if this fails to be the case it is 
because the government has installed insufficient or inappropriate infrastructure. 
Undoubtedly, there is considerable demand for improved infrastructure across rural
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areas of Latin America, and there are many circumstances in which better infrastructure 
would benefit the minifundio. Nonetheless, a combination of intuition and research 
suggests that larger landholders are in a better position to take advantage of improved 
infrastructure (Estache et al. 2002; Ochoa 2000; Warman 1976). This point is made 
even before the reforms of the past decade encouraged governments to obtain cost- 
recovery for infrastructure improvements which would probably have a regressive 
impact on smaller scale landholders (Whiteford and Bemal 1996).
Although advocacy of large-scale land reform, credit programmes, and extension of 
subsidised technology inputs and other services seem ‘outdated’ in liberalised Latin 
America, the pro-agrarian position offers a dynamic critique of contemporary policy in 
at least one important respect. A key claim of proponents of economic liberalisation in 
the countryside is that the induced shift from traditional and subsistence agricultural 
patterns to non-traditional crops and export-led agriculture, and from less to more 
profitable use of factors, will create employment and raise incomes, including for the 
poorest farmers (Salinas 2000; Tellez 1994; for discussion see Harvey 1998a).37 
Research has demonstrated, however, that under pro-agrarian conditions, the direction 
of change depends upon the differentiated capacity to respond to institutional incentives 
(Appendini 1998; CEPAL 1986; Kay 1997). Social, economic and cultural 
differentiation determines impact upon levels of income and size of farms, plots size 
and capital endowment (de Janvry et al. 1989; El Ghonemy 1984; Parsons 1984; 
Warman 1981) as do for education and information asymmetries (Stiglitz 1989, 1992 
also Toye 1995), the capacity to make political contacts in the bureaucracy, and to 
manage the productive unit (for Mexico see Goldring 1998; Stephen 1998). Under 
conditions of liberalisation there seems every likelihood that such differentiation will 
create losers as well as winners, as possibly evident by reports of land loss and food 
insecurity (Barkin 1987; Jansen 2000; Schejtman 1992).38 Furthermore, and unlike neo-
37 As Kay (1997) notes, liberalisation of trade can be market-driven or state-driven, with 
the former most likely to favour large landholders and the latter favouring small. 
Nonetheless, most pro-agrarian advocates maintain a protectionist stance (see Calva 
1993a; Gwynne 1999b; Kay 1997).
38 Kay for Chile’s membership of Mercosur and Calva (1993a) for post-NAFTA Mexico 
argue that liberalisation will lead to ‘an agrarian reform in reverse’ with greater 
concentration of farms due to competitive market pressures resulting from lower tariffs 
forcing out many small farmers. Evidence from Chile and Brazil shows that under trade
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classical economics, a pro-agrarian position argues that the impact of institutional 
change will be different over space depending on natural endowments, communications, 
types of social participation and cultural values (Echeverria 2000; Gwynne and Kay 
1997; Hewitt de Alcantara 1999; Jansen 2000; Vogelgesang 1996).
To compensate simultaneously for the weaknesses derived from the small plot size of 
minifundia and in order to achieve economies of scale in both output and service 
delivery, advocates of agrarian reform have proposed collective organisation (Lehmann 
1974; Ochoa 2000; Uphoff 1984).39 Although not necessarily co-terminus with support 
for communal land holding, nor antipathetic to individualised holdings (see Parsons 
1984), the pro-agrarian position is usually strongly opposed to land privatisation on the 
grounds that privatisation will encourage land sales as a short-term response to poverty 
and individualisation will remove the ‘protective shell’ of the community (Calva 1988, 
1993a; Kay 1997, 2000; Vogelgesang 1996).40 Such views certainly accord with some 
of the more forthright claims of pro-liberalisation reformers who, as was the case with 
the political rhetoric in favour of ejido reform in Mexico during the 1990s, were fairly 
candid that liberalisation would ‘release’ the countryside from conditions perpetuating 
inefficiency, social and physical immobility, low productivity and institutional inertia 
(Gordillo and de Janvry 1998; Tellez 1994).
A critical understanding of the pro-agrarian reform position provides important insights 
for designing a study concerned with the influence of institutional change upon the 
organisation of ejidos. From the above discussion one can observe at least two tensions 
in the pro-agrarian position. First, if the peasants are the poorest sector in Latin
liberalisation land holdings have become concentrated among fewer holders (David et 
al. 2000).
This is controversial as Chayanov argued that horizontal collectivisation of peasant 
production as witnessed in the Soviet Union did not necessarily offer economies of 
scale (Bryceson 2000: 12). Although in many countries in Latin America, there was 
considerable advocacy for collective land holding there has been greater support for 
collective ownership or management of other factor inputs, capital and labour, leaving 
land to be individually held.
40 According to Parsons, “As a first step it would be recommendable to leave a narrow 
margin both to rent and sell parcels, constraining perhaps those transactions only to the 
participation of neighbours and relatives, and in the beginning, only to farmers” (1984: 
35). This view is almost a premonition of the derecho del tanto contained in Mexico’s 
1992 reforms upon which I elaborate later in this chapter.
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American societies and there is a growing trend toward minifundio subsistence 
requiring non-farm earnings, it is difficult to imagine how one can construct an 
economically and socially viable minifundio without inducing the feared transformation 
toward proletarianisation. Second, if  one’s aim is to improve the conditions of the 
minifundio but again to avoid peasant proletarianisation then preserving it through 
government intervention without considering a restructuring of land holdings is likely to 
provoke non-formal institutional responses, such as land sales, that are likely to hurt the 
weakest peasants the most.
What does the pro-agrarian position say about the reform of the ejido and specifically 
the form that reform took in 1992? Of course, there are a wide variety of approaches 
within the pro-agrarian position and it is not always possible to identify consistent 
opinions as author views change over time (Bartra 1987; Otero 1999). Nevertheless, one 
can collate a group of opinions that prior to and since the reforms of 1992, remain 
broadly unconditional defenders of the ejido and opposed to the reform of Article 27. 
Among peasant organisations this stance includes CIO AC and CNPA, both of which are 
linked to the Left-wing PRD41 and among academics it is championed by Jose Luis 
Calva (1993a, 1993b, 1997), Armando Bartra (1996) and David Barkin (1997) (see also 
Chew and Aguilar 2000; Concheiro and Diego 2001). They regard the ejido as a viable 
productive arrangement, for which the potential of the minifundio has been undermined 
by the lack of official support and discrimination in agricultural policy. According to 
Calva (1993a, 1997) ejidos were a productive experience “at the beginning” but decline 
set in following the abandonment or destruction of the Cardenista model during the 
presidencies of Avila Camacho (1940-46) and Miguel Aleman (1946-52). The claim is 
that subsidised credit, irrigation infrastructure and other forms of support have been 
channelled on discriminating grounds to the (non-ejido) private sector (Bartra 1996; 
Calva 1993a; Warman 1981).42
41 The Ejercito Zapatista de Liberation Nacional (EZLN) opposed the reform to Article 
27, advocating the preservation of communal lands and production organisation 
(Harvey 1998a, 1998b; Mackinlay 1996).
42 As was noted in Chapter One, there have been periods of massive official support to 
ejidos, especially under presidents Cardenas (1934-40), Echeverria (1970-76) and 
Lopez Portillo (1976-82) (Lamartine 1978; Myhre 1996).
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Abandoned by the state, the ejido is 'unfairly blamed' for the agricultural crisis but will 
be damaged, possibly even destroyed, by liberalisation that seeks to transform land into 
a commodity -  the drive to commodity status threatens the symbolic importance of land 
to social, cultural and historical identity and communal cohesion (Concheiro and Diego 
2001). According to Calva:
Under these conditions, of predominantly minifundista grain agriculture, 
land concentration might have enormous social costs. At the extreme 
allowed by the new agrarian law it would be formally possible that 3,802 
mercantile societies or latifundia (as shareholders), with an average of 4,000 
hectares . . . [could hold] all the 14 million hectares of land now cultivated 
with the eight principal grains. As a result, 3.5 million middle and small 
grain croppers would be evicted from their land . . . The process of land 
concentration, induced by the agrarian law and NAFTA, will produce 
enormous social costs (1993b: 24-25).
As his solution Calva proposes an agricultural development model based on the 
acceleration of technological change through family farms, essentially the five million 
or so ejidatarios, comuneros and small private farmers, oriented to the production of 
basic foods (also Barkin 1997). Unless support to the ejido returns, the reform of Article 
27, it was predicted, would cause a massive sale of land, with a return to latifundia, 
unemployment, migration and poverty (Calva 1993a; Botey 1996) with consequent 
problems for food sovereignty (Bartra 1996; Botey 1996; Calva 1993a).
Within the key agencies of the Mexican government during the 1980s and even after the 
reform to Article 27, a pro-agrarian pro-ejido position dominated (Salinas 2000). 
Cleverly, therefore, Salinas positioned a number of pro-agrarian supporters in key 
positions within government. The most important were Arturo Warman who became the 
first director of the revamped Procuraduria Agraria and Gustavo Gordillo, a leading 
figure in the Union Nacional de Organizaciones Regionales Campesinas Autonomas de 
Mexico (UNORCA) that took a middle-position in negotiating peasant issues with the 
state during the 1970s and 1980s, who held senior positions at SARH (1988-91) and 
the CNC (1988-92) before becoming Under-Secretary of Agrarian Reform 1992-94. 
Salinas also manoeuvred for Hugo Andres Araujo, also a former leader of UNORCA, to
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become Secretary-General of the CNC (Mackinlay 1996).43 While maintaining a view 
that the ejido could be viable, and indeed might possess important advantages compared 
to the private sector in terms of community organisation, access to collective resources, 
and reliance on national and international migration (Gordillo and de Janvry 1998; de 
Janvry et al. 1996; de Janvry et al. 1997), by this time, these figures had begun to 
express doubts about the actual efficiency of the ejido and the agrarian system.
In particular, Gordillo (1988) mounted an attack on the level and form of bureaucratic 
interference in the ejido, inspired by political corporatism, but which legitimated 
corruption that hampered the productive potential of ejido. In order to eliminate these 
constraints, Gordillo argued for changes to the legal framework regulating the ejido, and 
especially in terms of the market, but also made a case for continued official support 
(Gordillo 1988; Gordillo and de Janvry 1998; Gordillo et al. 1999).44 This position, 
then, retained the importance of ejido land holding or communal ownership where this 
was preferred, and served subsequently as an important opposition to those arguing for 
more radical measures leading toward the complete elimination of the ejido.45 The 
weakness of this approach, however, is that while regulation, corporatism and 
corruption are real problems, it disregards other weaknesses, in particular in my opinion 
land fragmentation which cannot be overcome through de-regulation and 
democratisation. Furthermore, while Gordillo and others extended the pro-agrarian 
debate in Mexico by bringing in the importance of institutions such as the law, 
bureaucratic rules, political agreements and so forth, linking this position to Neo- 
Institutional Economics and the subsequent reforms, the stress placed on political 
control and corporatism as the core explanation is too limited in scope as an explanation 
for the ejido crisis.
43 Warman held a Chayanovian view with respect to peasant production, noting that: 
“The hypothesis contradicts the generalised dogma that large-scale production, the scale 
which constitutes the model of capitalist efficiency, is a condition to increase labour 
productivity” (1976: 299).
Here, Gordillo was echoing observations of others that regulations had impinged 
negatively on the productive process causing the evolution of institutions inappropriate 
to changing economic conditions (Del Villar 1976; Garcia 1997).
45 The eventual reform of Article 27 promoted ejidos’ “personalidad juridica” providing 
the key decision-making mechanism of the ejido, the General Assembly, with 
constitutional legal status (Rodriguez 1998; Tellez 1994). This was regarded as a 
victory of the agrarian lobby, for example in the CNC, and against the ethos of 
individualisation promoted by Salinas.
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2.3 Neo-Institutional Economics and the 1992 Ejido Reform
Neo-Institutional Economics (NIE) is not a homogeneous theoretical approach but a 
complex set of intertwined theories.46 In the main, Neo-Institutional Economics follows 
neo-classical theory, adopting the assumption that economic decisions are based on 
rationality (Coase 1988; Commons 1931) but noting that “pure market co-ordination, 
solely by means of the price mechanism, is an exceptional case” (Douma and Schreuder 
1998: 41; Williamson 1985). Instead, Neo-Institutional Economics accepts that not all 
decisions are taken according to strict economic rationality and therefore an analysis of 
the market alone is insufficient to explain the pace and qualities of economic 
development (North 1990, 1995)47 In order to go beyond what Rueschemeyer terms 
“the black box character of quantitative analyses based on correlations among 
variables” (1991: 33), Neo-Institutional Economics has developed the idea that analysis 
must understand how in practice ‘market failure’ requires institutions or what North 
(1990) calls the ‘rules of the game’ to regulate social relationships, provide 
opportunities and restrictions, promote a long-term view, reduce transaction costs 
through cost-minimising arrangements and reinforce contracts in the face of risk 
(Hodgson 1988; Kherallah and Kirsten 2001; Stiglitz 1992; Williamson 1985). Formal 
institutions are constitutions, regulations, and contracts, either issued by the government 
or through private agreements, the enforcement of which establishes what is not legally 
permitted (North 1990). Informal or social institutions reveal how profit-maximising 
economic behaviour is influenced by culture, ideas, politics and historical influences 
(Bates 1995; North 1990, 1995; Rueschemeyer 1991; Stiglitz 1989). According to 
Platteau:
This is why ideological factors must be taken into account explicitly in any 
sensible analysis of institutional change. Man’s behaviour is indeed 
structured by a set of habits, norms and values which reflects the perceptions
46 Bardhan (1989), Clague (1997) and Kherallah and Kristen (2001) present different 
taxonomies of New Institutional Economics.
47 Neo-Institutional Economics reveals its debt to neo-classical economics in a number 
of ways. North (1990), for example, identifies changing relative prices as the driving 
force of institutional change, such that variations in the ratio of land to labour or capital 
to land or the cost of information and technology will alter relative prices and in 
consequence induce institutional change (1990: 84; also Bardhan 1989).
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or rationalizations of the surrounding world in the particular society or social 
group to which he belongs (1996: 55).
Informal institutions are embedded in the mind of people, and express themselves in 
traditions and values determining people’s attitudes, or: ethics, religion, ethnicity, 
historical background and education. Both forms of institutions work in combination or, 
as North puts it, “Institutions are made up of formal rules, informal norms and the 
enforcement characteristics of both, and it is the admixture of rules, norms and 
enforcement characteristics that determines economic performance” (1995: 25). 
Nevertheless, while institutions may reduce uncertainty by providing some 
predictability to human interactions, they do not necessarily result in efficient outcomes 
and inappropriate institutional arrangements may constrain transactions and raise costs 
(North 1990, 1995), which may in turn motivate new institutional arrangements through 
the reform of law or the emergence of extra-legal activities (De Soto 2000).
As an approach that recognises the importance of formal and informal institutions, and 
the likelihood of sub-optimal outcomes, NIE has been attractive to researchers seeking 
to explain why economic conditions (particularly through liberalisation) appear to be so 
different in developing countries. According to Kherallah and Kirsten:
Since institutions and the institutional framework provide the incentives for 
efficient production and for people to engage in economic activity, an 
institutional analysis is required to explain why the cost of transacting is so 
high in developing countries. The frequent occurrence of market failure and 
incomplete markets (because of higher transaction costs and information 
asymmetries) in developing countries cannot be explained by conventional 
neo-classical economics and requires an institutional analysis. Many of the 
institutions or formal rules of behavior that are taken for granted in 
developed countries and that facilitate market exchange are absent in low- 
income countries. Therefore, the NIE is a useful framework that could help 
determine the types of institutions needed (either formal or informal) to 
improve economic performance in developing countries (2001: 16-17).
In drawing distinctions between what works in developed economies and what appears 
not to work in developing ones, writers have identified a long list of missing or 
inappropriate institutional arrangements.
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First, there is a concern with asymmetric information. According to Stiglitz (1992) 
smaller producers are unlikely to know the full range of market opportunities available 
to them in order to make the best choice and, as a consequence, they are likely to make 
decisions from a local perspective. By contrast, middlemen are able to make more 
informed decisions, thus segmenting markets and contributing to social and economic 
differentiation. Concerns for asymmetric information have been at the forefront of many 
measures of economic liberalisation that stress the need to make market operations more 
transparent, simplify rules and disseminate information through strategies of good 
governance. However, the opportunities afforded by liberalisation have tended to 
benefit large-scale, well-connected, educated and informed producers, suggesting that 
there remains a strong association between the scale of production and access to 
information. By implication, in terms of my research, one might expect that the 
minifundio will respond slowly and possibly unpredictably to reforms within the sugar 
sector or to land rights. Nevertheless, a lack of information is only one cause of 
imperfect markets and, to my mind, it is difficult to imagine how even possessing good 
information can compensate for a lack of capital. Rather, capital and information are 
synergistically related, for example when a producer decides to withhold crops from 
market awaiting an improved price.
Related to the concern with asymmetric information is the role of transaction costs 
(Coase 1988; North 1990; Williamson 1985). Transaction costs are incurred in the 
process of information gathering, supervision, lobbying and monitoring, as well as 
getting professional services from lawyers, accountants and so forth, necessary to the 
process of exchange (Barzel 1997: 4; Harriss-White 1995). In simple market economies 
risks can be reduced by the strength of informal institutions but as transactions become 
more complex and people do not know each other, risk grows, and contracts are 
necessary in order to organise transactions (Barzel 1997; Williamson 1985). One 
difference between developed and developing countries is the enforceability of contracts 
which, as North argues, “is uncertain not only because of ambiguity of legal doctrine (a 
measurement cost), but because of uncertainty with respect to behavior of the agent” 
(1990: 59; also Booth 1995). Developing countries, therefore, are perceived as having 
poor institutional arrangements that increase transaction costs, making access to 
information more difficult, creating or accentuating information asymmetries, that may
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in turn distort calculations on prices or impose higher costs of supervision in order to 
control for moral hazard (Bardhan 1989; Harriss-White 1995; Stiglitz 1989, 1992). Such 
institutional failures are typically identified with the absence of rule of law, which 
encourages corruption (Bardhan 1989; Clague 1997; Stiglitz 1989) or violence in order 
to defend property in the face of weak government enforcement (Deininger and Feder 
1988; Stein 1995).48 In order to increase productivity, transaction costs have to be 
reduced (as well as production costs), although beyond broad headings of ‘good 
governance’ the precise specification of adjustment to the institutional framework is 
difficult to detect (Bardhan 1989; Demsetz 1967; Handoussa 1995; Toye 1995). A 
theoretical difficulty here is that if the law is just one institution, but institutions in 
general are ‘rules of the game’, and governments contravene their own laws that may be 
undemocratically arrived at, but social groups respect other institutions it is difficult to 
know in advance if the absence of rule of law will jeopardise development or make it 
more likely.
A second concern derived from NIE refers to the role of organisations for development 
and welfare. Olson (1971) argued that contrary to the individualistic assumption of 
orthodox neo-classical economics organisations exist and evolve because of the inability 
of isolated individuals to overcome problems of common interest (also Clague 1997a). 
In certain cases, such as the management of collective goods (water, forage), groups 
will exclude others in order to maximise their benefit but, as a result, establish second- 
best solutions to the distribution of resources as a whole (Olson 1997). Olson, however, 
does not confer an advantage to larger forms of organisations (pace Stiglitz). Rather, he 
notes that:
The most important single point about small groups in the present context, 
however, is that they may very well be able to provide themselves with a 
collective good simply because of the attraction of the collective good to the 
individual members. In this, small groups differ from larger ones. The larger 
a group is, the farther it will fall short of obtaining an optimal supply of any 
collective good, and the less likely that it will act to obtain even a minimal 
amount of such a good. In short, the larger the group, the less it will further 
its common interests (1971: 36).
48 It has been argued that land reform creates risk among landholders, despite measures 
to ensure security of holdings, partly because of fears that governments are not 
committed to the rule of law, with resulting negative impacts on investment and the 
price of credit (Bates 1995; Cardoso and Helwege 1992; Deininger and Feder 1998).
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So, although it seems logical that large organisations are stronger than the small ones 
and better able to represent and defend the common interest, this may only be possible if 
organisations create sub-groups to provide themselves with collective goods without 
renouncing affinity to the large organisation (Olson 1971: 53-55). Moreover, as 
developed in the work of Ostrom (1997), the efficiency of groups (collective action) 
determining access to collective good is threatened by overuse if all the members of the 
community are allowed to use resources without condition. According to Ostrom, the 
maintenance of common property rights, for example, would imply a central authority 
(possibly the state) to protect common goods, so undermining the group organisation. 
However, in pointing to a number of successful and enduring communal arrangements, 
Ostrom points out that group organisations are not always at the mercy of free riding 
individuals as community members are in communication and can exert agency over the 
situation in which they find themselves (1993: 105; also 1997).49
A third concern involves politics. Some views, such as those of North that “Historically 
the growth of economies has occurred within the institutional framework of well- 
developed coercive polities. We do not observe political anarchy in high-income 
countries” (1990: 14), are contentious or beyond the scope of this thesis. At a finer 
scale, however, the observation by Stiglitz (1989: 20) that “since economic forces 
naturally lead to economic efficiency, the study of development becomes the study of 
the political barriers to development” is suggestive of how, in a country such as Mexico, 
we need to regard economic rule-making as a political act. Attention has focussed 
therefore on how, political parties, bureaucracies, businessmen, unions and peasant 
organisations, can impede reforms if their interests are not accommodated within new 
institutional arrangements (Booth 1995; Ham and Hill 1993; North 1981). Much less 
attention has been given to whether participation assists institutional reform or what 
form that participation should take. Thus, while there is plenty of empirical evidence on 
participation by peasant organisations in decision-making (El Ghonemy 1984; Uphoff 
1984), and theoretical work in favour of participation and democracy within institutions
49 It is asserted that collective goods will be subject to a free rider problem of 
individuals who do not pay the costs of their production, for example in the 
replenishment of forest resources, or put differently members of a group will be subject 
to the prisoner’s dilemma of exit before other members make such a decision (Alchian 
and Demsetz 1973).
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(Olson 1971; Ostrom 1997; Stiglitz 2000), most policies associated with Neo- 
Institutional Economics are typified by vertical decision-making styles.
Fourth, NIE elucidates the role of the institutional framework in shaping the market. As 
Coase notes,
what are traded on the market are not, as is often supposed by economists, 
physical entities, but the rights to perform certain actions and the rights 
which individuals possess are established by the legal system . . .  As a result, 
the legal system will have a profound effect on the working of the economic 
system and may in certain respects be said to control it (Coase 1992: 717-18 
quoted in Stein 1995: 112).
In order to develop market-friendly institutions there has been a tendency to impose 
change through the reform of domestic institutions -  often, of course, promoted by 
external organisations that sometimes even appear to believe that externally imposed 
change can be faster than incremental change from within (Toye 1995: 63). Imposed 
institutional reform however is in contradiction with a central thrust of NIE that warns 
against devising simple menus to “get the institutions right”. First, it recognises that 
cultural values and historical background can create path dependence thereby explaining 
why the same or similar legal institutions can produce different outcomes (Bardhan 
1989). Second, it explains why a legal reform does not produce immediate changes to 
reality as informal institutions can impede, delay or reduce the scope of formal changes 
(Stiglitz 1989). Thus, while property rights in practice can be formalised in the law, the 
timing of this recognition may impose risk and deter investment, credit and growth 
(Feder and Feeny 1993; Heath 1990; Migot-Adholla et al. 1991). In general, we 
understood better formal institutional change than informal since the latter requires an 
appreciation of how ideas are deeply embedded (North 1990).
Finally, and most crucial to the present research, NIE presents a strong case for well- 
defined and enforceable property rights, defined as the right to use and alienate an asset 
or obtain an income from it (Alchian and Demsetz 1973). Stable and legitimate property 
rights are the result of social recognition, that may derive from practice such as in the 
case of repeated transactions, or more normatively through codification into formal law 
(Barzel 1997). In the case of land, the law represents different bundles of property rights
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as different forms of tenure, usually associating private property with greater 
exclusivity, transferability, alienability and enforcement (Alchian and Demsetz 1973; 
Demsetz 1967; Feder and Feeny 1993; Stein 1995). Common property rights are 
referred to as assets to which there is free access by all members of a community 
without exclusion and which are usually maintained through prior and continuing use 
(Alchian and Demsetz 1973; Ostrom 1997). Privatisation of a particular tenure 
(communal, customary, public) captures the shift from more open combinations of 
rights to private ones (Goldring 1996).
Here, private property rights are conceptualised as ‘evolving’ through the emergence of 
new institutional arrangements as existing arrangements are unable to cope with a 
growing competition for land as a result of declining land quality or population growth 
and/or growth in product demand and technological change. Communal rights, for 
example, do not permit exclusivity and transferability, and thereby deter investment and 
the efficient allocation of resources (Barzel 1997; de Janvry et al. 1989; Demsetz 1967; 
Feder and Feeny 1993; Migot-Adholla et al. 1991; Ostrom et al. 1993; Platteau 1996). 
According to Alchian and Demsetz:
The instability inherent in a communal right system will become especially 
acute when changes in technology or demands make the resource which is 
owned communally more valuable than it has been. Such changes are likely 
to bring with them harmful and beneficial effects which can be measured 
and taken account of only by incurring large transaction costs under the 
existing property right structure. In such situations, we expect to observe 
modifications in the structure of rights which allow persons to respond more 
fully and appropriately to these new costs and benefits (1973: 24)
As land becomes a profitable asset, its value increases, and new price regimes should 
emerge that give rise to new cost-benefit possibilities (Platteau 1996: 34) and which, 
specifically, internalises effects that have a bearing on peoples’ decision-making such as 
defending private property rights as the costs of now doing so are less than the returns 
from increased land values (Demsetz 1967: 348-50; also Barzel 1997). In practice, mid­
term combinations or overlapping forms of ownership may emerge, whereby use rights 
may be apportioned to individuals, which can be long-term and inheritable, but rights to 
sale or transfer are retained with the community (Feder and Feeny 1993: 242; Migot-
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Adholla et al. 1991). Over time, however, institutions will continue to evolve in order to 
cope with or circumvent these requirements. This process is sometimes referred to as 
the Evolutionary Theory of Land Rights (ETLR) (Carter and Salgado 1998; Olinto and 
Deininger 2002; Platteau 1996).
In practice, governments have attempted to accelerate this evolution towards private 
property rights through land titling programmes, which seem to have become a policy 
magic wand that create value in whatever they touch. If titles are recognised by others 
as a representation of the holders’ rights then the concerns of NIE outlined above should 
be reduced. In particular, information asymmetries are reduced so that willing buyers 
can become knowledgeable buyers, lenders know the security (collateral) upon which 
they can provide finance, heirs and partners may have their relationship to the property 
clarified and the costs of defending property physically or through litigation will be 
reduced. Importantly, holders know that they cannot be deprived of their land outside 
the rule of law thereby encouraging their investment and raising productivity. Should 
holders wish to take up other economic opportunities they can either leave the land or 
sell it in order to capitalise on prior investments (Dujon 1997; Feder and Feeny 1993; 
Heath 1990; Migot-Adholla et al. 1991; Platteau 1996). Such a comprehensive list of 
positive consequences has become almost ‘common sense’ with the work of De Soto 
(1989, 2000) who sees the transformation of ‘dead’ assets into productive capital as 
releasing the latent entrepreneurial capabilities of poor people.50 What, then, is the 
record of property rights reform and how might the empirical record shed light on the 
theoretical robustness of Neo-Institutional Economics and expectations for Mexico?
First, the empirical record for government intervention in favour of land titling is far 
from clear. Indeed, Migot-Adholla et al. suggest that “large-scale land registration and 
titling programs are unlikely to be economically worthwhile for much of Sub-Saharan 
Africa”, but they note that it may be worthwhile “when indigenous tenure systems are 
absent or very weak . . .  in areas where the incidence of land disputes is high . . . [or]
50 De Soto does not say anything about the importance of property rights, titling and 
institutional law reform that has not been outlined by Alchian and Demsetz (1973) or 
Feder and Feeny (1993), nor in making links to economic growth by North (1990) and 
Stiglitz (1989). De Soto is now an adviser to President Fox, a relationship dating from 
when Fox was governor of Guanajuato (La Jornada 4 December 2000; The New York 
Times Magazine 1 July 2001).
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where major project interventions are planned that either require full privatisation of 
land rights for their success” (1991: 170). This observation raises some interesting 
geographical questions about the demand for and performance of titling in different 
places when titling is represented in policy discourse as generic virtually regardless of 
geographical specificity. Even titling that responds to a real demand (as opposed to one 
created by what in Latin America is referred to as concientizacion) may not be taken up 
by supposed beneficiaries. According to Platteau there is a problem with the conception 
of demand in ETLR which:
too easily assumes that people demand (and are therefore ready for) rules or 
institutions perfectly appropriate to the prevailing factor endowments and 
technology, thus ignoring the possible role of culture as embedded in the 
particular history of concrete societies. One possible way for culture and 
history to influence choice of rules or institutions is through the weight of 
inertia or sluggishness of adjustment when new optimal arrangements would 
imply giving up deep-rooted practices or customs (1996: 69)
Indeed, Platteau suggests that establishing more formal private property rights might 
entail significant efficiency losses where it is not possible to separate efficiency and 
equity considerations due to the presence of transaction costs (Platteau 1996: 39). These 
may be dry observations about the demand for property rights reform but they are well 
made when reform is usually at the behest of the state. This raises a particular problem 
for NIE in that it does not offer a systematic theory of the state. So, while North can 
observe that “In fact the state can never be treated as an exogenous actor in 
development policy” (1995: 23), it remains unclear how the state decides upon or 
understands rule making and enforcement. Some writers question how far NIE actually 
goes in replacing the market with institutions as the lack of depth of political analysis 
surrounding institutional design and performance makes the state as an institution seem 
an abstract, theoretical or even legal construction (Barzel 1997; Bates 1995; Toye
1995). How do bureaucracies shape the outcome of institutional action, including 
prolonging socially inefficient property rights (Bardhan 1989:14)?
Second, the consequences of titling are ambiguous and occasionally counter-intuitive to 
Neo-Institutional Economic views on property rights. Numerous studies show that 
programmes have not promoted the formal land market. Instead, Migot-Adholla et al.
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(1991) found irregular sales continued to predominate, even when not authorised by the 
community; and according to customary, ethnic or other local arrangements rather than 
the mechanisms permitted by land laws (also Platteau 1996). Other research shows that 
land transactions are motivated by ‘distress’ and it is not clear that they involve 
reallocation from less to more productive farmers (Dujon 1997; Jansen 2000; Liu et al. 
1998).51 As generally pro-privatisation or individualisation writers have noted, the 
activation of the land market depends upon the interplay of other markets and the 
political environment (Feeder and Feeny 1993; Migot-Adholla et al. 1991; Stiglitz 
1992). In particular, a reluctance to sell may be because land is considered to be 
insurance against economic crisis or a form of saving which is particularly important 
given imperfect financial markets, as well as cultural and ideological factors (Platteau, 
1996). It is possible that titling has encouraged conditions useful to absentee ownership 
or sharecropping (Bouquet 1999; Platteau 1996), and active markets may assist poverty 
alleviation (Vogelgesang 1996: 112) but also that reforms appear not to resolve social 
conflicts over land and may deepen them (Migot-Adholla et al. 1991: 130; Platteau
1996).
One of the strongest claims made for the provision of formal private property rights is 
the access to new forms of credit, realised upon the collateralisation of property or 
enhanced income from productivity. As noted by Deininger and Feder (1998), formal 
credit is either unavailable or slow to emerge in rural areas, giving a market niche to 
informal intermediaries who charge high interest rates and may offer less attractive 
terms or, as observed by Bates (1995), when collateralisation of land is impeded 
peasants will collateralise crops. Small producers are the most affected, since large 
farmers are able to get formal and cheaper funding, both from domestic and foreign 
banks and other sources (Stiglitz 1989). In general, however, most of the evidence 
doubts or denies that formal property rights give small-scale owners access to credit 
(Deininger and Feder 1998; Dujon 1997; Jansen 2000; Migot-Adholla et al. 1991; 
Platteau 1996; Stein 1995). Reasons for the weak connection may involve the high 
transaction costs for lending to individual small landholders whose property lacks
51 De Soto’s argument that property rights enhance the ability of the poor to realise dead 
assets which he claims to be worth $US 9.3 billion must be in some doubt if market 
transactions do not result (2000: 35). As Gilbert (2002: 9) comments, without markets 
providing shadow prices how does de Soto know that these properties are worth that 
much?
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significant collateral value, financial intermediaries who lend only when presence of 
infrastructure or technology indicate a less risky environment, and on the demand side, 
small landholders who are risk averse (Bardhan 1989; Dujon 1997; Migot-Adholla et al. 
1991; Platteau 1996; Stiglitz 1992).
Under these conditions it may not be a surprise that land titling programmes do not 
seem to bypass the uncertainty that promotes the adoption of labour-intensive 
technologies with a short-term perspective and a small proportion of fixed capital 
(North 1990; also Heath 1990; Todaro 1997). Rather, the empirical evidence of a 
relationship between land rights and land improvements or agricultural yields in Sub- 
Saharan Africa are described as “generally inconclusive” by Platteau (1996: 64); Jansen 
(2000: 205) argues for Honduras that “the titling programme had no effect at all on soil 
conservation practices” and Migot-Adholla et al. (1991) draw the same conclusion for 
multiple sites in Africa. There are relatively obvious possible explanations for this 
empirical weakness, including the small size and fragmented nature of land holdings 
that influence productive capacity by denying opportunities for economies of scale 
(Toye 1995).
A growing number of papers critique the empirical record and ‘common sense’ claims 
of property rights reform (Gilbert 2002; Jones 2003; Varley 2002) with Gilbert warning 
that de Soto in particular is conjuring up a myth about popular capitalism, creating a 
delusion that anyone, anywhere, can become a fully fledged capitalist and persuading 
“policy makers that all they have to do is offer title deeds, and that they can leave the 
market to do everything else” (2002: 16). Does the fairly dismal empirical record of 
property rights reform apply to Mexico and specifically the 1992 reform?
The thinking of President Salinas in seeking to reform the system of ejido property 
rights contains numerous echoes of Neo-Institutional Economics. As he explained in 
retrospect:
52 It is noted by Migot-Adholla et al. (1991) for Kenya that changes in legal prohibitions 
against the production of high value commodities, coupled with substantial investment 
in communications and transport infrastructure during the 1950s and 1960s, 
improvements in extension services and establishment of credit institutions played a 
greater role than land titling.
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The central purpose of those changes [reforms Article 27 and the New 
Agrarian Law] was to give back to the peasants the property and the control 
on their land. It sought to overcome the control by bureaucracies and 
promote popular organisation; an initiative consistent with social liberalism .
. . In the exposition of motives I pointed out: ‘The changes must provide 
greater security of land tenure and production to ejidatarios, comuneros and 
small private landowners’. With respect to justice, I argued that it was 
essential ‘to reverse the growing minifundio in the countryside’, stemming 
from the official obligation to distribute land ‘and from the lack of stable 
associative forms’. Changes ‘must provide the mechanisms and forms for 
association that enhance investment and capitalisation of rural holdings, that 
increase production and productivity and open a wider horizon of welfare 
for the peasant’ (2000: 685).
Contrary to the view of his critics, Salinas was probably not interested in the direct 
privatisation of the ejido but took on board the views of Gordillo, Warman, and others 
that its mechanical dismantling would be unacceptable due to its political implications 
and profound historical roots among ejidatarios. Moreover, advice from the World Bank 
suggested that even if the ejido was unable to achieve economies of scale or to use 
subsidies efficiently, an institutional reform to adjust ejido ownership and the regulation 
of the market might increase its productive performance (Brizzi 2001; Deininger and 
Bresciani 2000; Heath 1990; Olinto and Deininger 2002).
Contrary to the pessimistic claims of Salinas’s opponents, therefore, the reform of 
property rights has not resulted in the massive privatisation of the ejido. Rather, the 
demand from ejidatarios for security of property rights has not translated into full 
private ownership. As explained by one official at the Procuraduria Agraria, “According 
to our surveys, it is a fact that almost all people in ejidos want to remain ejidatarios” 
(Hector Robles B., Director of Research and Publications, Interview 20 September 
2001). Jones (1996) reports that by 1994 only two ejidos had renounced the ejido 
regime and become private property and by September 1998 Robles (1999) reports that 
only 28 out of the 536 ejidos that had begun privatisation had completely privatised 
their land holdings (also Bouquet 1999; Escalante 2001; Rodriguez 1998).
The provisions of the reform meant that privatisation was not possible without an ejido 
completing the land-titling programme, PROCEDE. By September 1998, the 
Procuraduria Agraria reported that it had initiated titling of land rights in 16,561 out of
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29,474 ejidos (also Cornelius and Myhre 1998; Escalante 2001). But these figures need 
to be interpreted with care as the visitadores (representatives of Procuraduria Agraria 
with the ejidos) were evaluated and rewarded according to the number of ejidos in 
which they could begin titling (Bouquet 1999), encouraging a tendency to begin with 
the “easy” ejidos. In contradiction to how ETLR would suggest governments might best 
respond to the insecurity of property rights, once attention passed to ejidos with 
problems in the definition of property PROCEDE lost momentum (Goldring 1998; 
Jones 2000; Nuijten 1998). Escalante (2001: 61) reports that 9,409 ejidos are 
“considered in conflict because of boundary conflicts, unaccomplished official agrarian 
resolutions, internal conflicts and mistrust” and therefore too difficult for completion of 
titling (also Nuijten 1998). Indeed, by 2002, and probably before, the intervention of 
PROCEDE itself certain regions were a source of disputes that often resulted in 
violence (on the role of violence as a means for acquiring or preserving land holding in 
Mexico see Concheiro 2001; Warman 1981).53
A more explicit aim of Article 27 reform than full privatisation was to assist the 
formation of a market in ejido land (see also Olinto and Deininger 2002). Officially, 
post-reform and up to 1998 only three per cent of plots titled through PROCEDE had 
been sold (Rodriguez 1998). Similar figures are provided by Jones (2000) and Bouquet 
(1999) who notes that in Tlaxcala, 32 ejidos had not officially sold any land at all. 
Studies seem to show that most sales of land formalised through PROCEDE are 
conducted without registration in the Registro Agrario Nacional (RAN) (Escalante
2001). According to the head of the Procuraduria Agraria in Puebla as much as 75 per 
cent of sales are not registered in the RAN (Ing. Mauro Gomez, Sub-Delegado de 
Programas Especiales, 8 September 2000) and Bouquet (1999) reports that in Tlaxcala 
41 per cent of ejidos where land had been sold did not register any transaction at all in 
the RAN and only eight per cent of ejidos registered all their sales. Just as before the
53 Reforma 9 June 2002 quotes official sources which identify 36 regions in ten states 
with actual or high risk of violence and out of political control due to disputes among 
ejidos and communities over land and natural resources. On 10 June, another report 
quotes NGOs saying that the cause is corruption and the way in which land was 
measured and endowed decades ago (also Salinas 2000) and El Universal 20 September 
2002 identifies five regions with high risk of violence due to agrarian conflict.
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reform, sales are masked as gifts or rent.54 In Escalante’s view the reform provides few 
explicit incentives to formalisation and does not address the imposition of charges on 
ejidatarios by the General Assembly (Asamblea General) for the sale of land which he 
claims can be as much as ten per cent of the total value of the sale (Escalante 2001: 55). 
Making explicit the sale of land also exposes some ejidatarios to other problems, in 
particular the loss of benefits that might derive from ejido community status, claims to 
assistance programmes such as PROCAMPO, and in the case of the sugar ejidos access 
to social security. Chapter Four looks in more detail at the breakdown of landholdings 
in Matamoros whether by formal or informal sales.
The expectation that land titling through PROCEDE would increase capital inflow to 
ejidos through enhanced access to credit has failed to be met (Bouquet 1999; Cornelius 
and Myhre 1998; Otero 1998). Although the financial institutional framework was 
subject to dramatic reform under Salinas and Zedillo, these changes were not aimed at 
removing the historical barrier to lending to agriculture (Myhre 1996, 1998). For 
example, banks still faced restrictions in administering repossession orders in the event 
of default and transaction costs remained high (Kherallah and Kirsten 2001: 32). 
Consequently, as de Janvry et al. (1996: 82) point out access to credit may have become 
even more constrained under the reforms. BANRURAL had already dramatically 
reduced credit for ejidos such that by 1992 only 2.5 per cent of all ejido production was 
being financed by BANRURAL (Cornelius and Myhre 1998: 8; de Janvry et al. 1996; 
Escalante 2001). Furthermore, it was widely known that the ejido suffered from a large 
number of overdue loans with the number of overdue loans increasing more than seven 
times their 1988 level by 1994 (Myhre 1998: 45), a situation that only got worse 
following the 1994-95 financial crisis that raised interest rates and reduced lending to 
the whole economy. Numerous authors points to technological stagnation and even
54 One possible difference is that sales might appear more fragmented than before as 
PROCEDE grants a certificate for each separate parcel of land and not the total area as 
before (Article 91, Reglamento RAN). Rent seems to have increased before and since 
the reform, and in 1997 it was estimated that 63 per cent of ejidatarios had given land to 
rent and sharecropping combined, and 37 per cent had received land (Procuraduria 
Agraria 1999; also Olinto and Deininger 2002; Robles 1999; Romo 2001). According to 
Concheiro et al. (2001) and Escalante (2001) sharecropping may have declined, 
although it remains common in Zacatecas (87.5 per cent of ejidatarios involved), 
Durango (70.4 per cent), Yucatan, Queretaro and Nuevo Leon (66.7 per cent all the 
three) and Puebla (65.5 per cent) (Procuraduria Agraria 1999).
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regression since the reforms (Appendini 1996; de Janvry et al. 1996; Escalante 2001). 
Nor had the opportunity to draw upon private investment through “Asociaciones en 
Participacion” (joint ventures) proved successful (McKinley and Alarcon 1995; Myhre 
1996, 1998). Contrary to its aim the new legislation was contradictory, granting 
extensive powers to the Procuraduria in the authorisation, formulation of projects, 
management and dissolution of joint ventures (Article 22, Fraction VI as well as Article 
75 of the Agrarian Law; also Jones and Pisa 2000; Procuraduria Agraria 1997). Mutual 
mistrust among entrepreneurs and ejidatarios has also constrained investment; 
ejidatarios express fears that private investors will fail to honour contracts (Jones and 
Pisa 2000).55 For investors there is limited demand for either formal joint ventures or 
ownership, partly because rent or contract farming is easier and allows investors to pass 
risk and fixed costs to ejidatarios.56 From a Neo-Institutional Economic viewpoint, the 
failure of joint ventures illustrates how institutional reform has not overcome mistrust 
and the risk of moral hazard, and may even have opened opportunities for corruption.
How have researchers understood the apparent failures of an audacious reform that 
many people considered to be necessary? Clearly, timing has been a factor and a reform 
that required ejidatarios to reassess risk and encouraged productivity, investment, and 
private sector involvement suffered from the macroeconomic problems of 1994 and 
1995 (Appendini 1996; Goldring 1996; Preibisch 1995; Randall 1996). Shortcomings 
with the reform itself, however, have, I would argue, been crucial to the lack of success. 
Contrary to Appendini’s claim that “The new agrarian legislation gives ejidatarios 
practically the same rights as private property owners over parcels and common lands” 
(1998: 28; also Singelman and Otero 1995: 17), the final version of the reform proved 
contradictory and confused. It did not give ejidatarios full land ownership, but 
reinforced individual usufruct subject to community oversight. Key decisions about how 
plots and communal areas were to be allocated, decisions about titling and eventual 
privatisation, inheritance and the sale of land (titled or even under dominio pleno)
55 Emmanuelle Bouquet, a researcher at CIMMYT, told me of ejidos in Tlaxcala where 
joint ventures to grow potatoes had failed after businessmen did not pay their share and 
after each harvest the land was left with potato blight.
56 For this point, generally, see Gwynne (1999a), Kherallah and Kirsten (2001) and 
Runsten and Key (1996), for the example of the maize-miller firm Maseca in a contract 
with ejidatarios called Club del Mafz in Gruma see Almeida (2001) and in relation to 
sugar see Rich et al. (1998) and Chapter Four.
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required the agreement of the General Assembly (Jones and Ward 1998; Nuijten 1998; 
Olinto and Deininger 2002). In the case of dominio pleno, for example, a first assembly 
with a quorum of 75 per cent must be in favour and, should that be obtained, a second 
assembly requires 50 per cent, even if individual ejidatarios want to move toward 
private holdings. Prior to dominio pleno, the sale of land only applies to the right of 
usufruct (icesion de derechos) but the land continues to belong to the community 
(Article 51), and the sale is subject to the derecho del tanto (right of first refusal) 
(Article 84) that obliges ejidatarios to communicate the sale in advance to their family
en
who have a right to buy and then to any other member of the same ejido. A new plot 
holder is required to be or become an ejidatario or avecindado which needs the 
authorisation of the assembly. Failure to comply can result in a juicio de nulidad de 
actos y  documentos, a lawsuit that can invalidate the sale and add significant transaction 
costs which in any case are loaded against compliance due to the number of 
“permissions” that an ejidatario has to obtain from the RAN. These include payment to 
change the owner (derechos de transmisiori), present birth certificate of the buyer, voter 
identification of buyer and seller and the minutes of the ejido assembly recognising the 
buyer as an avecindado, all of which might require several trips to the RAN offices only 
located in the states’ capital cities (Escalante 2001). Clearly, the absence of active and 
more formal land markets emerging from the reform, would suggest that the hoped-for 
consolidation of ownership is unlikely to have occurred locally — a point I take up in 
Chapter Four.
Legal ambiguity fed a sense of bureaucratic control and inclined ejidatarios to look for 
“easier ways”, so preserving corruption and the informal market. The need for new 
documents and the holding of general assemblies, for example, provided the 
comisariados with opportunities to charge fees, a standard technique for making the 
effort of their position ‘worthwhile’ (Baitenmann 1998; Bouquet 1999; Goldring 1998;
57 These restrictions on individual ownership on land are not exclusive of the ejido. 
Mighot-Adholla found similar features in Africa: “The distinguishing feature of 
different tenure regimes may thus be said to revolve around restrictions on the 
individual holder’s ability to transfer land (only among family members, within the 
lineage or community, or to outsiders, and with or without approval from other lineage 
or community members), which also tends to coincide with the mode of transmittal 
(inheritance, gifts or bequests, and sale) (1991: 159).”
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Jones 1996; Leyva 1996; Nuijten 1998).58 In some cases this meant a comisariado 
signing paper to accredit an assembly having taken place, when one had not, or that a 
decision to sell land had been rejected when it had not.59 The requirement that a buyer 
has to be admitted as an ejidatario can elicit fees from 50 to 3,000 pesos ($US 50-300) 
(Bouquet 1999; Escalante 2001: 44; Goldring 1998). Legal ambiguity has also allowed 
for the bureaucracy to assert itself over ejido affairs in new or renewed ways, especially 
through the exaggerated attributions given to the Procuraduria Agraria (Reglamento 
Intemo, Articles 22 and 23). As Cornelius and Myhre put it “the new forms of state 
intervention exemplified by PROCAMPO and the land-titling process, portends the 
strengthening of state influence and control over the ejido, rather than its decline” 
(1998: 17; also Bartra 1996; Nuijten 1998). Others have noted the influence of state 
governments and agrarian peasant organisations (Baitenmann 1998; Fox 1995a; Jones 
1996; Jones and Ward 1998). To some extent it was the CNC, the traditional organ of 
state control, that seems to be undermined by the new regulations (Chew and Aguilar 
2000; Chollet 1995; Harvey 1998a; Mackinlay 1996; Otero 1998; Rich et al. 1998; 
Singelman 1995). As I note in Chapter Six in the Matamoros valley the PRI has become 
less important, although other agents have emerged in their place. The reform 
restructured the practice of external tutelage, providing only some opportunities for 
greater individual decision-making.
Finally, I follow Goldring’s suggestion that we must appreciate the different capacities 
of ejidatarios to respond to the challenge set out by the reform:
The push to expand the domain of market forces can be interpreted as an 
effort to replace campesinos who were in perpetual need of assistance, with 
efficient, maximizing producers. It can also be understood as an attempt to 
replace paternalistic, clientelist, and corrupt relations, with relations between
58 The Comisariado is the elected committee in charge of executing the resolutions of an 
assembly representing and managing the ejido, and consists of a president, secretary and 
treasurer who can remain in post for three years (Articles 32-40 New Agrarian Law). In 
practice, ‘the’ Comisariado usually refers to the president only, some committees or 
individuals remain in post for longer than the three year term and assemblies are often 
subordinate to their wishes rather than the reverse.
59 The requirement to hold assemblies was a burden in itself, for while the new law 
allowed ejidatarios to be absent from their parcels, they had to attend meetings. The 
Procuraduria Agraria reported that about 20 per cent of ejidatarios were absent from 
assemblies to allocate PROCEDE certificates (Rodriguez 1998) and in Matamoros it 
was clear that the ejido census contained many names who had not attended meetings.
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a market-driven, efficient, and fiscally sound state and efficient producers 
and profitable agricultural enterprises. This may be a laudable goal, but it 
involves changing one element embedded in a broader network of relations 
and practices that are extremely difficult to change. In any case, diverse 
responses to ejido reform and related policies may be interpreted as 
differential willingness and capacity to conform to the state’s new 
conception of producers (1996: 274).
These different capacities might depend upon whether ejido land is irrigated or 
productive enough to induce the adoption of new technology, such as the Northwest or 
El Bajio (Hector Robles B., Director of Research and Publications, Interview 20 
September 2001). Ejidos close to cities have considerable experience of land sales and 
past experience of private investor interest for housing and industrial corridors, as do 
those with the potential for tourist development (Jones and Pisa 2000). Peri-urban ejidos 
should have an incentive to adopt dominio pleno, and indeed the Procuraduria Agraria 
suspended PROCEDE in these ejidos because despite demand for compliance with the 
reform their complexity required too much input (Jones and Ward 1998). For some 
ejidatarios their capacity to follow up on the reform was insufficient. For them, 
retaining access to common land and natural resources was an incentive to remain an 
ejidatario (Goldring 1996); they would be risk averse especially to any opportunity for 
credit (Escalante 2001); they would prefer the regular revenue of rent to the risks of 
investment; and they might be less able or willing to break ties within the ejido or with 
agrarian organisations (Goldring 1996).
2.4 Conclusion: The Weakness of Strong Theory
This chapter has reviewed two principal theoretical and policy positions on land reform 
in Latin America. It noted that while the pro-agrarian position does not offer a 
comprehensive theoretical perspective on property rights change, it does provide 
valuable insights to the present research. In particular, it speaks to the vulnerability of 
the peasantry to institutional change, whether induced through the market or the state. In 
response to a case that holds the minifundio as both socially necessary and potentially 
productive, the pro-agrarian position notes how social differentiation through plot size 
and access to capital affect output even when other institutional conditions are the same. 
Thus, the pro-agrarian position promotes a range of measures to support the minifundio 
peasant, with more recent analyses beginning to reveal how some of these interventions
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have not functioned as intended in practice. I do not want to suggest, therefore, that 
understanding the pro-agrarian position is unnecessary to approaching the impacts of 
the 1992 reform. On the contrary, one of the architects of the reform, Gustavo Gordillo, 
can be associated with this position and the institutional framework of the ejido owes 
much to the institutions and responses to state interventions of the past half century.
The analysis of Neo-Institutional Economics revealed a general approach that presents 
institutions as determining the response to and means of change, and shows how formal 
regulation may be unable to contain economic activity and to affect transactions which 
are then undertaken informally. This is clearly an important device to understand how 
ejidos, subject to a battery of laws, regulations and interventions, have responded by 
setting out mechanisms to sell, rent or bequeath land to others, protected by institutional 
arrangements such as the comisariado or relations with the agrarian bureaucracy. 
Nonetheless, NIE also presents a case for reform, as a state should read the signals from 
the market, and social and political conditions, and adjust formal institutions to reality. 
In terms of property rights in land this is also the stance of Evolutionary Theory (ETLR) 
and to some extent can be inferred for Mexico, in Article 27 responding to the 
bureaucracy and corruption outlined by Gordillo (1988) and the need to formalise 
individual land holdings through PROCEDE.
NIE does not offer, however, a predictive model of change because institutions are 
complex, interrelated and differ over space. In part this is because of the generality of 
the theoretical work itself. Take, for example, the statement by North that “Third World 
countries are poor because the institutional constraints define a set of payoffs to 
political/economic activity that do not encourage productive activity” (1990: 110). This 
seems to be saying that institutions play a vital role to development, and is conclusive in 
how that relationship operates, but it does not indicate which institutions are being 
spoken about and ignores other factors that may influence development processes. Nor 
does NIE elaborate a theory of culture even though it emerges as an influence on the 
development of property rights and as an explanation of behaviour and economic 
performance (Jones 2000). In the end, culture is not presented as a real-life fact, in its 
whole diversity, as a changing phenomenon, both historically and regionally, but seems 
to be something fixed, working as a black box through which all decisions are
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processed. I would argue that detailed case studies might elaborate on how cultural 
factors influence institutions (Lopez and Moguel 1998). Nor does NIE indicate how 
social and economic conditions are affected by power even though it would be 
reasonable that people living in poverty are susceptible to pressure from political bosses 
(<caciques), who might motivate breaking some regulations such as by cutting trees for 
timber or fishing out of season. How far are these peasants making decisions according 
to economic rationality (their poverty, opportunity costs), according to ideology, 
religion or history (identity as farmers, loggers, fishermen) or because someone more 
powerful has obliged them to adopt the route of informal institutions? Last, a particular 
generality important to my research is the consideration of the market itself as an 
institution. While it is useful to remember that markets are designed by human actions 
and the intentions of law-makers, and not the perfect rational beings conceived of in 
neo-classical theory, this should not mean that modifying markets can be achieved 
through legislation or political decisions alone. Hence, NIE is weak on how we might 
influence institutions in order to affect other institutions that we might want to change.
From the above, we might criticise NIE for a lack of rigorous method to test hypotheses 
and reliance instead on logical analysis (Bardhan 1989). As Clague et al. (1997) 
indicate, how does one model risk and uncertainty related to prices or the environment, 
and Kherallah and Kirsten (2001) and Toye (1995) note that transaction cost economics 
is good at describing behaviour but since we can’t be very precise about observing 
transaction costs they wonder whether this is very helpful to predicting policy 
outcomes. Even Alchian and Demsetz point out that despite the rapid accumulation of 
articles dealing with property rights and transaction costs, most are “primarily of the 
‘speculative theory’ variety [and] only a handful of empirical studies have been 
concluded, a few of which are concerned with phenomena old enough to be historical” 
(1973: 26). Fortunately, the study of property rights influenced by work on the 
Evolutionary Theory of Land Rights demonstrates how quantitative study can be 
achieved on the basis of institutions (Carter and Salgado 1998; Olinto and Deininger
2002). ETLR, therefore, does not undo Toye’s criticism that NIE “is simply another 
example of the unfortunate tendency of some theorists to inflate a useful low-level 
theory until it becomes an unsuccessful global historical generalisation” (1995: 64). But 
it does take up his point that NIE is useful when analysing problems at the micro level.
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CHAPTER 3: GOING TO THE MICRO LEVEL -  
METHODOLOGY AND MATAMOROS
3.1 Introduction
Chapter Two described some of the empirical and conceptual problems with Neo- 
Institutional Economics as it relates to the reform of property rights in developing 
countries. One of NIE’s most critical interrogators, however, notes that these problems 
should not mean the rejection of the theory. As Toye (1995) has put it:
A recital of the weaknesses of the NIE should not be read as a vote in favour 
of rejecting or ignoring it. Despite these weaknesses, the NIE represents an 
important breakthrough for development theory . . . Those approaching this 
discourse from the orthodox or neo-classical side have found, in the NIE, a 
means of extending the scope of ‘economics’ as they understand it, and 
therefore also of widening the range of thoughts which it is permissible and 
legitimate for them to engage with. Before the NIE, structuralist theories of 
development were ‘too ill-defined’ for neoclassicals to understand (1995:
66).
Toye (1995: 64) argues that NIE has been stretched to explain macro economic 
processes, whereas it is most useful at the micro or sectoral level of analysis. NIE can 
offer a generic conceptual explanation of processes that we might regard as 
‘opportunism’, which NIE would describe as rationally self-interested behaviour under 
conditions of deficient information and uncertainty. He also notes why contracts exist 
under certain circumstances but not others, which NIE would identify with the presence 
of transaction costs encouraging informal institutional responses. Deininger and Feder 
(1998) have taken up this last point in relation to the 1992 reforms, arguing that:
little is known about the transaction costs incurred and the degree to which 
outcomes have been equitable and conducive to improved efficiency. 
Evaluation of these experiences within a consistent framework would be 
very desirable and could provide valuable insights to fine-tune the approach 
and make the experience useful for other countries (1998: 28).
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They go on to elaborate the need for case-study-based research as follows:
Research aiming to understand not only the existence and magnitude of 
productivity benefits arising from the transition from traditional to private 
property rights, but also the types of welfare benefits provided by different 
forms of communal arrangements, their magnitude, and possible alternative 
mechanisms to generate similar effects, would be very useful. It could 
facilitate better identification of the point at which a transition from 
traditional to individualized tenure arrangements might be socially optimal 
and allow adoption of mechanisms that would ensure tenure security with 
minimal social disruption. Evaluation of country cases where innovative 
ways to make this transition have been explored recently could be a starting 
point for such an endeavor (1998: 35).
In this chapter I set out the specific research questions relating to the local impact of 
changes to property rights and an appreciation of the institutional arrangements in 
communities that have responded to those changes. These questions are suitable for 
investigation at the micro scale, drawing upon a framework inspired by NIE-ETLR. The 
chapter then outlines the methodology followed to address these questions, arguing for 
the use of a case study approach based upon the Matamoros region of Puebla. Finally, 
the chapter introduces the three ejidos on which this study is based -  Atencingo, Colon 
and Matzaco -  and illustrates the broad evolution of property rights and production 
organisation, especially in relation to sugar cane, and the economic, political and social 
implications.
3.2 Methodology
The central theme of my research is how institutional change influences the productive 
process and organisation of ejidos involved in sugar cane. In order to interrogate this 
theme a series of specific research questions are posed:
• How has reform altered the structure of land holding in the ejidos?
• What is the new role of the different agents in the organisation of production?
• Has land titling enhanced the flow of capital into ejidos?
• Have the ejidos improved their productive performance in response to 
liberalisation?
• What are the main constraints on ejido performance?
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•  How does institutional quality influence the ejidos’ productive performance?
•  What have been the consequences of the sugar mill privatisation and 
liberalisation of the sugar market for the ejido economy?
•  How important are ideology and historical heritage in explaining the response to 
change?
• What have been the social effects of liberalisation in ejido communities?
• What are the political effects associated with the institutional changes?
• Is the ejido now more independent of the government?
To interrogate these questions I decided to pursue a case study strategy because so many 
studies in Mexico have used aggregated data to assess the ejido response to political, 
legal, or commercial change (Calva 1993a; Chew and Aguilar 2000; Davis 2000; de 
Janvry et al. 1996, 1997; Gordillo and de Janvry 1998; Olinto and Deininger 2002; 
Tellez 1994). Despite making a valuable contribution to our general understanding of 
the countryside, such approaches do not address the complexity and diversity of 
situations experienced in the ejidos and overlooks the heterogeneity of experience. The 
case study, however, attempts to seek what Kvale calls “generalizable knowledge” 
without losing individual context (1996: 289; Bryman 1996; Denscombe 1998; May 
1997; Yin 1994). Rueschemeyer (1991) provides the argument for and against the case 
study as a research strategy for generalisation:
The strategy may be called a strategy of ‘analytical induction’, a mode of 
research that can be observed in practical use in several of the comparative 
historical works reviewed. It breaks with the conventional view that research 
based on one or a few cases can at best stimulate some hypothesis, while 
only research on a large number of cases can test them. On this view, case 
studies -  even careful comparative case studies -  are irrelevant for the 
validation of theoretical ideas. They belong to the ‘context of discovery’ 
rather than the ‘context of validation’ -  along with anything else that might 
stimulate intelligent ideas, from reading novels and philosophical treatises to 
the enjoyment of food, wine and bright conversation. Yet this radical 
separation of validation from an essentially arbitrary process of ‘discovery’ 
is manifestly at odds with the ways we come to reasonably reliable 
knowledge in everyday life or to historical knowledge that transcends the 
single case at hand and can be used in historical explanation. (1991: 32)
Rueschemeyer has explained this process of analytical induction:
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It begins with thoroughly reflected analytic concerns and then seeks to move 
from the understanding of one or a few cases to potentially generalizable 
theoretical insights capable of explaining the problematic features of each 
case. These theoretical generalisations are then tested and retested in other 
detailed case analyses (1991: 36)
The power of the case study is derived from its ability to penetrate local conditions and 
provide thorough explanation. Blaxter et al., writing on qualitative research more 
generally, argue that “it tends to focus on exploring, in as much detail as possible, 
smaller numbers of instances or examples which are seen as being interesting or 
illuminating, and aims to achieve ‘depth’ rather than ‘breadth’” (1997: 60). The case 
study, however, does not ignore the broader context. Indeed, it can offer an analysis of 
real-life situations from a holistic viewpoint rather than a focus on an isolated variable 
or collection of variables (Blaxter et al. 1997; Denscombe 1998; Hakim 1987; Ragin 
1987). Rather, case studies can be used to show how particular phenomena may be 
caused by single or multiple circumstances that may be distinct in time and space, and 
thereby attempt to disentangle context from local conditions (Ragin 1987). Thus, as Yin 
explains:
A case study is an empirical enquiry that investigates a contemporary 
phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries 
between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident. In other words, 
you would use the case study method because you deliberately wanted to 
cover contextual conditions -  believing that they might be highly pertinent 
to your phenomenon of study (1994: 13).
For my research the case study seems useful to explore how institutional changes 
conceived without concern for local geographies have impacts at the local, and other, 
levels.
Finally, and contrary to the opinion that the case study is descriptive offering what 
Stake (1995) calls ‘petite generalisations’, I follow a number of authors who suggest its 
potential for theory building (Denscombe 1998; Hakim 1987; Yin 1994). Referring to 
what he calls ‘case-based theory building’, Rueschemeyer is particularly forthright 
pointing out that:
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The complex features of successive cases -  with each factor remaining 
embedded in its historical context and therefore more adequately 
interpretable -  serve as empirical ‘road blocks’ that obstruct arbitrary 
speculative theorizing. In the overall process of theory building, they are the 
logical equivalent of the standardized coefficients relating a few selected 
variables in large-scale quantitative research (1991: 32).
An avoidance of arbitrary theorising, therefore, suggests using more than one case study 
and within each example the adoption of a range of methods or sources of information 
(Hakim 1987; Pratt and Loizos 1992; Valentine 1997; Yin 1994). For my research a 
multi-source methodology was designed based upon a survey questionnaire, official 
documents and statistics from the government, the sugar mill and producers 
organisations, newspapers and magazines, and direct observation and interviews with 
key informants in the field.
The principal research method was a questionnaire survey of 324 ejidatarios. As I will 
outline in more detail below, the questionnaires were conducted in three ejidos: 
Atencingo, 114 questionnaires; Colon 107 questionnaires and Matzaco 104 
questionnaires. The questionnaires were applied mostly from January to July 2001, 
except for 67 questionnaires that were applied in Atencingo in January 2002. The 
questionnaire was applied individually to all available plot-holders in the three ejidos, 
after I have first introduced myself and the research to the municipal president who 
provided letters of recommendation for the comisariados ejidales and leaders of 
producer organisations. Meetings were held with the comisariados in order to explain 
the purpose of the research, as I knew that they would be important ‘gatekeepers’ to the 
ejidatarios and others.60 The comisariado provided me with a list of all the ejidatarios in 
the ejido, and this list became the basis for the application of the questionnaire.
However, although the ejido parcel is given legally to an individual ejidatario61, in two 
particular ways decision-making in relation to the land draws upon members of the
60 Valentine (1997) warns against relying too much on gatekeepers as they can add bias 
to the research whereby the researcher becomes what Pratt and Loizos (1992) call an 
‘intellectual prisoner’ of key informants.
61 According to Olinto and Deininger (2002: 4), the agrarian reform allocated parcels to 
owner-cultivated family farms for reasons of efficiency as well as equity, in a distinctly 
Chayanovian sense.
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household other than the ejidatario.62 First, during the fieldwork I found that a high 
proportion of ejidatarios were absent from the ejido, ‘temporarily’ living in other cities 
of the region, in Mexico City or the United States. In some cases a family member 
stayed as the ‘representative’ of the ejidatario to manage the parcel and deal with the 
mill and government, as if they were the official landholders. In such cases the 
questionnaire was applied to the representative as if they were the ejidatario him/herself. 
Second, many ejidatarios were very old (ejidatario status is regarded as a right for life) 
and were unable to answer questions, in some cases because younger relatives had 
already taken over the management of the parcel. Again, the questionnaire was applied 
to the person who claimed to take decisions on the management of the parcel.63 For 
consistency, therefore, I approached the ejidatario as the key respondent for the 
questionnaires, and deferred to others where this was appropriate.
Questionnaires were supplemented by interviews with ejidatarios (ten) who were 
identified as particularly well informed about the agrarian history of the area, sometimes 
as former comisariados or agrarian leaders. Interviews were either unstructured or semi­
structured as conditions allowed so that the meeting was ‘user-friendly’. Semi­
structured interviews were held with officials in government (nine), private producers 
(three), local residents (four), leaders of agricultural producer organisations (eight) and 
academics (nine).64 A particularly useful interview, and other meetings, was with the
I recognise a complex theoretical debate about household decision-making. NIE’s 
adaptation of neoclassical economics in general can be applied to the Becker and 
Samuelson position on households as altruistic where decision-making is based on 
maximising a family a utility function. NIE uses contract theory that characterises 
households in Sen’s terms as arenas for ‘cooperative conflict’ that reflects the 
negotiation between rights and obligations as well as economic incentives without an 
assumed equality as start or end point. NIE therefore could consider gender and how 
decisions-outcomes vary across single, nuclear and extended families (Chant 1996, 
Kabeer 1994), although I am unaware of work that has rigorously sought to do so from 
an NIE viewpoint. The gendered nature of property rights reform, which is not 
explicitly discussed in my research, is a possible exception (see Deere and Leon 2001).
63 In some cases ejidatarios were unable to provide specific answers to technical 
questions, for example about the type of fertiliser or crop varieties on the parcel. It is 
possible that this ignorance was because the ejidatario had sold or rented their land 
without official permission. As the issue of a land market was important to the research 
I continued with the application of the questionnaire.
64 Unless it is important to provide the specific name of ejidatario respondents to the 
questionnaire and participants in the interviews, as well as private producers, I have 
changed these in the thesis.
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Superintendent General de Campo (manager) of the Atencingo mill who explained to 
me the process of sugar cane production and showed me the mill in some detail. Some 
interviews and subsequent discussions with questionnaire respondents allowed for direct 
observation of cane cultivation and the infrastructure used. This provided a sense of the 
mechanisms of land property fragmentation and allowed respondents to comment upon 
the condition of roads, canals or electricity infrastructure. Interviews and discussions 
also corroborated ‘data’ from the questionnaires; such as if an ejidatario said that his or 
her house had been remodelled, it was possible to see whether this was only a small 
wall or an entire room. Above all, it allowed me to understand firsthand the cultivation 
of cane, irrigation practices, burning of the cane before the harvest, as well as lifting, 
loading and transporting to the mill, and to get a general sense of the costs of 
production, the value of labour, local problems, and so forth.
At the start of the fieldwork I went to the municipal president to present myself and 
inform him about the purpose of the research explaining that I was conducting PhD on 
ejidos. This first visit facilitated the research: the municipal president introduced me to 
the leaders of UNPCA and UNC and to comisariados (some of them through phone 
calls) and provided me with a letter (carta de recomendacion). The comisariados in turn 
provided useful information and especially a list of ejidatarios, introduced me and the 
team at ejido meetings, and even provided a guide to accompany us around the area in 
order to locate ejidatarios.
The field team was made up by four persons: an agricultural economist, two students of 
law and myself. I participated in the survey with the team both in conducting the 
questionnaire and discussing the results, unless I was conducting interviews with 
ejidatarios, comisariados or residents. The team worked mainly at the weekend when 
most ejidatarios are at home. We were provided with a guide; some times an ejidatario 
went along with the team and showed the houses of fellow ejidatarios, introduced the 
team and briefly explained the purpose of the visit. So the team moved together along a 
street or an area of the ejido. Usually ejidatarios invited us to pass to the house and have 
a seat while the questionnaire was completed. During the lunch break the team would 
share comments about particular questions, note absent ejidatarios and devise a schedule 
for possible return visits. At the end of the day the questionnaires were collected and
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checked and we planned the work for the next day.
The methodology considered the application of the questionnaire to all the ejidatarios in 
the list, excluding arrendatarios, posesionarios and avecindados. The latter were only 
considered for interviews and not the questionnaire because the aim of the research was 
specifically to assess the economic response of ejidatarios to the reform in productive 
terms and other economic decisions. If the ejidatario (titular de la parcela) was absent, 
the plan was to supply the questionnaire to a representative, e.g. his wife or one of his 
parents or a son or daughter in charge of the parcel. Ejidatarios were identified by using 
the lists that comisariados provided, which included only ejidatarios and neither 
arrendatarios nor posesionarios. In some cases there were permanent absentees, mainly 
those ejidatarios working in other places in the country, and in other cases it was just a 
temporary absence. In the former case, as already mentioned, a member of the family 
was asked the questions and responded on behalf of the titular de parcela. In the latter, 
when we were told that the ejidatario would return we rescheduled a new interview with 
the ejidatario and the questionnaire was separated into a special section. It is recognised 
that the exclusion of some migrant ejidatarios from the questionnaire introduces a 
systematic bias since their decision to work away represents a specific response to the 
problems of the ejido that will be lost from much of the analysis. In at least one sense, 
however, the difficulty of meeting migrants may not impose a bias particular to this 
research project as the absence of some ejidatarios is a feature of all ejidos over time 
and, as such, might be considered to be a constant factor.
As important a bias is the relative response rate between ejidatarios and other 
interviewees. Among ejidatarios the rate of response was high, probably because many 
ejidatarios knew about the research through the comisariado and our introduction at 
ejido meetings. Non participation of ejidatarios was restricted to evasion of certain 
questions. It is my intuition that ejidatarios have been cheated so many times in the 
course of surveys that they do not trust strangers asking questions about income, 
amount and use of remittances from the US, funding agricultural production, land sales 
and renting, pensions, and so on (see also Nuijten 1998). One of the most sensitive 
questions they did not want to answer in a clear and precise way concerned the amount 
of money they receive from relatives abroad: usual answers talked about “little money”
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or “de vez en cuando” (some times). Another topic that provoked evasion was whether 
they had sold land, mainly before 1992, since this was illegal and perhaps they were 
afraid about the possible consequences. We tried to deal with these fears by assuring 
ejidatarios that answers were confidential.
It proved difficult to make contact with land purchasers and the rate of response 
compared to the ejidatarios was low. In general, the issue of ejido land sales/purchase 
remains an open secret in the research ejidos that is taboo as a topic of conversation 
with outsiders. Some ejidatarios and regional leaders tried to arrange appointments with 
the purchasers of ejido land but those contacted were always too busy or unable to give 
an interview. We also tried to get in touch with land purchasers through ejidatarios who 
mentioned that they had sold land, but the response was usually the same. Many 
ejidatarios however were evasive on the details of sales. My impression is that even 
though the reformed law already allows the sale of land in the form of “cesion de 
derechos ejidales” ejidatarios feel that sales are disloyal to the ejido. In the case of 
Matzaco the assembly agreed to avoid adoption of dominio pleno to prevent caciques 
taking over land. The difficulty of pursuing land purchasers suggests that, beyond the 
reform of law, land transactions continue to be accomplished through informal 
mechanisms.
Finally, a large number of documentary sources were reviewed. These included laws 
and regulations relating to the sugar industry and ejidos, documents providing technical 
and statistical information on production and the ejidos’ files in the Procuraduria 
Agraria and Registro Agrario Nacional, which were used to complement the 
information provided by comisariados and organisation leaders. A number of local 
histories were also valuable for gaining an understanding of the relation of the case 
study region to wider political processes of the Revolution and to the organisation of 
sugar cane production. The first was written by Candido Gadea (1995), a former worker 
at the Atencingo sugar mill, the second by Manuel Sanchez E. (1963), a former 
municipal president in Matamoros as well as Director of the cooperative and a federal 
deputy. I reviewed articles in magazines and newspapers, especially on the agro-sugar 
industry and dating as far back as the 1970s. These were organised by key themes such 
as labour issues, land tenure, the sugar market, institutions and firms, political decisions
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and the debate on the expropriation of the sugar mills in September 2001, and the trade 
conflict with the United States.
In conducting the field research I became aware that my own positionality needed to be 
considered. On the one hand, being a Mexican with an agronomy background was 
favourable to conducing research. I was familiar with sugar cane cultivation and in 
general with agricultural issues that allowed me to engage in discussions about 
production and technological issues to a high level of detail. This knowledge propitiated 
the willingness of ejidatarios to answer the questionnaire as they sensed some empathy 
but it also revealed to me that not all ejidatarios were familiar with technical issues of 
sugar cane production. I was also able to represent the research as being facilitated by a 
university rather than linked to the government or the mill. This distance raised 
confidence levels among respondents and probably helped to extend conversations 
beyond the questionnaire into other topic areas. On the other hand my positionality 
presented some difficulties to the research. As a non local (I am from Chihuahua) and a 
non ejidatario, I had to overcome a sense of mistrust from some ejidatarios. As an 
agronomist I was inclined to emphasise productive and economic issues, and not go into 
equivalent depth of how institutional changes affect gender, cultural practices, migration 
or of changes to household composition and dynamics.
3.3 The Research Location: The Matamoros Valley
The decision to select a particular region for case study was based upon a number of 
considerations. Obviously, for a thesis concerned with the relationship between 
institutions and production, some attention had to be given to how particular regions 
were endowed with natural resources (soil fertility, water) and infrastructure (roads, 
irrigation), both of which may affect the level of market activity (Easterly and Levine 
2002; Vogelgesang 1996). It seemed inappropriate, for example, to base the study in a 
region vulnerable to sudden climatic events (hurricane) or political instability, when 
trying to isolate the effects of institutional change on production. For these reasons, 
cane-producing ejidos in Chiapas and Guerrero were discounted. I was also concerned 
to avoid regions with particular land market characteristics. In the fertile valleys of the
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Northwest and El Bajio regions, ejidos have well established and highly active land 
markets for sale and rent, whereas in the isolated and mountainous regions of Oaxaca 
and Chiapas, land markets are less active. My assumption was that the markets and 
production decisions in El Bajio might not be demonstrably affected by institutional 
change, whereas in Oaxaca almost no amount of institutional change (and certainly not 
that promoted by the 1992 reforms or the nationalisation of the mills) would encourage 
capital to flow into poor quality land, at least for agriculture.
I decided that the Matamoros Valley was suitable for the field research. Matamoros is a 
relatively flat, irrigated, fertile, and deep-soil region, although there are differences 
amongst ejidos and fields. The area is suitable for the cultivation of a wide range of 
crops other than sugar cane, mainly vegetables, meaning that ejidos in this area have to 
make decisions about crop substitution and the timeframe on investment.65 The valley 
comprises the municipalities of Izucar de Matamoros and parts of Tepeojuma, Tilapa, 
Chietla and Atzala, and is located 68 kilometres from Puebla City, 136 from Mexico 
City and 108 from Cuernavaca, connected by a good system of roads and motorways, 
and a network of dirt roads connects communities within the region (see Figure 3.1). 
Most communities have access to public services such as electricity, health services, 
education, communications and financial institutions, above the average levels of the 
state of Puebla (INEGI 1999). The climatic conditions are considered ideal for 
cultivation of sugar cane, mostly dry with a summer rainy season, and warm with an 
average yearly temperature of 22.7 degrees Celsius (INEGI 1994). As indicated by 
Table 3.1 sugar cane is the most important crop in Matamoros and Chietla after com 
(maize), and the most important cash crop.
65 Puebla has a higher yield of cane per hectare compared to the rest of Mexico, 86.8 
tonnes to 59.1 tonnes (Gutierrez and Godoy 1991; also Singelman 2001). The manager 
of Guanos y Fertilizantes de Matamoros, the largest fertiliser provider in Matamoros, 
told me that the amount of light hours a day in the region is ideal for cane, by contrast 
with Veracruz which has many cloudy days a year.
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Table 3.1 Crops Cultivated in Matamoros and Chietla
M unicipality
Matamoros Chiet la
Crop Total Irrigated Season/cultiv. Total Irrigated Season/cult
Sugar Cane 5,122 5,122 2,450 2,450
Com 5,170 1,165 4,005 5,141 1,708 3,433
Beans 265 251 14 38 38 -
Sweet com 492 492 - 1 1 -
Sorghum 541 50 491 500 - 500
Tomato 5 5 - - - -
Courgette 90 90 - - - -
Onion 58 58 - 605 605 -
Chile - - - 72 72 -
Green beans 253 253 - 60 60 _
Alfalfa 43 43 - 2 2 -
Total 12,039 7,529 4,510 8,869 4,936 3,933
Source: own calculations from INEGI (1999)
Matamoros also offers an excellent example of a minifundista structure. The state of 
Puebla in general displays high pressure on land with an average of 174 sujetos agrarios 
(ejidatarios* avecindados and posesionarios) per ejido compared to 123 nationally 
(Procuraduria Agraria 1999). Puebla, and specifically Matamoros, therefore should 
provide a laboratory for changing economic and social conditions in the context of an 
institutional reform that aims to consolidate small-scale land holding. In terms of an 
evolution of property rights outlined by ETLR, Matamoros also provides an archetype 
of collective organisation from the 1930s that finally collapsed in the early 1970s, and 
was replaced by the present dispersed minifundista system. As collective land holding 
was being de-institutionalised, however, the Atencingo sugar mill was nationalised in 
1975 and despite the gradual individualisation of land holdings, a strong sense of 
collective attachment to the ejido can be detected.
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Figure 3.1 The Matamoros Region
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to the ejido General Assembly which subsequently set up a Comision Auxiliar 
(Technical Commission) to assist with the land survey and delimitation of plots and 
ejido limits. In June 1994 this technical work was completed and ejidatarios received 
Certificados de Derechos Parcelarios (land certificates), symbolically distributed by 
President Ernesto Zedillo in Matamoros on 10 April 1997. These conditions create a 
complex situation. Has the better land quality in Matzaco caused a shift from cane to 
more profitable crops? Would a shift be because of Matzaco’s involvement in 
PROCEDE and/or is this related to the ejido’s non-collective past?
President Cardenas created Colon and Atencingo as collective ejidos in 1938 (Diario
Oficial de la Federacion 21 April 1938). Atencingo is important as the location of the
sugar mill and therefore where the economic impact of the sugar crisis is most directly 
(\*1felt , and served as the political centre of the collective ejido (see section 3.4.2). With 
11,867 inhabitants it now has the largest population in the valley after Izucar de 
Matamoros and is larger than the municipal centre at Chietla which has a population of 
only 6,344 (INEGI 1999).68 By presidential decree Atencingo, with a total area of 
12,118 hectares, was subdivided into nine new ejidos in 1973 (Diario Oficial de la 
Federacion 27 November 1973) and the 1,256 hectares of ejido Atencingo was given 
over to individual plots that had been a demand of the ejidatarios for many decades. 
Compared to Matzaco, Atencingo was slow to join PROCEDE. Atencingo began 
PROCEDE in 2000 but an attempt to hold a General Assembly on 21 August 2002 in 
order to formally approve the allocation of plots failed to attain quorum (with only 126 
out of 287 ejidatarios attending). At another Assembly on 5 September the Procuraduria 
Agraria allotted plots. In so doing it was discovered that 229 people held plots without 
formal rights or recognition by the General Assembly, and it was moved that these 
people be recognised by the Assembly as new posesionarios. Throughout the period of 
my research, Atencingo was in an indefinite situation, having begun the titling process 
but not having received land certificates.
67 The mill at Atencingo was administered by CAZE and expropriated in 2001.
68 Atencingo has been the subject of several studies. Possibly the best known is 
Ronfeldf s (1973) history of agrarian struggle in Atencingo from the Revolution to the 
early 1970s. Pare (1979) provides a valuable analysis of social class in the region; Otero 
(1995) has analysed factors determining class formation amongst sugar cane producers 
in Atencingo and Gomez (1998; 2001) conducted anthropological research in Teruel, 
one of the ejidos that participated in the cooperative of Atencingo.
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Ejido Colon was part of the collective Ejido Atencingo and annexes created in 1938 
with a land endowment from the hacienda San Juan Colon which was one of the most 
important sugar cane haciendas in the valley, even the ruins of which contrast with the 
poverty that can be seen in the village now. In 26 November 1973 Colon became a self- 
governing ejido. Its foundation however was not without trouble, as a legal dispute 
emerged over 132 hectares ‘lost’ to the ejido San Nicolas Tolentino. This resulted in 
Colon receiving 790.9 hectares divided among 127 ejidatarios making this the smallest 
field site with, today, 1,491 inhabitants and 320 households, not all of them ejidatarios 
(INEGI 2000). At a General Assembly held on the 7 April 1998 Colon rejected 
PROCEDE arguing that as a precondition, the dispute with the ejido of Matamoros 
concerning control of a field known as Potrero be resolved. Colon, therefore, is the 
classic ‘insecure’ ejido and, despite a small land endowment, has experienced 
population growth, but at the time of fieldwork the Procuraduria Agraria had not 
managed to advance land titling in Colon. The rejection of PROCEDE suggested that 
Colon would allow me to assess the impact of past and present conflict and observe any 
differences to titled ejidos such as Matzaco or those in the PROCEDE process such as 
Atencingo.
The three ejidos share certain common features. All are involved in sugar cane 
production so that changes in policies from the mill and the government, for example 
the elimination of credit or delays in the final payment, should influence all three ejidos. 
The sugar cane decree (Decreto Canero) applies to all three ejidos, as does the local 
contract to supply the mill, and apart from the comparatively higher fertility of land in 
Matzaco all three ejidos have broadly similar physical conditions. Finally, all three have 
been affiliated to the two official peasant organisations, the National Peasants’ 
Confederation (CNC) or the National Confederation of Rural Land Owners (CNPR) that 
are corporate bodies of the PRI. Nevertheless, these affiliations are somewhat token as 
indicated by the 2001 municipal elections which saw the PRI lose control of Matamoros 
and Chietla for the first time due in part to the actions of sugar cane producers and mill 
workers.69
69 As a part of resistance to the PRI and the government generally, in late 2001 a new 
but name-less organisation in Atencingo claimed the right to represent sugar cane
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The three ejidos also present different conditions with respect to security of property 
rights and formal land-titling processes. Matzaco has been titled through PROCEDE, 
Atencingo is in an advanced stage of the process and Colon has rejected the programme. 
My concern is whether the differences regarding land titling affect economic 
performance. If the assumptions of policymakers promoting the 1992 reform and the 
underlying theory of the ETLR are correct, it might be expected that Matzaco will 
display an accelerated agricultural intensification (see Migot-Adholla et al. 1991), 
higher levels of capital inflow and a more active land market than either Atencingo or 
Colon. The three ejidos also have different organisational histories, notably with respect 
to collective ejido formation and the cooperative created in the 1930s. Whether the 
institutions set out by history affect decisions today, in a form of path dependence, or 
whether their evolution has served precisely in order to undo that past is an intriguing 
subject for research. And, finally, the three ejidos demonstrate different crop patterns: 
Matzaco cultivates cane but in a smaller proportion than Atencingo or Colon. The 
research will address to what extent the higher proportion of cash crops, mainly 
vegetables (sweet com, cucumber, green beans, courgettes), in Matzaco has to do with 
the institutional framework or is caused by other circumstances. Nevertheless, my 
prediction prior to fieldwork was that the 1992 reforms had not caused significant 
impacts in any of the three case study ejidos, for better or worse (in the minds of the 
reformers), but may have induced or confirmed smaller scale changes, detectable at the 
ejidatario or household level.
3.4 The Evolution of Property Rights in Matamoros
In this section I look at the evolution of property rights in Matamoros, identifying the 
driving forces that have shaped land tenure. This section also addresses some 
implications of the change in property rights for the local economy, as well as its 
political and social consequences.
producers in a clear defiance of the Decreto Canero that only recognises PRI-affiliated 
organisations as legitimate representatives of sugar producers.
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3.4.1 Haciendas and the Mexican Revolution
Sugar cane was introduced in Matamoros in 1529 and an indigenous workforce was 
used for its cultivation on large haciendas (Gutierrez and Godoy 1991). The initial 
system for control in the early colony was the reparto and encomienda, through which 
the Spanish crown granted land to conquistadors putting in their custody the native 
population who were obliged to work for the hacendado. However, due to the physical 
nature of the work and the dramatic reduction of the indigenous workforce, the 
encomienda was prohibited on the sugar plantations and a black slave workforce was 
introduced (Gutierrez and Godoy 1991). According to Manuel Sanchez, a local 
historian, Matamoros was an important slave market and it has been reported that in 
1643 almost 200 slaves worked on the hacienda of San Jose Teruel (Paredes 1991). 
Although the encomienda was eventually abolished in 1570 it took until 1810 for 
slavery to end, to be replaced by a peonage scheme of indebted labour.
According to Mendieta y Nunez (1986: 62) Puebla had a significant concentration of 
land during the colonial period with the church owning perhaps as much as four fifths of 
the territory and, as a consequence of concentration, the state suffered from frequent 
agrarian struggles (Gomez 1991). Much of this violence was in response to the invasion 
of indigenous land by haciendas, as in 1806 when the hacienda Colon invaded land 
owned by a local community. One motive to acquire land was that sugar production had 
become the principal activity with four mills working in the valley, in line with the basic 
formulation of ETLR. The peasant defence of their land against the haciendas is given 
as one reason why the region actively supported the war of independence led by Jose 
Maria Morelos (Gomez 1991). During the nineteenth century the region continued to be 
one of the most important sugar producing areas and by 1877-78 just three states 
(Puebla, Morelos and Veracruz) accounted for 45 per cent of Mexico’s total sugar 
production, and 75 per cent by 1910-11 (Gutierrez and Godoy 1991; Ronfeldt 1973). 
This consolidation continued to be based on the hacienda with the Ley Lerdo of 1856 
and the presidency of Porfirio Diaz (1876-1911) encouraging the hacendados to seize 
communal indigenous land and take advantage of new infrastructure such as the railway 
connecting Puebla and Izucar, inaugurated in 1890 (Bonilla and Malpica 1991). 
Significantly, Matamoros was the main sugar producer region in Puebla, so that by 1908
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it contributed 45.8 per cent of production in the state (Gutierrez and Godoy 1991).
During the Mexican Revolution (1910-17) the region was at the core of Emiliano 
Zapata’s area of influence, about 100 kilometres from Anenecuilco (Zapata’s birth 
place) and Chinameca (the hacienda where he was assassinated) (Womack 1970). In 
what could be considered an example of path dependence, a set of outstanding Zapatista 
agrarian leaders in Atencingo in the first half of the twentieth century have left a 
profound ideological inheritance amongst the ejidatarios in their attitude to land 
ownership, mostly amongst the elderly (Gomez 1998; also de Grammont 1979; Otero 
1999; Sanchez 1963). In the aftermath of the Revolution, the sugar haciendas were 
destroyed and had been replaced by the early 1920s by a capitalist agro-industry. In this 
process a crucial role was played by William Jenkins, a former consul of the United 
States to Puebla City, who bought Atencingo in 1921 and began to buy other haciendas 
in the valley. In 1925 he founded a firm engaged in sugar production (Compania Civil e 
Industrial de Atencingo) with an initial investment of $US 3.5 million (Gomez and 
Verdugo 1988.). The firm invested heavily in modem farm equipment and built its own 
railway network, finally controlling around 123,000 hectares which Ronfeldt describes 
as “The greatest concentration of land under a single owner in the history of Puebla” 
(1973: 10). The transformation of a semi-feudal hacienda system to a modem capitalist 
industry was achieved through a brutal system of organisation as well as some extra- 
legal ventures such as export of sugar and alcohol to United States during Prohibition 
(Pare 1986; Ronfeldt 1973).
Capitalist agro-industry marked a setback to the Zapatista movement’s hopes which 
were finally dashed when Lazaro Cardenas granted land in 1938 to the collective ejido. 
Neither the Zapatista nor local peasant demand was for a collective ejido, which was 
imposed by the federal government and the mill. The evolution of property rights and 
the organisation of production in the region, therefore, was reshaped according to the 
needs of the state and not in response to local economic requirements. Furthermore, the 
1938 collective ejido recognised as ejidatarios Jenkins’s peones acasillados (resident 
debt-peons) and close employees who could still be controlled by the hacienda (Gadea 
1995). This manoeuvre was orchestrated by Jenkins in order to be seen to respond to 
agrarian demands while at the same time keeping control of the land and the sugar
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industry. In a controversial decision, Cardenas left the mill as Jenkins’s private 
property, even though mills elsewhere were expropriated and transformed into 
cooperatives (de Grammont 1979; Gledhill 1993; Singelman and Tapia 1979). In 
addition, the mill was in control of providing government credit to the ejidos rather than 
the Banco Nacional de Credito Ejidal which had the responsibility for finance in other 
sugar cane areas (Ronfeldt 1973). One explanation put forward for the ‘special’ 
treatment for Atencingo is that Maximino Avila Camacho, governor of the state, was a 
business partner and compadre (godfather) of Jenkins and brother of Manuel Avila 
Camacho who was Minister of War under Cardenas (de Grammont 1979; Rich et al. 
1998; Ronfeldt 1973; Sanchez 1963; Singelman 1993). Cardenas may however have 
been influenced by a need not to disrupt the operation of a highly productive mill, at the 
time a valuable source of foreign currency.70
3.4.2 The Collective Ejido in Atencingo
In 1938 presidential decree created the Atencingo collective ejido and eight annexes: 
Lagunillas and Jaltepec in the municipality of Chietla; Teruel in Tepeojuma; Rijo in 
Tilapa; and La Galarza, Raboso, Colon, and San Nicolas Tolentino in Matamoros. In all, 
the ejido comprised 8,268 hectares (8,076 irrigated and 192 seasonally cultivated) 
granted to 2,043 ejidatarios. Each ejidatario received an average plot of four hectares of 
irrigated land but the decree prohibited the subdivision of land into individual plots and 
insisted that work had to be organised on a collective basis (Article 139 of the Agrarian 
Code). Nationally, it was argued at this time that ejidos should be collectively organised 
“ ... so that the beneficiaries cannot divide them into individual plots, because cane 
growing requires a process of industrialization and demands investments greater than 
the individual capacities of the ejidatarios” (Ronfeldt 1973: 26 citing a 1938 report from 
the Mixed Agrarian Commission). Collective organisation was therefore seen as 
necessary for competitiveness. While this policy implies a tacit acceptance of the 
importance of achieving economies of scale in cane cultivation and an indication of 
government worries about the potential fragmentation of land property, it rejects private 
property as the means to obtain productivity.
70 In accordance with the Agrarian Code 150 hectares were left as private property of the 
mill company which in the early 1950s under reforms of President Miguel Aleman was 
increased to a maximum legal private property for sugar cane plantations of 300 
hectares.
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Indeed, regulatory control as a result of the 1938 decree granted the government 
extraordinary powers to intervene in the ejidos’ production organisation. The Sociedad 
Cooperativa Ejidal de Atencingo y Anexas (Ejidal Cooperative Society of Atencingo 
and Annexes), which was in charge of administering production on the ejido, made the 
cultivation of sugar cane compulsory, except for rice as a fallow crop. This rule was 
reinforced by a decree issued by Manuel Avila Camacho that created Zonas de 
Abastecimiento (supply areas) for the mills where cane was the only crop permitted 
(Diario Oficial de la Federacion, 22 September 1943; also Perez 1979). The cooperative 
therefore provided the state and Jenkins with control over property rights, so that despite 
the decree recognising the ejidatarios as the formal ‘owners’ of the land they continued 
to be peons (de Grammont 1979; Gomez 1998; Ronfeldt 1973). According to Jesus 
Espinosa (former President of Consejo de Vigilancia, Ejido Atencingo, interview 7 
April 2001): “William Jenkins gave the land to his employees, not to the peasants 
fighting for land, and with them he formed the cooperative. In fact he continued to be 
the owner of the land and in charge of the organisation of cane production. We were 
told we were the owners but the manager was really who decided”.
From the start there was tension between the collective experiment and the demands of 
the ejidatarios. In brief, the ejidatarios wanted the division of the collective ejido into 
nine independent entities, individual plots instead of collective ownership, the direct 
management of the cooperative by the ejidatarios and not by the mill or the government 
and permission to cultivate crops other than cane for profit as well as self-subsistence. 
In February 1947 a new leader of the cooperative, Porfirio Jaramillo, took office with 
the aim of bringing in moderate changes under the first real period of popular ejidatario 
control (Ronfeldt 1973: 67-8). Jaramillo adopted the 1943 presidential decree to allow 
all sugar cane producers to use ten per cent of the land for non-cane production, 
acquired farm equipment to avoid renting from the mill and set up a credit society in 
1948 which received funds from official institutions instead of from the mill as before 
(de Grammont 1979; Gadea 1995; Otero 1999). Jaramillo was not able to secure the 
subdivision of individual plots or split the collective into independent ejidos. Indeed, 
amid falling production and political instability, in 15 February 1952 the Diario Oficial 
published the presidential decree through which the federal government took over the
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control of the cooperative and by presidential decree published in the Diario Oficial in 
13 April 1954, the ejido received an additional endowment of 3,261 hectares and new
71ejidatarios were incorporated. Control of decision-making was also tightened. A 
commission in charge of production organisation was headed from 1952 to 1957 by 
Colonel Felix Guerrero, a close collaborator of governor Avila Camacho, and from 
1957 to 1961 by Manuel Sanchez Espinoza, a local deputy and former collaborator of 
Jenkins (Boege and Avila 1979).72 At this time the ejidatarios were denied any effective 
representation in the running of the cooperative and the 1952 decree confirmed cane as 
the only crop allowed.
For 1961 political pressure from the ejidatarios allowed them to gain control of the 
cooperative again (de Grammont 1979) running the collective ejido until 1970. 
However, the ejidatario leaders were co-opted and did not pursue demands for 
individual plots (Ronfeldt 1973). In 1965 the Local Ejidal Credit Society of Atencingo 
and Annexes did take over from the cooperative but provision of credit on an individual 
basis remained unthinkable -  fitting a widespread use of credit as an instrument for 
political control and profiting (Mackinlay 1996). In fact, it was practically impossible as 
it would take until 1968 for the land surveyors to calculate the total area of the ejido 
(11,425 hectares) (Ronfeldt 1973), which made it possible in December 1968 for the 
annexes to acquire independence from Atencingo and form their own credit societies 
(Gomez 1995, 1998). However, the official authorisation for the break up of Atencingo, 
now recognised as a total area of 12,118 hectares, into nine ejidos was not issued until 
1973, officially as a response to a 1948 application from the ejidatarios to separate the 
ejidos, but even then individual plots were not granted (Diario Oficial de la Federacion, 
27 November 1973). So, paradoxically the large cooperative of Atencingo founded by 
Lazaro Cardenas came to an end under the administration of President Echeverria, who 
pursued a policy based on land distribution with an emphasis on collective organisation, 
having outlined his commitment to the collective ejido during a campaign address to 
sugar cane producers in Matamoros in 1970 (Boege and Avila 1979; Del Villar 1976; 
Otero 1998).
71 In 1955 Jenkins sold the mill and in the same year Jaramillo was assassinated.
72 At this time and others political control of the ejidos involved corruption, the presence 
of gunmen and even the army (de Grammont 1979; Gadea 1995; Otero 1998).
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By this time, and despite political and economic support from the federal government, 
the Atencingo complex had not recovered the high productivity it had enjoyed before it 
was granted cooperative status. Moreover, it had not kept up with technological 
modernisation and the organisation of the productive process and income levels in 1970 
were the same as in 1959 (Ronfeldt 1973).73 Certainly, Atencingo met with Kherallah 
and Kirsten’s general observations:
The history of traditional cooperatives, on the other hand, suggests that 
cooperatives have not always been successful at serving the needs of its 
members. One major problem with the traditional cooperatives in 
developing countries was that members never had a major financial stake in 
the cooperative; cooperatives were supported by governments. Furthermore, 
cooperatives suffered from various organizational problems and a lack of 
clearly defined property rights assignments resulting in opportunistic 
behavior (such as free riding, moral hazard, agency problems, etc.), 
bureaucratic inefficiencies, and under-investment in the cooperative (2001:
28).
In Matamoros, the failure of the cooperative was made worse by population growth that 
was an important driving force in the ejidatarios’ claims for land, and pressure from 
others who regarded sugar cane as an attractive crop with a secure market, controlled 
price, official credit and social security for the ejidatarios. In response to the inability of 
formal institutions to meet local demand, ejidatarios used areas for subsistence crops 
and increasingly adopted individual management. In Teruel, for example, Gomez 
(1998) records that before the official authorisation of individualisation, ejidatarios were 
working on the basis of areas de responsabilidad individual (areas of individual 
responsibility). The ejido response, therefore, in the face of the kinds of land and 
commercial pressures outlined in ETLR fits the institutional economics literature (North 
1990, 1995). The state, here, instead of providing a framework for the operation of 
market pressures imposed a series of constraints, which it saw as ‘protection’, upon the 
efficiency of the ejido largely in response to political interests and these shaped the 
evolution of land property rights in Matamoros. These interests included those, directly, 
of Jenkins and the Avila Camacho family, as well as less directly the Cardenas project 
of political control through collective organisation. As a form of state participation,
73 The lack of technological change is somewhat contrary to the ETLR position that 
argues for technological progress as a driving force of the evolution of property rights 
(Platteau 1996).
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changes in the law have been of great importance in this process and helped shape the 
configuration of property rights, again directly through legislation on land tenure and 
indirectly in the form of social security, the Decreto Canero and the regulation of 
finance. Yet neither state intention nor the ejidatario response attained an efficient 
institutional arrangement. The role of the state remained pervasive; reforms were 
limited and imposed rather than negotiated; local information was insufficient and 
markets poorly developed; and property rights were insecure, producing complex 
institutional responses.
3.4.3 The Atencingo Sugar Mill Today
As the state began to release its grip on property rights in land, it tightened its hold on 
the refining of sugar. Although during the 1930s, the Atencingo mill was said to have 
been the most productive in Mexico, and the fields, to produce the highest yield in all 
Latin America (Lara 1979; Ronfeldt 1973: 11), in 1973, Atencingo was taken over by 
the government and a programme of technological renewal began under President 
Lopez Portillo (1976-1982). The new mill began operation in 1985 with a capacity to 
process up to 9,000 tonnes per day, twice the capacity of the old factory (Ing. Daniel 
Garcia, Secretary CNPR, 22 February 2001). In 1988 Atencingo was the first sugar mill 
to be privatised (18 October 1988) when it was sold to CAZE for 47,500 million (old) 
pesos, officially, although it is widely believed that only ten per cent of this sum was 
really paid (Proceso 15 September 2001). Under private management Atencingo 
processed 1,215,000 tonnes of cane and produced 154,400 tonnes of sugar (Comite de la 
Agroindustria Azucarera, 2002).74 Table 3.2 shows that the efficiency of the mill 
improved from 1995 to 2000, with reductions in sucrose lost as mash, yield of sugar-to- 
cane higher, less fibre in the cane, higher sugar recovery etc. An important improvement 
under private administration was a reduction in time lost in processing (Table 3.3). 
Table 3.2, however, shows that the mill’s gains were set against a lower yield per 
hectare over time and the exception to the time efficiency was in the fields where the 
trend is unclear, but suggests that substantial inefficiencies remain although a leader of 
the CNPR claimed that steps had been take to save time between the cut and milling of 
cane (Ing. Daniel Garcia, Secretary, CNPR 22 February 2001).
74 According to Pare (1979) 80 per cent of the molasses produced in the mill are sold to 
Bacardi which has a plant on the outskirts of Matamoros.
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Table 3.2 Performance of the Atencingo Mill Area (1995-2000)
Concept Unit 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Area cultivated Ha 8,684 10,682 10,257 10,789 11,327 10,470
Gross yield of 
cane per hectare Ton 125.17 119.06 107.93 108.1 103.57 114.25
Yield of sugar 
B.E. per hectare Ton 13.94 13.92 13.14 13.54 13.03 14.87
Fibre in cane % 13.06 12.81 12.5 12.41 12.59 12.4
Total sugar 
produced Ton 120,450 147,899 134,593 145,879 147,447 155,536
Yield in Factory 
sugar real/cane % 11.08 11.63 12.16 12.51 12.57 13
Sucrose lost as 
Mash % 1.08 0.99 0.72 0.57 0.52 0.6
Sucrose in cane % 14.01 14.25 14.29 14.51 14.46 15.09
Recovery of 
sucrose
(efficiency in 
factory) % 79.01 81.52 84.69 85.84 86.46 85.77
Oil used in 
factory per ton of 
cane Lt 24.34 18.66 12.79 13.92 13.72 9.68
Total net cane 
milled Ton 1,085,815 1,268,489 1,103,948 1,164,775 1,171,062 1,194,430
Source: Comite de la Agroindustria Azucarera (2001)
Table 3.3 Lost Time by Factors, Harvests 1995-2000 (percentages)
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
In factory 16.46 22.01 9.35 12.35 7.32 9.3
Personnel 5.69 5.84 3.29 1.44 0.93 4.61
Festivities 1.96 1.03 1.17 1.72 2.23 1.75
3.5 Conclusion
The agrarian reform following the Mexican Revolution is sometimes represented as 
based upon an idealistic notion of small-scale agriculture marred by inappropriate 
institutionalisation through the ejido, and despite considerable state intervention to 
support equity and a basic family income. This idea is held by those who believe the 
ejido needs minimal reform but less state intervention and those who believe that the 
ejido needs to be radically changed with more state intervention. As we have seen here, 
the situation in Matamoros, in advance of detailed case study developed in the next 
three chapters, is far more complex. Governments have consistently held to a position 
that has fixed an ideal size of plots (four hectares of irrigated land or eight seasonally 
cultivated) despite recognising the need for economies of scale. One response has been 
the formation of cooperatives, but with relatively little autonomy from state interference 
which appeared to increase as social pressure for land and the need for political stability 
grew. One somewhat ironic consequence of trying to hold a minimum land holding and 
attain economies of scale has been, as Chapter Four will discuss in more detail, the 
progressive subdivision of plots.
The Matamoros region also demonstrates the antagonism of the ejido to collectivism. 
Atencingo possessed what Otero calls, with a degree of exaggeration, a “phobia toward 
collectivism” (1999: 109). In part this rejection might be seen as the influence of 
cultural values manifest in the support for the Zapatista movement during the 
Revolution (Nunez 1995; Womack 1970) and as a practical response to the economic 
and social pressures on land and other resources along the lines suggested by ETLR. It 
is worth noting that ejidatarios did not reject collective action where this meant small, 
cohesive and relatively homogeneous organisations, illustrated by the individual ejido 
and the demand for the break up of the great Atencingo ejido and annexes. By contrast, 
the ejidatarios rejected collective action where this brought the kind of disadvantages 
identified by Olson through inefficient large, dispersed and heterogeneous 
organisations. Ejidatarios mistrusted the cooperative as an organisation that they had 
never asked for, and as one which sought to control their day-to-day decision-making, 
in opposition to the pressure for more individual control not less. The cooperative 
therefore failed not because of the state alone or despite the ejidatarios; rather, it was
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brought down by their agency within the ejido (also Pare and Juarez 1986; Romo 2001). 
As far as the evolution of property rights is concerned, the ejido was not the ‘loyal’ 
agrarian sector but one that was constantly organising against official regulations, 
adopting individual plots, cultivating crops other than sugar, leaving their land to work 
in the city, and selling up.
The chapter has also indicated how an understanding of property rights opens up the 
empirical possibilities for research in ways that considering tenure alone do not. The 
ejidos in Matamoros possessed a distinct form of land tenure which, admittedly, had 
many problems as social pressures increased and market conditions changed. 
Nevertheless, it is the issue of ejidatarios’ ability to feel secure, informed and in control 
of decisions on their property rights that is critical. The ejidos were for a long period 
under Jenkins’s control, even when the institutional arrangement was apparently a 
cooperative. At other times, the land and decisions on what to grow, with what finance, 
and who to sell the production to was decided by the state. In this context, 
individualisation was not simply a claim for a particular form of tenure, private property 
freehold, or a shift of legal regime; rather it was about exerting effective rights to use 
land in more efficient ways. It seems clear that without effective property rights, the 
ejidatarios’ welfare suffered. Contrary to the views of Pare (1979) and Lara (1979), my 
research supports Boege and Avila (1979) who claim that individualisation of plots was 
the central and final goal of the ejidatario movement in Atencingo.
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CHAPTER 4: PROPERTY RIGHTS AND ACCESS TO 
FINANCE 
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter I analyse, first, tenure structure and the land market in the case study of 
ejidos in the context of the PROCEDE titling process, and in particular the question of 
land concentration or fragmentation, and second I look at how access to finance has 
changed, from a reliance on government and sugar mill credit, to a situation where the 
ejidatarios should now have access to financial intermediaries. The principal argument 
is that the provisions of the Article 27 reform, and specifically the provisions made by 
PROCEDE, have not lead to the changes predicted either by the reform’s sponsors or its 
critics. In part, this is because some of the supposed consequences of reform, such as an 
active land market, were in existence as an institutional response to earlier restrictions. 
But also, to the extent that this non-sanctioned land market institution is retained, post 
reform I look to weaknesses in how the new laws and regulations understood ejido 
practice and ejidatario reluctance to change for change’s sake. One consequence, 
therefore, is that land holdings in the case study of ejidos appear to offer neither the 
productive minifundista scenario envisaged by Salinas, since plots are too small, nor a 
trend toward land concentration. Previous and present land sales are fragmenting land 
holding as much as they are consolidating some holdings. Finally, I show that even if 
PROCEDE has provided greater security of property rights, ejidatarios have few options 
to acquire finance, and I argue that land holdings are too small to provide the collateral 
necessary to overcome transaction costs to either potential borrower or lender.
4.2 PROCEDE and Dominio Pleno
I explained the normative intentions of PROCEDE in Chapter One and general 
achievements in Chapter Two. In order to complete the explanation about the titling 
programme a detailed diagram is provided (Figure 4.1), which summarises the 
procedures followed to the individualisation of ejido land and the provision of 
PROCEDE certificates and titles for urban lots, and eventually private titles for plots to 
those ejidos adopting Dominio Pleno.
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Figure 4.1 The Main Stages of PROCEDE Programme
(Source: Adapted from Procuraduria Agraria, Estudios Agrarios 10, 1998, p.40)
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Figure 4.1 shows the process of individualisation established through PROCEDE. The 
initial key step is the first ejido assembly where the Procuraduria Agraria presents the 
programme and the ejido officially applies for access. This step requires that the ejido 
has no boundary conflicts with other ejidos or private land owners; if it does then it is 
required to settle them as a condition of access to the programme. At the assembly a 
technical commission (Comision Auxiliar) is appointed to help the personnel from the 
government agencies. This commission defines and marks ejido boundaries with 
agreements (actas) signed by landowners sharing boundaries if necessary (Reglamento, 
Article 26) and a list of beneficiaries is produced. Beyond such formality however it is 
at the point that the Procuraduria Agraria puts pressure on ejidatarios to accept 
posesionarios, some of whom may have acquired land through irregular means, as new 
ejidatarios. An Assembly can recognise the rights of posesionarios under Article 17 of 
the Reglamento (also Article 30 and 34, and 36-40), in exchange for an economic 
contribution in favour of the ejido (Reglamento, Article 32). Although many 
posesionarios are children of ejidatarios, a large number of these “new ejidatarios” will 
have invaded or bought plots, a process that the new law permits as a cesion de 
derechos (Ley Agraria, Article 155 and Reglamento PROCEDE, Article 53) so long as 
the potential purchaser does not hold an area exceeding five per cent of the whole ejido 
(Reglamento, Article 33). The intention of the Procuraduria Agraria is to “finish” 
conflicts between ejidatarios and private owners holding ejido land. Yet, the reform 
allows new ejidatarios to seize land in the common area of the ejido, for example, or to 
acquire more than five per cent by using prestanombres (cover names).
The next key step in PROCEDE is the accomplishment of a second ejido assembly to 
receive the report of the technical commission, the list of possible beneficiaries and a 
sketch map of the ejido (Reglamento, Article 26). After that assembly INEGI carries out 
the definitive measurement of the whole ejido area and the division of plots according to 
the approved list. Once the INEGI map is completed, a third assembly is called to 
discuss the allocation of the main tracts of ejido land (i.e. the urban, communal and 
parcelled areas) (Reglamento, Articles 19-23). At this stage the right to individual plots 
is also allotted which should mean the regularisation of holdings for those without a 
certificate. There are cases that it is at this stage that some urban areas, mainly those 
occupied by avecindados, are realocated as common areas “by mistake”, but which
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forces avecindados to seek regularisation of their situation, sometimes initiating a 
process whereby the ejido authorities receive additional payments (as compensation for 
the ‘loss’ of land already sold).
Once the map and land allocations are agreed the next main step is for the RAN to issue 
official certificates (called PROCEDE certificates, certificado parcelario) that grant 
individual rights to plots. All maps and agreements (actas) will also be registered in 
RAN (Reglamento, Articles 60-68) although it is worth recalling that according to the 
law the community continues to be the real owner of the ejido’s complete area so an 
individual ejidatario’s certificate only confirms the right for usufruct. Finally, a non- 
compulsory step in the programme is for a General Assembly to be held in order to 
discuss the adoption of dominio pleno, i.e. freehold on the plots, which implies the 
transformation of the regime of property from the ejido to private property. Agreement 
at this Assembly begins a process whereby the land is transferred from the ejido regime 
and will be registered in the Public Property Register (Ley Agraria, Articles 81 and 82). 
Officially the Assembly is required to have a quorum of more than 50 per cent in order 
to authorise the adoption of dominio pleno, but for many ejidos the main purpose of the 
assembly is not to reform land tenure but to create another step through which past land 
transactions can be reactivated or for new, and informal, sales to take place.
After this brief explanation of PROCEDE in general, in this section, I will discuss 
implementation of the programme in Matamoros. As a reminder of the details provided 
on the case study of ejidos in Chapter Three, Atencingo is the largest of the three ejidos 
covering 1,256 hectares and throughout the period of field research was in an indefinite 
situation awaiting a General Assembly that eventually failed to accept PROCEDE in 
August 2002 due to a lack of quorum, and despite the Procuraduria Agraria moving 
quickly to hold a second Assembly at which it also allotted plots, certificates have not 
been distributed. Matzaco accepted PROCEDE in May 1993 and set up a Comision 
Auxiliar (Technical Commission) to assist with the land survey, completing its work by 
June 1994 and the distribution of certificates began, symbolically, at a ceremony 
conducted by President Zedillo in April 1997. Finally, the 1,227 ejidatarios of Colon 
rejected PROCEDE in April 1998. An initial question, therefore, was to gauge 
knowledge of PROCEDE among the ejidatarios. At the time of fieldwork in 2000-2001,
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almost one decade after the reforms to Article 27 were initiated, many of the ejidatarios 
in my survey were unfamiliar with the new laws. Some were able to offer opinions 
because they had heard about the changes from people who they trust, their children, 
friends, etc. Overall, of the 223 ejidatarios giving an opinion (from a total sample of 
324), 23.5 per cent thought that the reform would affect them negatively, whereas 22.2 
per cent thought that the effects would be positive. Almost two-thirds of respondents 
(52.9 per cent) offered a neutral opinion or were positive without identifying a specific 
reason. Interestingly, in Colon, which had not begun PROCEDE, only 12.8 per cent of 
respondents considered that the reform would be negative. Knowledge of the reform, 
then, was not universal with fewer than one quarter of ejidatarios believing that its 
impacts would be strongly negative, but the willingness to perceive the reform 
favourably might not explain the adoption of reform in specific cases, as Colon 
indicates.
Among respondents who believed the reforms a positive step, many thought that the 
new laws would give them papers securing property rights on the parcel forever, 
removing the risk of being deprived of rights by official decisions. In the new 
circumstances they considered themselves to be “real owners”. Martin Osorio, 70, an 
ejidatario in Atencingo since 1952, said that with the paper which he was about to 
receive, he would gain more security of ownership, unlike now when the ejidatarios are 
“in the hands of the government” (en manos del gobiemo). Raquel Leyva, a widow 
ejidataria holding 1.5 hectares in Atencingo, argued that the reform was good for 
ejidatarios because it makes them free on their plots. In Matzaco, Francisco Aguilar has 
three irrigated hectares and has bought private property for his children to cultivate and 
which he funds. Now, he argues, the ejidatario has more freedom in his decisions (es 
mas libre en sus actos) and will no longer be subject to the Secretaria de la Reforma 
Agraria.75 Rigoberto Vega in Colon, 67, can be considered a model ‘Salinas’ ejidatario. 
In 1956 he got a 5.6 hectares plot, has bought two other plots and sometimes rents 
others, cultivating one hectare with maize and 4.5 hectares with sugar cane. He owns a 
tractor and his two children own shops. His view was that the reform provided 
ejidatarios with security, whereas before they owned nothing. Some respondents were 
critical of the reform as not going far enough, pointing to the potential limits of a single
75 This theme of ejidatarios associating the reform with freedom from arbitrary 
government is also noted by Nuijten (1998).
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legal change. For instance, Camilo Alvarado, 34, one of the youngest and most educated 
ejidatarios participating in the questionnaire, having completed second year of high 
school, supported the reform but said that ejidatarios needed more than legal security 
and in particular they needed finance. Interestingly, Camilo has to supplement his 
income from agriculture with work as an electrician.
Respondents opposed to the reform agree with some of its supposed benefits, but regard 
these as negatives. So, some ejidatarios observed that the ejidatario is now free to sell 
land but, as argued by Zenobio Mendez in Atencingo who inherited 3.2 hectares in 
1991, that freedom is dangerous because it allows the expansion of caciquismo in 
ejidos. Jorge Alcazar, 72, ejidatario in Colon, who has 3.3 irrigated hectares said that 
the reform is good because that way they have the real ownership of the land, but that it 
will also mean that eventually ejidatarios will not have the same support as before. 
Gaudencio Leal, 63, and Juan Mendez, 54, both in Atencingo, agreed that despite its 
benefits, the reform could be bad because it obliges the ejidatarios to pay taxes, 
although they were not sure and, in fact, unless they acquire dominio pleno ejido land 
remains exempt from land tax. Whether informed speculation or not, these views 
suggest that the conversion of reform into secured property rights, and rights into 
economic and social outcomes, is subject to less mechanical decision-making processes 
than the reform’s supporters and Neo-Institutional Economics is apt to appreciate.
One consequence is that in Matzaco, which was quick to accept PROCEDE, the General 
Assembly has rejected the adoption of dominio pleno. As the Comisariado explained, 
the decision was taken “not to accept the adoption of dominio pleno, because outsiders 
could take over the plots and eventually [take] complete control so the ejido’s internal 
rule prohibits the sale of plots”. In this sense, according to the Comisariado “we do not 
find any advantage in being a private owner instead of an ejidatario.” A number of the 
respondents confirmed during the questionnaires and discussions that they rejected 
dominio pleno for fear of losing their plots. So, while the reform permits the sale of 
land, locally, the ejido may refuse such a right and reaffirm its control on land as a 
means of exerting ownership. In the assessment of positive-negative perceptions of the
This decision is in line with the derecho del tanto that subordinates the decision of an 
ejidatario on the matter of land sale to the agreement of the Assembly and the 
authorisation of the family (Ley Agraria, Article 80).
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reform, Matzaco has furthered a shift to individual holding but strengthened the 
authority of the community to have the last word over important decisions.
In terms, then, of the Article 27 debate one might expect there to have been a more 
active land market in Matzaco prior to PROCEDE, one which the reform now 
formalises, and may possibly extend as a backlog of deals is cleared allowing less 
productive ejidatarios or those with better opportunities elsewhere to sell up to others. In 
Colon, ETLR would suggest that there is less pressure on land holdings as this pressure 
has not translated into demand for individual and formal holdings. One might expect a 
less active land market, but also perhaps less access to finance as commercial pressure 
has not motivated individualisation either. Atencingo might present a case for an ejido 
‘in limbo’ in which there is considerable demand, historically and today, for 
individualisation as well as a commercial rationale, indicated by the presence of an 
active land market. However, the difficulty of entering PROCEDE means that the 
response to these pressures continues to operate through informal institutional 
mechanisms. Overall, land markets might be creating more concentrated land holdings, 
formally and informally, but one might also expect active and informal land markets in 
all three ejidos regardless of PROCEDE if the reform does not reduce the transaction 
costs of being formal, by not reducing for example the lack of information held by 
ejidatarios, a desire to ignore the state supported by a path dependence of informality 
lasting decades, and the influence of other institutional arrangements concerning, for 
example, inheritance that are not adequately captured by the reforms.77 Here, the 
dominant trend would be toward a continuation of fragmentation.
4.3 Fragmentation and the Land Market
In the minds of agrarian reformers prior to 1992, the prototype ejido plot was between 
four and ten hectares which was believed to be sufficient to provide ejidatarios with a 
subsistence standard of living as a minimum. Numerous authors have noted, however, 
that plots were subdivided prior to and after the 1992 reforms (Bouquet 1999;
77 Platteau and Baland (2001) studied partible inheritance, associated with land 
fragmentation, in the history of land property rights in Europe, in contrast to the 
economies of scale inherent in a system of impartible inheritance associated with 
primogeniture. They also found that in Sub-Saharan Africa the equal division of land 
remains dominant despite a commercial rationale for impartible inheritance causing land 
fragmentation.
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Concheiro and Diego 2001; Zendejas and Mummert 1998). For an ejido in Jalisco 
Nuijten reports:
On the basis of the genealogy of land I concluded that in 1942 the land was 
divided into 119 different plots among 77 ejidatarios. As a result of 
fragmentation of plots and the clearing of new land, in 1993 there were 136 
plots divided among 94 ejidatarios (three of the 97 ejidatarios do not possess 
an ejido plot but only a coamil). As the amount of land has only scarcely 
augmented (by clearing new lands) it is clear that the average size of plots 
has diminished, as has the average number of hectares each ejidatario 
possesses (1998: 159)
Concheiro (2001) notes that in the ejido of Oacalco, Morelos, after PROCEDE the 
number of ejidatarios grew from 125 to 171 in just a few years. In Matamoros, the 
original land distribution tended toward small plot sizes and despite a clear prohibition 
on subdivision in Article 83 of the Ley Federal de Reforma Agraria (March 1971), 
many ejidatarios divided plots among family members and in particular among children 
(Jesus Marquez, Procuraduria Agraria Matamoros, interview 27 February 2001). 
Indeed, the process of implementing PROCEDE in Matzaco highlighted the extent of 
fragmentation over time. In May 1989 the minutes of the General Assembly formally 
recognised 135 ejidatarios, whereas in May 1994 there were 149 ejidatarios identified, 
and by 27 May 1997, 165 ejidatarios. In Atencingo the formal recognition of plots 
following the second Assembly that accepted PROCEDE discovered that 229 people 
held plots without formal recognition by the ejido, motivating the Procuraduria to 
identify them as new posesionarios.
From the survey data, 37 plots had been subdivided between the original allocation and 
the time of fieldwork, creating 101 new plots. If we take into account a survey sample 
size of 324 ejidatarios then new plots created through subdivision account for one third 
of all plots by 2001. Subdivided plots were divided more or less evenly over the three 
case study ejidos relative to their size. In Atencingo, 41 new plots had been created, 32 
new plots were formed in Matzaco and 28 in Colon. In some cases, subdivision is 
informal with the land unfenced or bounded (by mojoneras) but jointly cultivated, 
whereas others divide the area and cultivate the land separately. Subdivision has clearly 
resulted in a process of land fragmentation in the ejidos. Table 4.1 shows the range of
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land holdings of ejidatarios whether in many separate plots or as consolidated holdings. 
According to the data almost 74 per cent of ejidatarios hold less than three hectares, 
over 43 per cent own less than two and only 2.2 per cent (seven cases) report an area 
larger than five hectares. Clearly, ejidatarios in Matamoros fall short of the prototype 
subsistence holdings.
Table 4.2 provides a more qualitative breakdown of land holdings, important in this 
region because non-irrigated land is useless for the cultivation of sugar cane, and takes 
account of the separation of holdings into plots. The data show that the average plot 
holding per ejidatario in Atencingo, Colon and Matzaco is 2.6, 3.4 and 2.2 hectares,
7 0
with the average size of each individual plot as little as 1.3, 1.8 and two hectares. 
Within these data the pattern of land holdings in Matzaco is interesting. Average 
holdings are the smallest of the three ejidos but average individual plot size the largest. 
The explanation is probably that Matzaco possesses more irrigated land relative to its 
size than the other two ejidos which encourages the non separation of plots. It means 
that Matzaco which has always been organised as an individual-based ejido (unlike 
Atencingo and Colon that formed part of the cooperative), has a lower level of 
fragmentation and higher capital investment than the other two.
These data suggest high levels of land fragmentation before the reform. They also pose 
a problem for how the government and multi-lateral agencies have recorded the 
potential of minifundista ejidatarios, once titled through PROCEDE, to undertake 
improvements on their land. The reports of the Procuraduria Agraria and Secretaria de 
Reforma Agraria are based on the total land holdings of officially registered 
ejidatarios.79 As Jesus Marquez, a lawyer and the Residente (Representative) of the 
Procuraduria Agraria in Izucar de Matamoros commented:
78 These data are close to those of INEGI (1998), which calculates that the average size 
of parcel cultivated with cane in Puebla is 2.3 hectares. The case study ejidos might be 
better off than elsewhere in the valley. Juan Marquez, a former Comisariado, said that 
Ejido Jaltepec had parcels of one or one-half hectare (Interview 28 February 2001). 
Nunez (1995) reports that in Mahuixtlan, a sugar cane producing ejido in Veracruz, 
ejidatarios cultivate an average of 1.2 hectares, while in San Francisco and San Pedro 
the average area cultivated is 2.9 and 2.4 hectares. In San Francisco, 47 per cent of 
ejidatarios have less than two hectares and only one per cent has between ten and 50 
hectares.
79 The ideal was for each ejidatario to have two non-contiguous parcels (Robles 2000).
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Before the reform, there was one certificate for the whole area that the 
ejidatario held, even if there were more than two plots. The government 
registered one plot corresponding to one person with a single certificate, 
when in reality there was more than one person holding that land. One of the 
heirs had the certificate, but among them all have the land. That meant that 
reality was in one place and the law in another very different one. (Interview 
27 February 2001)
Officially, it is assumed that the ejidatarios neither subdivided nor sold land. The result 
is that official data are based on an empirical falsehood, inspired by a need to pretend 
that the law is being obeyed and minimum land holdings are sufficient. As Nuijten 
reports, “It will be obvious that this led to a situation in which official statistics and 
registers give few insights into land use and transactions in the ejido” (1998: 144).
Table 4.1 Land Area per Ejidatario in all Case Study Ejidos
Area Frequency Percentage Cumulative Percentage
One hectare or 
less
30 9.3 9.3
1 .1-1 .5  ha 34 10.5 19.8
1 .6 -2  ha 76 23.5 43.2
2 .1 -2 .5  ha 19 5.9 49.1
2 .6 -3  ha 80 24.7 73.8
3 .1 -3 .5  ha 31 9.6 83.3
3 .6 -4  ha 29 9 92.3
From 4.6 to 5 9 2.8 97.8
More than five 7 2.2 100
Total 324 100
Source: own calculations from questionnaire data
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Table 4.2 Land Holdings by Case Study Ejido
Atencingo Colon Matzaco
Average plot size (hectares) 1.3 1.8 2
Number of plots reported 214 172 111
Total area in Sample (hectares) 273 314.1 224.8
Total Average area per ejidatario (hectares) 2.6 3.4 2.2
Number of ejidatarios in Sample 103 93 103
Average Irrigated area per Ejidatario (hectares) 2.2 1.8 2.2
Total Irrigated area (hectares) 225.2 166 224.8
Number of irrigated plots 178 138 111
Average Size of Irrigated plots (hectares) 1.3 1.2 2
Source: own calculations from questionnaire data
So what has caused fragmentation? One answer is related to the economic and 
geographical context of land holding and agricultural requirements. To some extent 
fragmentation is a response to micro-scale differences in land quality and topography in 
Matamoros, which accentuates difficulties with drainage during the rainy season 
(Consorcio Azucarero Escorpion 1999). Irrigated and seasonally cultivated areas vary 
over quite short distances, imposing quite different requirements of labour and capital 
and therefore costs. When the land was collectively controlled the ejidatarios appear not 
to have given great importance to these conditions. Rather, each ejidatario received a 
small plot of about 0.5 hectares known as a parcela economica on the edge of the sugar 
fields in order to grow staple crops for consumption. Nevertheless, as the individual 
allocation of plots evolved one solution was to subdivide ejidos into plots with more 
homogeneous characteristics and, in order to retain a notion of equity, small plots of 
different quality were allocated to every ejidatario. In some cases this individualisation 
meant the division, swap or purchase of the parcela economica and in Colon 
fragmentation may have been aggravated when an additional 239 hectares at the 
boundary with the ejido of Matamoros were taken over, because ejidatarios each 
received a new plot rather than seeing their holdings consolidated across the larger area. 
Equalisation, therefore, may have accentuated fragmentation.
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A second explanation of fragmentation relates to the decisions of ejidatarios to bequeath 
land to children. The extent of this process is evident in Matzaco, which accepted 
PROCEDE, received titles in 1994 and held a General Assembly on 21 June 1996 in 
order to approve a new Reglamento Interno (internal constitution) which is a 
requirement of the new Ley Agraria (Article 23). However, according to the 
Comisariado Ejidal, only 15 of the 165 ejidatarios have completed the titling process 
which includes the naming of a sucesor designado (appointed heir) (Articles 17 and 18). 
Some provide names of heirs that are recorded by the ejido, but there is no supporting 
documentation. There seems to be reluctance among ejidatarios to fulfil this obligation 
of the reform because, rather than confirm property rights, the reglamento threatens to 
stir up conflict between ejidatario rights-holders and their families, especially where 
commitments have been given to recognise all children as equal heirs (also Diego 2001; 
Nuijten 1998). As the reglamento is, technically, invalid until all ejidatarios have signed 
it, non-compliance is a constraint on the property rights of those ejidatarios who are 
clear about their inheritance duties while compliance may mean that some heirs are 
denied recognition in the interests of family unity. Fragmentation can limit discontent 
and preempt the obligation to cede land to the principal heir.
Of course, the third explanation for land fragmentation is that the ejidatarios have sold 
the land. The questionnaire results indicate an active land market in all the case study 
ejidos.80 Forty nine ejidatarios (15.1 per cent of respondents) had bought land involving 
52 plots, principally in Atencingo where 30 people had bought land and 16 ejidatarios 
report acquiring their plot through purchase.81 This shows the Atencingo ejido to have 
the most active land market amongst the three under research. Few of these sales appear 
to have been registered with the RAN or officially with the ejido, suggesting that sales 
remain based upon informal institutional arrangements. Indeed, it is clear that many 
ejidatarios were reluctant to talk openly about their dealings in the land market; 
discussion of land sales was conveyed almost like a secret possibly because sales were
80 A trader in land in Atencingo told me that more than 100 hectares have been sold in 
Atencingo but that in Lagunillas ejidatarios are selling even more. Raul Sanchez in 
Matzaco says that in neighbouring Nicolas Tolentino large areas are being sold.
81 The fact that some people acquired their ejido parcel through purchase (4.9 per cent 
of sample) is interesting but it remains the exception. Asked about acquisition of ejido 
land rights, most said their parcels were from original endowment (25 per cent) or 
inheritance (68.8 per cent). It was important to make clear that sales were not long-term 
rent or sharecropping arrangements which are often used as a means to mask sales.
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against the Ley Agraria and still attract a series of sanctions. Numerous respondents 
were willing to comment on the sale of land by others and the problems this had caused. 
Juana Acevedo in Matzaco for instance reported that fellow ejidatarios are selling land 
secretly to non-ejidatarios, but that nobody has the strength to denounce them in the 
Assembly. Pablo Gudino also in Matzaco added that sales cause problems among 
relatives who find out later and complain or attempt to reclaim the land. In Atencingo 
Esteban Hernandez, 47, said that sales meant that some ejidatarios no longer had any 
plots left, although as Manuel Ibarra, 53, according to others he has already sold his four 
plots, when in fact he still has at least one left and another is being sharecropped (he 
was reluctant to comment on the others).
The 1992 reform allows ejidatarios to sell the rights to their plot through what is called 
cesion de derechos. Have more land transactions occurred before or after the 1992 
reform? From the questionnaire, 20 out 46 people who admit to the purchase of land say 
that the agreement was made before 1992. Pre-1992 sales were more likely in Matzaco 
(3 to 1) and Colon (8 to 5) whereas in Atencingo land sales may have accelerated since 
the reform with nine sales before 1992 and 20 since. If we summarise these data as, 
broadly, business as usual then we must also note consistency with other studies 
(Bouquet 1999; Jones 2000; Jones and Ward 1998). The results prompt a question: why 
should ejidatarios ignore a reform that appears to formalise the previous institutional 
response of an informal land market? Again, we might offer a number of possible 
explanations.
First, it is possible that ejidatarios are unaware of the possibilities for formal sales under 
the new arrangements and, therefore, instead of making decisions on whether to buy and 
sell land in obedience to precise legal mandates have opted for local institutional 
arrangements (Baitenmann 1998; Bouquet 1999) Participants were asked whether or not 
they knew the 1992 reform permitted land sales (under certain conditions). Altogether 
67.3 per cent said they did not and only 28.1 per cent answered that they did. 
Respondents in Matzaco claimed the greatest knowledge of the reform (38.5 per cent 
knew of the new arrangement) whereas in Colon only 22.9 per cent were aware of this 
point. The relatively high level of legal awareness of ejidatarios in Matzaco was 
confirmed by the Comisariado, who nevertheless noted that ejidatarios rarely proceed
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according to the law but make decisions in terms of traditional arrangements. From the 
perspective of NIE one might suggest that the reform has left considerable information 
asymmetries implying transaction costs to formalisation, but also that the advantages of 
informal institutions outweigh revised formal ones.
A second explanation relates to the secrecy with which information on sales was often 
conveyed during questionnaires and interviews. Many sales may not comply with the 
formal rules post reform but they may also transgress informal arrangements associated 
with belonging to an ejido. The ejido community has a strong role regarding 
authorisation of land sales that seems little affected by the reform. One ejidatario for 
example referred to a woman ejidatario in Matzaco who sold her plot without the 
approval of the Comisariado and the plot is now in legal dispute. Indeed, the reform 
actually empowers the ejido community, either as represented by the General Assembly 
or the Comisariado, to block, delay or condition transactions. A cesion de derechos 
requires the participation of two witnesses and authorisation of the ejido Assembly, 
through the Comisariado, who stamps and signs the contract. The contract typically 
states the willingness to transfer the rights, location and number of the plot, boundaries 
and neighbours. This procedure is subject to derecho del tanto which gives relatives and 
fellow ejidatarios the right to first refusal on the plot in order to keep it inside the ejido. 
Formally, the contract is reported to the RAN so that a new certificate can be issued. 
The reform, if seen as an attempt to make formal a long-standing informal arrangement 
of land sales, threatens to bring these sales to the attention of all ejidatarios including 
those with a say (voz) over land transactions in ways that break with how deals are 
usually arranged i.e. in private with the approval of the Comisariado. We could also see 
in the process described above the possibility of attracting opposition from the ejido, 
family or others, as well as costs associated with compliance with the new procedures 
compared to unauthorised transactions.
These costs can be linked to a third explanation. Land sales occur because of ‘distress’, 
a motive that has been as prevalent since the reform as before. At one extreme ‘distress’ 
includes Margarita Garcia in Matzaco who reported that she sold one hectare because 
her mother was seriously ill. She also rents out the rest of the land. At the other extreme, 
Epifanio Lara in Colon sold one hectare to pay education costs for his children, one of
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whom was at law school, the other an engineer and the other an accountant. Distress 
sales, however, have their own rationale that indicates why sales may produce 
fragmentation rather than concentration. When faced with a family emergency 
ejidatarios try to avoid the sale of all their land. In Atencingo and Colon this is much 
easier because of the dispersion of plots, but even in Matzaco where some ejidatarios 
hold certificates to two plots the Comisariado claimed that only one would be sold. In 
Atencingo 10.4 per cent of respondents hold only a part of their allocation and 8.7 per 
cent hold no land at all. By contrast, in Matzaco 94 per cent claim to hold all their 
original allocation and only 5.8 have lost a part, and in Colon, less than two per cent
O ')
have sold all or a part of the land. In just over one-half of the cases that admitted to the 
loss of land from the original allocation, the loss was through sale (5.2 per cent of 
respondents) compared to a transfer in favour of a relative (3.4 per cent). Again, the 
highest proportion of those selling land is in Atencingo where 12.2 per cent of 
respondents said that they had sold some land. It may even be that the reform has 
assisted these sales, contributing to fragmentation, by issuing certificates in the case of 
ejidos joining PROCEDE per plot whereas ejidatarios had previously received 
documents per right holder.
The attraction of retaining some land even under distress conditions is that the right to 
ejidatario status is maintained. In the case study ejidos an important right is access to 
social security (also Bouquet 1999; Singelman and Otero 1995). This is especially 
important in Colon which has the largest proportion of elderly and widowed ejidatarios, 
for whom social security is a vital source of income. Until recently, ejidatarios also had 
access to credit from the mill and the support of cane-producer organisations for various 
activities in cropping and harvesting. Finally, being an ejidatario entails the possible 
political support of ejidos and peasant organisations, not available to a private grower 
(Goldring 1996).
So, has this partially formal but mostly informal land market produced the much-feared 
concentration of land? The data would seem to suggest not if we consider who has 
purchased land in the case study ejidos. There are rumours of a lawyer from Matamoros
82 National data show that only 807 out of 14,860 ejidatarios who registered a sale of 
land between 1993 and 1998 sold all their land, and 206 were deprived of their ejido 
rights as a result of land sale (Rodriguez 1998: 28).
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who has bought land in Matzaco since 1992 but this was never confirmed. From among 
the respondents, 32 ejidatarios had bought only one plot, 14 ejidatarios had bought two 
plots, five had bought three plots each and only one had bought more than five. It was 
clear that the most obvious potential latifundio, the mill at Atencingo, has no interest in 
the ownership of the land and in assuming the risk of cane production when it can exert 
control of the productive process through long-term contracts. Other potential 
latifundistas are the vegetable buyers in Matzaco who, again, show little interest in 
buying land as returns, albeit highly volatile, are greater in commerce. Rather, it would 
seem that the buyers of ejido land are the more prosperous ejidatarios, and especially 
migrants to the US (nortenos), and those with employment at the mill (Daniel Garcia, 
Secretary CNPR, 22 February 2001; former President of Consejo de Vigilancia, Ejido 
Atencingo, 7 April 2001; also Nuijten 1998). Some of these buyers are engaged in sugar 
cane production -  I met one inspector from the mill, who owns ejido land and is a cane 
producer. Whether the purchase of land by mill workers is an insurance against 
deteriorating wages and job security and loss of trade union power is unclear but this 
might suggest that their interest in ejido land is short term.
One proxy indicator of a demand for ejido land could be land price. Concheiro and 
Diego (2001), Diego (2001) and Romo (2001) have found a considerable increase in the 
price of ejido land. Although no systematic analysis that controls for factor endowments 
is possible here, most of the interview informants believed that land prices had 
increased substantially. Jesus Espinosa, the former President of the Consejo de 
Vigilancia in Atencingo, estimated that the price of irrigated land in 1990 was 10,000 
pesos per hectare whereas in 2001 it was 22,900 (in constant 1990 pesos). Aegrefico 
Gonzalez, Comisariado in Matzaco, maintains that the price of one hectare passed from 
between 25,000 and 90,000 pesos to about 22,900 pesos (1990). Rosa Alvarado, 66, a 
Matzaco ejidataria who owns three hectares, referred to a recent transaction of 1.5 
hectares of irrigated land for 47,900 pesos. Micaela Castillo reported a case where one 
hectare was sold at 22,900 pesos and Laura Tellez in Matzaco has known land sales of 
26,700 pesos per hectare. Land prices appear to have doubled in real terms over ten 
years which suggests that, at most, PROCEDE has had a marginal impact and that most 
transactions are conducted according to criteria related not only to formality of tenure.
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4.4 Access to Finance: from Government to the Private Sector
As already mentioned, official funding through credit and subsidies has been reduced 
over the past two decades. FIMAIA granted its last loan to Atencingo in 1983, 
BANRURAL also eliminated credit to ejidos in the valley in 1995 and FIN AS A 
suspended credit to ejidatarios in 1999 (Mariano Guevara, former president Consejo de 
Vigilancia, Matzaco, 17 January 2001). A shift toward private finance offered 
opportunities for greater freedom from the mill and the state. Under the previous system 
credit from FINASA was channelled through the mills that acted as financial 
intermediaries (parafinancieras). Credit was provided in instalments based on a list of 
activities with a corresponding quotation {tarifa de trabajo) with each activity having to 
be undertaken before the next payment was received, and credit was recovered through 
a discount on the final sale of the harvest. With the harvest as collateral , and payment 
based on completion of the previous activity, both the government and the mill were 
protected against default, which amounted to one per cent according to Daniel Garcia 
(Secretary CNPR, 22 February 2001). The arrangement put the mill in a position of 
considerable power and during the early 1970s alternatives were sought through the 
CNC. The result was a mess, as ejidatarios did not feel obliged to repay the loans and 
defaults soared, forcing the old system to be reinstated (Del Villar 1976). Inefficient and 
nepotistic allocation remained a problem. As Daniel Garcia reported, the mill received 
its largest subsidy in 1973, but the sugar harvest that year was one of the lowest despite 
the absence of natural disaster.84 Instead, it is claimed that large sums were lost through 
perks for workers and poor administration (Pare and Juarez 1986; Sanchez 1995).
Privatisation of the mill, to CAZE in the case of Atencingo, brought a virtual end to the 
provision of credit as well as an increase in costs to the local ejidos. CAZE’s 
relationship to the ejidos was closer to credit-only with assistance only for the harvest 
and some transportation costs. By contrast the mill-FINASA arrangement had included 
the mill maintaining roads (ejidatarios now have to pay 50 per cent of the costs) and 
partial payment for the lifting of the cane (alza) (under CAZE the mill pays nothing).
83 Under agrarian law neither the government nor the mill could take the parcel as 
collateral, so the solution to default was to stop credit.
84 Data provided by Perez on productivity confirms this perception. As he notes: 
“Whereas the cultivated area constantly grew up to almost five times, the industrial 
yield, which in 1940 was 9.7% (kilos of sugar per kilo of milled cane), reduced to 8.6 
for years 1973 and 1974” (1979: 21).
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There had also been an insurance scheme in the event of disaster affecting cane 
production (canas siniestradas) according to which the mill and producers organisations 
would each pay 33 percent of the cane value.85 A number of ejidatarios claimed that the 
mill had also helped with funeral and school expenses and occasionally with emergency 
loans when it was in public ownership. The withdrawal of the mill as a source of credit 
was resented by many respondents and provoked nostalgia among many for the old 
arrangement with FINASA and the mill under public ownership.86
The safety net for the reduction of credit through government or the private mills was a 
direct support scheme called Procampo, but even though Procampo was supposed to 
make payments as of right 59.3 per cent of ejidatarios claimed not to receive Procampo 
payments and only in Matzaco were a significant proportion (70.2 per cent) in receipt of 
Procampo compared to Atencingo (12 per cent) and Colon (32.1 per cent). Matzaco’s 
privileged situation may be connected to the pattern of crops, because a large proportion 
of ejidatarios in Matzaco grow maize and vegetables. Although the amount provided by 
Procampo is negligible, ranging from 290 to 700 pesos per hectare a year (US$26-62) it 
would seem to be allocated to the ejido least in need. This may be because, as many 
ejidatarios claimed, the allocation has favoured relatives and friends. It also remains 
likely that Matzaco’s involvement in PROCEDE has been rewarded, not least because 
this provides documents that are most readily accepted by Procampo officials for the 
distribution of funds.
So, with Procampo insufficient to cover the shortfall in credit that had previously been 
provided by the mill and FINASA, have the ejidos gained access to private sector 
funds? Has Matzaco, which has been titled (“regularised”) through PROCEDE, had 
greater access to private finance? A fundamental aim of the reform was to enhance 
private investment in ejidos. It was expected that ejido-private associations (Sociedades 
de Production Rural) and direct credit from the bank sector would follow the greater 
security of tenure among ejidatarios and removal of the prohibition on firms holding
85 For details of reduced mill involvement in the sugar ejidos see Powell (1995) and 
Rich et al. (1998).
86 The end of credit has probably affected ejidatarios and especially the poorest most as 
previously the more prosperous private producers turned down credit to purchase 
fertiliser, preferring to use their own capital or alternative sources of finance (Jorge 
Velez, manager Guanos y Fertilizantes, Matamoros, 8 May 2001).
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ejido land suppressed in Fractions IV and VI of Article 27 (H. Camara de Diputados 
1999; see also Jones and Pisa 2000). To test these claims the questionnaire asked if and 
when ejidatarios had received credit, from both formal and informal sources, as well as 
why some did not borrow.
As a general picture, since the reform, ejidatarios have not received credit from banks. 
In Atencingo, 94.1 per cent responded that they do not receive any credit, in Colon 98 
per cent receive no credit and in Matzaco 85.6 per cent do not receive credit. To some 
extent, the higher proportion of ejidatarios receiving credit in Matzaco is due to their 
participation in PROCEDE. It should also be recalled, that Matzaco has better quality 
land, especially more irrigated land, and a greater range of non-cane crops. Asked why 
they had not looked for finance, Table 4.3 shows that most ejidatarios were concerned 
about the cost (interest rates), were prevented from accessing finance (not possible, too
on
many requirements) or feared losing the plot. However, in my view the underlying 
reason why ejidatarios do not seek credit is the small size of plots, which restricts the 
ability of ejidatarios to generate sufficient income to repay credit or to use only part of 
their holding as collateral, or to make the leveraged credit worthwhile given the 
transaction costs of accessing the funds.
Table 4.3 Reasons Given by Ejidatarios for not Accessing Finance
Frequency Percentage
Interest rates too high 94 29
Not possible to access 50 15.4
finance
No need to borrow 43 13.3
Fear of losing the plot 40 12.3
Too many requirements 32 9.9
Receives finance (credit) 14 4.3
Delayed supply of money 2 0.6
Other 16 4.9
No response 33 10.2
Total 324 100
Source: own calculations from questionnaire data
R7 Bouquet (1999) reports that family members and General Assemblies may be 
antagonistic to sales to outsiders so that buyers are sometimes unable to take over a 
parcel or access irrigation which deters them from using the land as collateral.
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Some support for this view, linking access to credit with fragmentation, comparing 
ejidatarios with ejidatarios in possession of larger holdings, some of them in Matzaco, 
who engage in cash crops (vegetables in particular). Although these ejidatarios obtain 
access to finance through moneylenders and sometimes harvest buyers, they rarely get 
funds from banks. More usually, they finance cultivation by relying on two or 
sometimes three harvests a year which allows them to get a faster cash turnover but 
even then many lack secure contacts with the Central de Abastos and are unable to 
break the monopoly of the buyers to increase prices, or of the transport firms, to sell 
crops to markets away from the mill or Matamoros. Finally, even among the more 
prosperous ejidatarios or small private property owners there is no agro-industrial 
facility to transform produce and add value, so everything is sold fresh with significant 
waste (also Friedland 1994; Preibisch 1995).
Under these conditions, it is clear that accessing credit would be difficult for ejidatarios 
as they are unlikely to be accepted by the banks. Everardo Torres, a private sugar cane 
producer with 300 hectares near La Providencia sugar mill, Veracruz, argued that banks 
will not lend to minifiindistas because they know that risk is higher with small plots and 
because the transaction costs against lending, typically one-third the value of collateral, 
are high (Interview 19 April 2001). This was also the view of Gerardo Salazar, the 
Director of Corporate Banking at Bancomer, the second largest bank in Mexico, who 
told me that the bank does not provide credit to ejidos because of the cost of getting the 
necessary information about the solvency of individual ejidatarios; because the cost of 
paperwork for granting thousands of small loans is higher than for medium firms 
borrowing larger amounts; and because ejido land remains difficult to repossess in case 
of default since there are political difficulties to overcome and the bank does not want to 
acquire lots of small plots scattered across the countryside.
Asked if there were or had been opportunities to gain finance through association with 
private firms, almost all respondents answered that no associations existed or had been 
offered, a view confirmed by Dr. Jorge Plascencia, the deputy director of the Colegio de 
Postgraduados in Puebla, one of the most important institutions engaged in education 
and research in the agricultural sector (Interview March 2001). The one exception is a
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firm promoted by SAGAR and the state government, with private participation, which is 
engaged in the cultivation of sabila (aloe). SAGAR launched the project in the Mixteca 
region in 1999 as part of a national programme aimed at the replacement of traditional 
and non-profitable crops by new ones, sometimes called exotic crops,88 The Aloe 
project brought together ejidatarios, the private Sociedad de Production Rural Aloe 
Mixteca de R.I. and the processing firm Mexicana de Sabila, S.A. de C.V. SAGAR and 
the state government were to provide technical, legal and financial support through the 
Fideicomisos Instituidos en Relation con la Agricultura (FIRA). The ten-year contract 
would guarantee the purchase of harvest at prices defined in advance. The firm would 
set up two plants for initial processing and the intermediate product would be taken to 
the state of Tamaulipas for its final transformation and export, mostly to the US and 
Japan. The hope was that the Aloe project would expand rapidly from 500 hectares in 
2000, to 1,700 hectares by 2002 and eventually 3,000 hectares involving 2,850 farmers. 
According to SAGAR, by early 2001, 480 producers from 38 villages in the Matamoros 
region were engaged in the project (Venegas B. 2001).89 However, by the time of the 
fieldwork the project appeared to have stalled and only around 80 hectares of ejido land 
in the region have been planted. Ejidatarios have been reluctant to participate. Francisco 
Aguilar in Matzaco was asked to participate but did not accept because the cost of 
cultivating aloe is high and Soledad Lara in Atencingo judged that there was not enough 
profit largely because the harvest period is so long.
4.5 Access to 6 Alternative’ Sources of Finance
According to the evidence ejidatarios get credit, not from the banks but from agiotistas 
(moneylenders) and micro-finance organisations such as village banks (<cajas 
populares).90 One of these, the Caja de Ahorro Arturo Marquez was registered in 
Matzaco and gave loans to associates at relatively low rates compared to those charged 
by moneylenders. The existence of only one village bank suggests limited small-scale
OA
According to SAGAR, aloe is an environmentally friendly crop since it does not 
require pesticides and can survive with little water, although if irrigated it can yield 30 
tonnes per hectare per year for eight years.
89 Anselmo Venegas B. was Director of Rural Development District No. 06 SAGAR in 
Matamoros.
90 Myhre (1998) reports on the role of moneylenders in the absence of formal credit and 
Preibisch (1995) presents information on the usurious rates of moneylenders in South 
central Puebla.
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capitalisation at local level, supported by the relative success of cash crop production. 
The questionnaire asked ejidatarios to assess their access to informal or non-bank funds 
now and before the reform. In 1991 only 1.8 per cent of respondents said that they 
received loans, but that percentage has now increased to 6.8 per cent. Matzaco shows 
the highest increase: 4.8 per cent in 1991 and 15.5 in 2001. These changes are 
significant in two senses. First, they may show that the more secure property rights of 
ejidatarios has allowed access to finance. Second, however, moneylenders as a source of 
funding impose higher rates of interest than government credit. Although moneylender 
are willing to offer short-term credit, sometimes without documentation if the borrower 
is known, the average rate across the three ejidos was reported to be 15 per cent per 
month. These are higher rates than those faced by ejidatarios who belong to the village 
bank, all of whom are in Matzaco, for whom the rate can be as low as five per cent over 
six months.
Without access to government credit or new forms of private credit and with the high 
rates charged by moneylenders, ejidatarios report that their main source of funds for 
agriculture post reform is self-funding. In 1991 16 per cent of ejidatarios used self­
funding to meet costs not covered by credits from the mills, but by 2001 approximately 
85 per cent of ejidatarios use self-funding to some extent and almost 74 per cent use 
their own funds to finance over one-half of costs (Table 4.4). Interestingly, self-finance 
is most prominent in Colon (90.9 per cent), Atencingo records 83.5 per cent and 
Matzaco has the lowest use of self-finance at 77.9 per cent. This means that when 
ejidatarios face family emergencies, they substitute money that might have been used 
for agricultural investment. Consequently, as I elaborate in Chapter Five, cane may be 
cultivated beyond the ideal age and inappropriate amounts of fertiliser may be used. 
Self-finance also relies on the timing of particular sources of income. For example, 
Maria Andrade, a widow and childless ejidataria in Colon, funds the cultivation of her 
plot with a pension from Seguro Social, and because that is insufficient she has to give 
out the plot for sharecropping. Florencio Mendez in Colon has been funding the 
cultivation of 2.5 hectares with maize with the revenue from previous harvests; Josefina 
Martinez, a widow ejidataria in Colon also funds the cultivation of cane on her two 
hectares with the earnings from the previous harvest and her work as a midwife; 
Baltazar Gutierrez in Atencingo relies on his salary as a farm worker to buy the inputs
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needed for growing cane in his one hectare plot and Imelda Hernandez, a widow 
ejidataria in Colon, funds the cultivation of her plots from the revenue of a video rent 
business, a pension from Seguro Social and remittances from her two children in the 
US.
Table 4.4 Self-funding of Agricultural Production in Case Study Ejidos
Frequency Percentage
Zero 49 15.1
Less than 25 % 7 2.2
Between 25 and 50% 29 9.0
Between 50 and 75% 32 9.9
Between 75 and 100% 207 63.9
Total 324 100.0
Source: own calculations from questionnaire data
Table 4.S Proportion of Ejidatarios Renting out Land
Frequency Percentage
Zero 295 91.0
Less than 25 4 1.2
Between 25 and 50 7 2.2
Between 50 and 75 1 0.3
Between 75 and 100 17 5.2
Total 324 100.0
Source: own calculations from questionnaire data
The lack of funding impinges on the land market, especially on the renting of plots and 
sharecropping. The evidence collected suggests an association between the financial 
market (rather than changes in the agrarian law) and the rental land market: because of 
the lack of funding, ejidatarios rent out some of their plots to fund cultivation in the 
others. This strategy has notably increased in the last few years. In 1991, according to 
their response to the questionnaire, 4.6 per cent of ejidatarios rented some areas to fund 
cultivation in others. As Table 4.5 shows, this proportion has almost doubled, rising to 
8.9 per cent. Matzaco registers the highest increase from 9.6 to 19.3 per cent. It could be 
argued, therefore that not only is the lack of support likely to lead in the long term to a 
consolidation of land property (also Myhre 1996; Powell 1995), but also that it is
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already leading to concentration of control and use, if not of ownership. Officials from 
the Procuraduria Agraria confirmed that despite the legal prohibition, ejido land was 
sold and rented under the previous legal scheme in the valley.
So far we have dealt with the lack of funding, alternative sources and the cost of loans 
for ejidatarios; however, that is not the only problem concerning funding. Its appropriate 
management is an additional complication. Minifundistas are at a serious disadvantage 
in this regard compared to large private producers who are able to manage their 
resources in a more efficient way and minimise losses resulting from interest payments 
on loans, exposure to market or environment risk, and, where relevant, taxation. 
Professional management is only attainable by those holding a large farm profitable 
enough to hire accountants and managers, which requires knowledge and technical 
training to improve the use of resources and take advantage of opportunities for 
business as well as for the reduction of costs. With that professional support, large 
farmers also have access to information about the market (best prices and places) as 
well as official programmes. This leads us to the problem of asymmetry of information 
proposed by Stiglitz (1989, 1998) as a factor for economic success and differentiation in 
profitability.
4.6 Conclusion
The current agrarian structure in the case study ejidos contrasts with the original 
purpose of the agrarian reform as mentioned in Chapters One and Three. Decrees and 
other official measures have set different minimum areas ranging from four to ten 
hectares of irrigated land as the ideal size of plot to provide families with the necessary 
income for survival. Over time, however, the real size of plots has been reduced to less 
than half of that target area. Land holdings have been subject to what I call 
fragmentation, a term which captures not only the process of subdivision of plots but 
also the fact that many ejidatarios (and others) will possess land in numerous holdings 
in different parts of the ejido. Fragmentation has occurred through hidden and informal 
processes, and it is one of the virtues of PROCEDE that it tries to recognise real as 
opposed to officially assumed land holdings. Nonetheless, fragmentation also means 
that the claim of the 1992 reform to initiate a formal market in ejido land needs to be
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treated carefully, because clearly a very active land market existed before the reform. 
While the law now allows transactions to be recognised, it does not necessarily address 
the factors that made it attractive previously to conduct transactions informally (also 
Jones 2000). While the 1992 reform, therefore, marks an attempt to bring law and 
reality together (by regularising reality), it also establishes new opportunities for law 
and reality to remain separate. Consequently, land transactions and inheritance remain 
subject to informal institutions. As such, the evidence from Matamoros also suggests 
that we might rethink how the 1992 reform should be conceived. In addition to being 
intended to initiate a land market, it was also a response to a market that demanded 
some form of regulation, lest the state’s position within the ejido was undermined by 
every transaction that went against the letter of agrarian law.
The empirical evidence from the case studies also challenges the arguments of 
opponents to the 1992 reform who argue that it would bring about a massive and 
accelerated sale of land. In fact, it seems that the sale of ejido land has continued at 
about the same rate as before the reform. Most ejidatarios remain in possession of their 
plots and the will to sell is low (even allowing for how previous sales have been 
legitimated by creating new ejidatarios from among land buyers). Nor has the ‘new’ 
land market attracted the participation of private investors on any significant scale, but 
rather that of migrants, employees of the mill and a few rich ejidatarios. Post reform 
there are some cases of land concentration, with a number of plots being assembled into 
single holdings or multiple plots being held by one person, but the outcome has mostly 
been further fragmentation as ejidatarios sell part of their holdings. The ejido 
communities (through the General Assembly and the Comisariado Ejidal) have 
maintained a hold over land sales and to a lesser extent on rentals and on joint ventures 
by having the right to authorise or reject transactions, and on ejidatario family members 
through the preferential treatment of the derecho de tanto. Thus, the reform has not 
established a free market in land based on autonomous individual decisions, open 
information and low transaction costs. As such, the reform did not change the system of 
property rights as much as either proponents or opponents believed, and full individual 
ownership was not delivered.
The demise of official funding to the ejido from FINASA and FIMAIA has been the
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subject of considerable criticism (Calva 1993a; Chew and Aguilar 2000). In my view 
the critics’ argument that subsidies or subsidised credit should be reintroduced is 
difficult to maintain as, first, the recent past shows that official credit did not enhance 
production to any significant extent and, second, subsidies were misused by both 
businessmen and ejidatarios (also Myhre 1996, 1998; Pare 1986; Powell 1995; 
Singelman and Otero 1995). Nevertheless, the expectation of ETLR and the government 
that a land market in which property rights are more secure legally and consistent with 
peoples’ demands for land provokes private investment to flow into the agricultural 
sector is not supported by the research either. Private capital has not arrived, leaving a 
vacuum in funding the agricultural process and an increase in informal sources (also 
Myhre 1998). Reform to the system of property rights has not been enough to make the 
ejido attractive as a lending opportunity, and the financial system is presented with 
opportunities elsewhere, considers the ejidos to be high-risk environments, socially and 
economically, and regards lending small sums to mostly poor small land owners as 
involving unacceptably high transaction costs. Moreover, the variety of restrictions 
placed upon the ejido, which have impeded the productive assimilation of subsidies and 
other official support and resulted in land fragmentation reducing productivity, would 
make the absorption of finance impossible. The lack of small-scale capital may be 
having an influence on the land market and land tenure. A lack of funds may be 
compelling ejidatarios to rent or sell land informally as a form of funding, increasing the 
level of fragmentation. There is a possibility here that the land-finance relationship will 
lead to a further abandonment of the smallest plots and eliminate the most vulnerable 
ejidatarios, for example those without relatives in the United States or additional work 
(de Janvry et al. 1996: 76). To some extent, then, the reform is necessary to enhance 
changes in the land market but the nature of such change will depend also on the 
direction and pace of other changes, such as changes to economic conditions. In 
Matamoros land market conditions will therefore be dictated by the relationship of the 
mill to the ejidos. As this chapter has shown, the mill has been losing some of its grip 
on the productive process but mill workers have become the most identifiable 
purchasers of ejido land.
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CHAPTER 5: ORGANISATIONS AND AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTION
5.1 Introduction
It was pointed out in Chapter Two that institutions shape and impinge on production but 
that over time institutions should respond to the needs of production. Institutions, will, 
however, affect different organisations in the productive process differently, making a 
claim that a single institutional reform has had a single impact difficult to sustain. 
Moreover, from the theoretical approach of Olson (1971) we might expect organisations 
and other forms of collective action to shift from larger to smaller arrangements as these 
should be more attuned to collective needs and should impose lower fixed costs. In this 
chapter the economic implications of the reformed institutional arrangement are 
assessed. The chapter looks first at organisational issues, mainly those regarding agents 
participating in sugar cane production and the sugar market. Changes in the role of the 
government, the mill, producer organisations, the ejidos and individual ejidatarios are 
explored in order to explain the impact of the legal change on the role of participants 
and their relationships.
The chapter then focuses on the productive process. In particular, I look at the 
implications of the agrarian structure, specifically the fragmentation of holdings, which 
impinges on the costs of production. According to Sanchez “ . . .  if  plots are small, but 
numerous and individually worked, a huge disorder is created, greatly reducing 
productivity; moreover, some areas are misused because ejidatarios want to be clearly 
separated from each other so they leave some strips of land without cultivation or they 
set fences to keep their plots separate” (1995:17). Such a problem, if found, should be 
greater in Atencingo and Colon where ejidatarios frequently own more than one plot. 
Without discussing in depth the technical agronomic aspects of production the chapter 
investigates the efficient use of land and water, agricultural intensification, changes to 
the agricultural cycle of sugar cane and transport.
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5.2 The Government and the Mill
We have already noted that one important organisation of production has been the 
government, which controlled the sugar sector from the 1930s to the mid-1970s, when 
nationalisation was used by Luis Echeverria to impose order, a level of control that 
appeared to be ended in 1989 when the mills were re-privatised only for some to be 
expropriated again in September 2001. Beyond direct ownership, the government has 
also attempted to organise production through a number of trusts and agencies, such as 
FIMAIA, which subsidised the acquisition of farm equipment on a collective basis, and 
the Decreto Canero which made sugar production an issue of national interest.
The government was also involved in what Boege and Avila (1979) have termed 
“tripartismo” (the tripartite scheme), the creation of interlocked organisations to 
administer production and serve as an instrument for political control. One such 
organisation is the Comite de la Agroindustria Azucarera which had the power to 
regulate production, contracts, organisation and commercialisation, and which included 
two representatives from the federal government (Secofi and SAGAR), two from the 
private sector (CNIAA) and two from producer organisations (UNPCA and UNC, see 
below) (Diario Oficial de la Federation 31 May 1991). Another set of tripartite 
organisations were formed by the Decreto Canero, which obliged the mills and sugar 
cane producers to sign a series of standard contracts (Contrato Uniforme de Siembra, 
Cultivo, Cosecha, Entrega y Reception de Cana de Azucar) that laid out the basic 
conditions for production. These contracts had to be approved nationally by the Comite 
de la Agroindustria Azucarera and locally by the Comite de Production Canera (CPC, 
Sugar Cane Production Committee). In the Matamoros valley at least, the local 
committee was dominated by the mill which dictated which varieties of cane would be 
cultivated and imposed itself on ejido production as the monopoly supplier of credit, the 
principal provider of equipment, monopsony buyer of the harvest and an important 
voice in decisions on the cana diferida (cane for which harvest is postponed to next 
year, see Convenio de Aseguramiento y Pago de Cuotas de los Productores de Cana, 
between IMSS and UNC-CNPR). Without formal ownership of the land, the 
government and the mill have attempted to engage in what is almost a form of contract 
agriculture, avoiding fixed costs and passing risk to ejidatarios, and which attempts to
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‘micro-manage’ virtually every aspect of production.
Did the organisation of production change, and specifically did it improve, as the 
control of the government declined during the 1990s and the mill passed in to private 
hands once more? One important measure is the change to time lost through holidays. 
As Figure 5.1 shows, the percentage of working time lost to holidays decreased before 
privatisation, although the private administration managed to keep to fewer holidays 
than when the government administered the mill. In terms of sugar cane production, 
however, the mill has been less effective at maintaining discipline. According to 
engineer Rafael Solorzano, Superintendente General de Campo (agronomist in chief in 
the mill), once the mill lost control of making loans to ejidatarios it was no longer 
possible to tell them what to sow, when and how. Instead, the mill has had to rely upon 
prolonged delays in the final payment of cane (the balance between interim payments 
and the final payment owed) to maintain its power over the ejidos. At the time of 
fieldwork, the delay in paying the final payment was up to six months after delivery of 
the cane (and not one month as rules specify).
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5.3 Producer Organisations or Political Intermediation?
After the dissolution of the cooperative in the early 1970s, the government was faced 
with the problem of how to coordinate the more than five thousand ejidatarios in 
Matamoros. Moreover, as we noted previously, the ejidos have suffered from the 
enormous fragmentation of land holdings such that in the three ejidos under research 
there are possibly as many as 724 producers cultivating 1,152 hectares, and perhaps as 
many as 7,000 producers serving the mill in general with an average of about 1.6 
hectares each. In order to facilitate the organisation of production the Union Nacional de 
Productores de Cana de Azucar (UNPCA), an organisation of the CNC, and the Union 
Nacional de Caneros (UNC), incorporated to CNPR, both affiliated to the PRI, were 
established and given the exclusive right to negotiate the local contracts and organise 
production through participation in the Comite de Production Canera (CPC, Sugar Cane 
Production Committee).91 In that the UNPC and UNC organised the harvest, operated 
transport, controlled the contract of cane cutters and managed their payment they in 
effect became a quasi cooperative without effective member representation (Nunez 
1995). Both organisations possessed an extensive membership in the Matamoros area: 
in Matzaco, 13 members of the CNC, 95 CNPR; Atencingo 322 CNC, 109 CNPR; 
Colon 27 CNC and 160 CNPR (Ingenio de Atencingo 2001).92
These producer organisations should put the ejidatarios in a stronger position in 
negotiations with the mill, government and private agents by removing information 
asymmetries, and some ejidatarios such as Camilo Alvarado did argue that “we unite to 
negotiate with the mill to get better conditions”. In NIE terms, these two organisations 
might be seen as a response to the transaction costs incurred in coordinating the work of 
the mill and an increased number of producers (see Coase 1988 for explanation of the 
formation of organisations to tackle transaction costs through the rearrangement of 
property rights). The liberalisation of the 1980s and 1990s poses two paradoxes to the 
existence of these organisations. First, at a time when economic efficiency was
91 Diario Oficial de la Federation, Carlos Salinas de Gortari, “Decreto por el que se 
Declaran de Interes Publico la Siembra, el Cultivo, la Cosecha y la Industrialization de 
la Cana de Azucar”. Mexico DF: 30 May 1991. Under articles 8, 17 and 18 local 
agreements cannot contravene the standard national contract.
92 UNPCA is the most important producer organisation affiliated to the CNC in terms of 
dues paid and official membership accounting for 70 per cent of the total 120,000 cane 
producers in the country (Mackinlay 1996).
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apparently being promoted as more important than political and to some extent social 
stability, the UNPCA and UNC represent a response to an inefficient institutional 
framework that is clearly characterised as a means of political control. Second, if there 
were less land fragmentation there would be no need for these organisations as every 
producer would be in a stronger position to negotiate contracts directly. The problem 
here is that the presence of these organisations, in political terms especially, is an 
important impediment to the possibility of reduced fragmentation, in part because they 
fail to reduce transaction costs (but impose new ones of their own) and perpetuate 
minimum welfare levels for small producers.
From an economic point of view the duopoly of organisations with legal barriers to 
access and conditions for collusion between themselves, the mill and the government, 
does not seem to be the most appropriate for the good management of contracts and for 
representation of ejidatarios.93 Rather, and as was previously the case with the 
cooperative, the producer organisations have worked as political mechanisms for 
promoting candidacies to municipal presidents and deputies (see Otero 1999; Rappo 
2002; Singelman 1993). The PRI has always won the elections for the two 
municipalities and for state and federal deputies with the support of caneros, with some 
ejidos still returning over 80 per cent of the vote to the PRI as recently as the 1994 
presidential elections (Gomez 1998). However, political control seems to have 
weakened. In 2001, a new organisation loosely supported by the Partido Action 
Nacional (PAN) appeared to challenge the UNC, UNPCA and the Decreto. According 
to ejidatarios, this new organisation is regarded as ‘local’ to Matamoros (although the 
PAN nationally seems to have decided to undermine the PRI’s traditional base 
organisations) and is still in the process of registering sufficient members to establish an 
official name. During field discussion many ejidatarios mentioned that they are 
members of producer organisations in name only, a standard response, but some also 
claimed that they had actively tried to leave the CNC and the Union Canera, mentioning 
that the government only deceives ejidatarios, ignores its own laws and fails to 
distribute economic resources. Despite its own weakness, the new organisation has 
tapped discontent with the traditional political structure that probably contributed to the 
loss of both Chietla and Matamoros by the PRI in the 2001 municipal elections. The
93 Indeed, the existence of only two organisations allowed by the Decreto Canero seems 
to be in conflict with the constitutional right (Article 9) of free organisation.
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PRD won the municipal presidency in Matamoros and Chietla was won by a new 
national party, Convergencia por la Democracia, suggesting that the canero vote is no 
longer loyal to the PRI -- see Concheiro (2001: 203) and Rich et al. 1998 for weakening 
loyalty of sugar cane producers to the PRI nationwide, and Powell (1995) on how fewer 
resources have weakened corporatist organisations’ political influence. The demise of 
the UNPCA and UNC, then, is only partially linked to the ejido reforms: As these 
reforms did not enhance political freedoms directly, nor reduce transaction costs one 
might expect organisations to remain important.
5.4 The Ejido and the Organisation of Production
Under the new legislation the ejido Assembly remains the highest authority in matters 
concerning property and the internal management of ejidos. Issues like quotas for 
maintaining public services (such as roads, irrigation canals, ejido machinery and the 
local school) and resolving conflicts amongst ejidatarios are discussed and decided in 
the Assembly. It also has the power to decide on the sale of land as well as the 
acceptance of outsiders as ejidatarios, the adoption of PROCEDE and dominio pleno, 
the location of houses in the urban settlement and access to common land. In the 
Atencingo ejido in particular the comisariado elaborates the lists of those who will 
benefit from official programmes such as Procampo and all decisions involving 
government agencies must be validated by the comisariado. The comisariado may also 
become directly involved in the productive process, influencing decisions on when to 
harvest and how to allocate cane cutters. In Matzaco the Assembly banned animals 
because of crop damage and in Colon the growing of cane, according to many 
ejidatarios (more than in Matzaco or Atencingo), was the result of an Assembly 
agreement banning the cultivation of other crops except cases such as that of Pedro 
Gomez who negotiated an agreement with the Comisariado to sow beans and sorghum 
on 1.5 hectares. Ejidos may also manage local irrigation systems, water allocation, the 
construction and maintenance of wells and canals and the collection of contributions 
from ejidatarios to pay for these services.94
94 Two new wells have been drilled in Colon since 1995 and administered by the ejido.
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Outside the Assemblies there are some examples of ejidatarios adopting collective 
action as a means to overcome transaction costs and attain scale economies.95 Before the 
reform, in 1991, 15 ejidatarios in Matzaco formed a Sociedad de Solidaridad Rural to 
buy a tractor, applying for credit from BANRURAL. It seems, however, that they were 
unable to repay the loan, resulting in seven of the 15 abandoning the group, and in 2001 
the Sociedad still owed 50,000 pesos although none of the members wanted to honour 
the payment. Another attempt to purchase farm equipment seems to have been similarly 
unsuccessful. According to Eva Maldonado, a 54 year old ejidataria, a group of 90 sugar 
cane producers from Matzaco agreed to purchase a combined harvester for 3,600,000 
pesos with each repaying 3,500 pesos per hectare for three years. Many ejidatarios 
opposed the project which Guerrero claims failed to repay the loan.
Interest in collective action may be low, but the questionnaires seem to suggest that is 
also little interest among ejidatarios in attending the ordinary assemblies, which may 
mark a general decline in the General Assembly and a loss of cohesion among 
ejidatarios since the 1992 reform (also Baitenmann 1998; Nunez 1995: 59). This 
attitude changes in periods of elections of new authorities or of conflict, when a 
majority of ejidatarios claim attendance. In order to ensure wider attendance ejidatarios 
can be fined or face other economic punishments for absenteeism, but these measures 
do not tackle the explicit reason for non-attendance -  the lack and cost of time -  or the 
implicit reason: mistrust of the comisariados. Faced with fewer resources to distribute, 
some regard the comisariado as less important than in the past (see Bouquet 1999; 
Escalante 2001: 35), whereas Nunez (1995) and Baitenmann (1998), and the experience 
of Matamoros suggests that comisariados have reinforced their influence as 
intermediaries between outside organisations and the ejido, in a context of weakening of 
the General Assembly as the official mechanism for decision-making.
While involvement in the General Assembly may be on the wane post 1992, there 
remain a number of advantages to being an ejidatario. The case study ejidos, for
95 Nationally, there are few ‘success stories’ of collective arrangements. Almeida (2001) 
records that in the Tuxtlas region of Veracruz in 1996 the cigarette-producer firm La 
Modema arranged with six ejidos to extend the land area used for black tobacco 
production for cigars to 220 hectares in large consolidated fields. The land was rented at 
1,500 pesos per hectare, a good rent for the region, and the company offered to hire 
ejidatarios and their relatives at wages 35 per cent above those prevailing in the region.
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example, are collective owners of farm equipment, or in the case of Colon the farm 
equipment belongs to and is managed by the UNC-CNPR, and ejidatarios pay a small 
rent of about 600 pesos per hectare to maintain the tractors and other machines, a sun 
which is considerably less than the rent paid by private landowners. Although the 
equipment is quite old, some of it 50 years or more, it is an important arrangement as 
ejidos do not own trucks (some are rented from private owners) but need tractors to pull 
up to five carts per tractor in what is called a corrida (convoy).96 This shows how, even 
though plots are individually owned and many decisions are made on an individual 
basis, some forms of collective organisation remain to offset the fragmented agrarian 
structure and the higher costs of not achieving other economies of scale.
A further reason to remain an ejidatario relates to the renting of land. Table 5.1 shows 
that 22 per cent of respondents rent out or sharecrop all or part of their land. This is a 
vital source of revenue that is relatively secure as tenants would be unable to occupy the 
land permanently without becoming an ejidatario. Minerva Osorio, 55, ejidataria in 
Colon since 1980, clearly said “rather than selling the plot I prefer to rent it out or give 
it in sharecropping”. Carlos Torralba, in Colon, gives one of his two plots (0.9 hectares) 
over to sharecropping to get money to cultivate the other one (two hectares), but 
sometimes he rents this too for 2,100 pesos. Land rental, however, permits the ejidatario 
to maintain access to social security that is valuable for the old, widowed or single, and 
is useful to those with heirs who have careers outside agriculture. Teresa Juarez in 
Matzaco holds one hectare that is rented, receiving 4,000 pesos per hectare every three 
months if the plot is cultivated with alfalfa and 2,000 pesos per month when maize is 
cultivated. In this case Teresa prefers to rent the whole area as her daughter is a teacher, 
as it is probably more profitable than cultivating the land herself (especially if hired 
labour were required) and as she can continue to access social security. Joaquin Zurita is 
an ejidatario who has held two hectares in Atencingo since 1946 but is sick and lives 
alone. He gives his plot over to sharecropping and although he has trouble getting a fair 
and timely rent, he told me that because of his personal circumstances it is better to keep 
the land and rent it than to sell it. Also in Atencingo, Mateo Rosales who is 47 and 
receives a disability pension holds two hectares that are sharecropped although he too 
complains that he does not get the expected profit, and Benjamin Martinez in Matzaco
96 A corrida usually consists of five carts conveying eight to nine tonnes of cane for 
which ejidatarios pay 40 pesos per ton.
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has rented his land for growing maize since 1988 because he is ill and unable to 
cultivate the plot. In many of these rental arrangements the tenant is a relative or even a 
child of the ejidatario as this formal arrangement confers the status of an arrendatario 
that also gives the tenant access to medical attention via the social security.97
In terms of the characteristics of renting ejido land, three further observations can be 
made. First, as we saw in Chapter Four, land holding as ‘ownership’ in the case study 
ejidos is highly fragmented. Now, including rent and sharecropping we can appreciate 
that the real structure of land-holding is more fragmented still. According to a 2001 
study by the Atencingo mill that lists all cane producers per ejido, whether ejidatarios or 
arrendatarios, their size of land-holding, and the costs and earnings per producer, the 
real average size of plot in the three ejidos is almost 1.7 hectares (Table 5.2) (Ingenio de 
Atencingo 2001). Second, we can observe that the hire of a permanent labour force for 
the cultivation of cane and other crops, beyond that used at time of harvest, is much 
higher in Atencingo where, as we noted previously, there is a more active land market 
with the involvement of ‘absentee’ purchasers (especially workers at the mill). Overall,
23.8 per cent of respondents said that they hired workers on a more or less permanent 
basis, but in Atencingo the proportion was 33 per cent, compared to 23.9 per cent in 
Colon and 12.5 per cent in Matzaco.98
Table 5.1 Regime of Work on the Ejido Parcel
Frequency Percentage
Yourself or Family 172 53.1
Hired workforce 77 23.8
Rented to another person 27 8.3
Sharecropped 24 7.4
Mix of self, rental or sharecropping 21 6.5
No response 3 0.9
Total 324 100
Source: own calculations with data from the questionnaire
07 Table 5.1 records a formal contract with children as rent or sharecrop, and only if the 
children work the land without contract is this recorded as ‘family work’.
98 The higher proportion of wage labour in Colon may be due to the greater numbers of 
elderly ejidatarios and also of ejidatarias.
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Table 5.2 Average Size of Plot by Ejido
Atencingo Colon Matzaco Total
Total Number of Producers 434 184 106 724
Average size of unit 1.4 1.9 1.7 1.6
Source: Source: own calculations with data from the Atencingo sugar m ill"
Third, the data provide only limited evidence that renting plots has increased since the 
1992 reforms. Of those ejidatarios who said that they rent out or sharecrop their plots,
20.8 per cent admit that they did so before the reform when such an arrangement 
contravened Article 76 of the Ley Federal de Reforma Agraria (16 March 1971). In all 
probability, the real proportion renting land before 1992 was substantially higher and 
the reform has simply brought these arrangements into the open. Yet a ‘before and after’ 
approach must take care not to think of renting and sharecropping as fixed relationships 
as many ejidatarios mentioned that they shift from self-cultivation to rent or 
sharecropping from one year to the next. There is little evidence that renting or 
sharecropping has become more contractual as they are motivated by concerns to access 
social security rather than concerns with security of tenure. Ejidatarios are not 
abandoning collective action in every sense but are adopting more individualised forms 
of property rights and organisation of production while still attached to the community.
5.5 The Reform and the Efficiency of Agricultural Production
Obviously the efficiency of agricultural production is determined by many more factors 
than land tenure or property rights, and some of these factors, such as weather 
conditions and luminosity which is especially important for the concentration of sucrose 
in cane, are beyond the control of producers. Property rights and the agrarian structure, 
however, can have a direct and strong influence on the productive process and Neo- 
Institutional Economics-ETLR proposes that a reform in property rights should enhance
99 There is a difference of 0.5 hectares between the average parcel size obtained from 
the sugar mill data and my questionnaire results. The mill records a smaller average size 
(see Chapter 4) because ejidatarios respondents to the questionnaire claimed to have 
kept plots that in practice they may have sold or rented, or, as I show in Chapters Four 
and Six, land may have been given to children or other relatives in order to help them to 
become sugar cane producers. The mill is more likely to have accurate information as 
their work involves updating a register of cane producers, including ejidatarios and 
arrendatarios.
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technological improvement (Brizzi 2001; Heath 1990; North 1990; Olinto and Bresciani 
2000; Olinto and Deininger 2002). I have already indicated, for example, how land- 
holding in the case study ejidos is highly fragmented. During fieldwork it was apparent 
that a system of property rights that provoked fragmentation was working against the 
efficient planning of production. Clearly, the extremely fragmented tenure structure 
meant that cane cultivation is divided across several thousand plots, and despite an 
attempt at coordination through contracts with the mill and the CPC, the mosaic of 
canes of different ages and levels of maturity, requiring different activities at different 
times of the year, means that tasks cannot be organised on a large scale and with 
efficiency in mind. According to a number of writers, without economies of scale in the 
planning of sugar cane cultivation there is likely to be a considerable increase in costs 
(Sanchez 1995: 14-15; Perez 1979).
Assessing the true cost of fragmentation would require detailed mapping of the ejidos in 
order to calculate the cost of land lost from production. In Matamoros fields may be 
divided into tablas (about 150 hectares) which in turn are subdivided into machuelos 
and then into plots. Between these divisions are roads that at about five metres wide and 
400 metres long consume 2,000 square metres. Then, dividing the machuelos there are 
lanes called guardarrayas that help to avoid fire from passing from one plot to another 
during harvest and are 1.5 metres wide and 150 metres long, and with four lanes per 
division this means a loss of 900 square metres per tabla. Overall, a field may lose 
26,100 square metres, but according to Rafael Solorzano, the agricultural manager of 
the Atencingo mill, such a system of roads wastes about one per cent or about 140 
hectares in the area supplying the mill. The roads, that serve as much to reinforce 
property boundaries as for transport, impose costs on all producers.
The lanes themselves, however, may be ineffective at their secondary function of 
preventing the spread of fire, partly because the burning of cane takes place for reasons 
other than the scheduled harvest. In 2000-2001, 800 hectares were affected by burning 
according to engineer Solorzano and about 80 hectares were lost due to fire spreading 
across plots. There are many motives to bum cane in ways that is sub-optimum for the 
yield and puts others’ crops at risk. Damaged cane (caha siniestrada) will be burnt, with 
the damage often the result of harvesting methods on adjacent plots (see 5.5.4 below).
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Moreover, in order for an ejidatario to be included in the schedule of harvest they need 
to receive a document called an orden de corte (cut order) that is issued by the mill once 
the laboratory has confirmed that the cane is mature. However, ejidatarios’ income 
requirement may not wait for full maturity and they know that if cane is not harvested 
during the season it will be reclassified as caha quedada (cane left uncut) for the 
following year and the payment will be smaller. As mills often do not make advance 
payments for the cana quedada, as they are obliged to do by the terms of the contract, 
the ejidatarios will harvest and bum immature cane (also Powell 1995: 51).
Data from the Ingenio de Atencingo (2001) and the questionnaires allow a tentative 
analysis of the relationship between plot size and costs. As Figure 5.3 shows the costs 
per hectare fall as plot size increases. I stress ‘tentative’ because the questionnaire data 
show that the yield per hectare for Colon, which has the largest plot size, are lower than
Table 5.3 Average Yield per Hectare
Atencingo Colon Matzaco Total
Average yield per hectare (tonnes) 126 113 130 123
Average size plot (hectares) 1.4 1.9 1.7 1.67
Source: own calculations with data from the questionnaire
Let us look in more detail at five issues in which the structure of property rights affects 
efficiency: namely, the ability to replace old cane with new; the ability to manage water 
resources; the ability to manage labour inputs; the ability to manage mechanical and 
fertiliser inputs and cash-crop substitution.
5.5.1 Efficiency in the Replacement of Cane
Of particular importance to the efficiency-cost relationship is the age of the cane. In 
Matamoros the zafra (harvest) runs from late November to mid-June with the best yield 
in terms of sucrose concentration obtained from the first three harvests. Of these, the 
best is the plantilla (plant-cane), which gets to maturity after 18 months from planting 
and provides the new shoots for the second generation (called the soca or first ratoon) 
which after the cut {machete) will produce resoca (second-ratoon). As the sugar cane 
ages the output decreases both in sucrose concentration and in weight per hectare, as 
well as becoming more vulnerable to rodents and other forms of damage, thereby 
requiring greater expenditure on pesticides, and the stems become harder and so more 
difficult to cut. Experts say that the maximum profitable age of cane ranges from five to 
six years, and that beyond that age it must be replaced {voltear la caha). In large 
plantations (100-hectares plus), 20 hectares are renewed every year in rotation with no 
more than 60 per cent devoted to second ratoon (Garcia 1997; on the problem of old 
cane nationwide see CNPR 1998).101
Table 5.4 and Figure 5.3 show the age of cane in the case study ejidos. It is evident that 
plantations are old with over 35 per cent of plantations over six years and some
101 The yield on cane in Matamoros is superior to other regions of Mexico due to soil 
conditions (de Grammont 1979; Otero 1998; Ronfeldt 1973; Pare 1979). These 
geographical conditions may mislead ejidatarios who consider their harvests to be good 
and not consider how they could be better with younger cane.
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ejidatarios relying on cane that is 14 years old. Almost unanimously the ejidatarios 
claimed to postpone the renewal of plantations due to the lack of funding. This has two 
dimensions. First, new cane requires 18 months to provide a return on investment, 
which means 18 months without revenue. Given the relatively favourable yield per 
hectare in Matamoros, ejidatarios prefer to postpone the volteo of cane and have an 
immediate albeit smaller income rather than invest and wait. Second, there is the cost of 
renewing the plantation. According to engineer Solorzano, replanting costs between
12,000 and 15,000 pesos per hectare. For small producers, such as most of the 
ejidatarios in the case study ejidos, planting costs will be at least this much and possibly 
more as they are unable to plant small cuttings (trozos) because they have no access to 
stock areas (semilleros) from which to select cane but rely on purchasing the stems for 
planting which they must cut and transport to their plots (costing an additional 70 pesos 
per ton).
Table 5.4 The Age of Cane Plantations
Frequency Percentage Cumulative
percentage
Less than a year 12 5 5
One year 12 5 10
Two years 15 6.25 16.25
Three years 23 9.6 25.8
Four years 28 11.7 37.5
Five years 38 15.8 53.3
Six years 27 11.3 64.6
Seven years 19 7.9 72.5
Eight years 16 6.7 79.2
Nine years 11 4.6 83.8
Ten years 9 3.8 87.5
Eleven years 5 2.1 89.6
Twelve years 4 1.7 91.3
Thirteen years 1 0.4 91.7
Fourteen years 1 0.4 92.1
Fifteen years 3 1.3 93.3
More than fifteen years 16 6.7 100.0
Total 240 100
Source: own calculations with data from the questionnaire
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Figure 5.3 Age of Cane in Ejidos
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5.5.2 Efficiency in the Use of Water
Water for irrigation in Matzaco is taken from the Atoyac and Nejapa Rivers, but the 
flow has been declining and water from wells is increasingly used. In Colon, water is 
obtained from wells three of which were drilled in 1995.102 However, in the whole 
SUDPlv area of the mill, water is becoming scarce demanding a more efficient irrigation
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According to Sanchez et al. (2000) losses might account for 40 per cent of water. And 
engineer Solorzano told me that he has witnessed how in the driest season on cracked 
soil water can take between eight and ten hours to travel one kilometre.
Under other circumstances the pattern of land holding can also result in too much water 
being taken to certain plots. According to Dr. Garcia Chavez when a plot is irrigated 
water filters to adjoining areas and is absorbed by cane that might be about to be 
harvested reducing the sucrose concentration.103 One solution is for ejidatarios to level 
the soil in order to prevent irrigation water inundating some places and leaving others 
dry, or to continue pouring water onto a plot in the hope that eventually the dry areas 
will be covered: the tendency is for the latter approach. Without some form of collective 
redress, some ejidatarios’ only solution is to switch to crops that can tolerate indifferent 
water supply or whose value is lower. Imelda Hernandez, a widow ejidataria in Colon, 
for example, grew tomato, sweet com and beans on eight hectares of irrigated land until 
1988 but shifted to cane because water from the neighbouring plots flooded her plot and 
damaged the crops. If capital were invested to level plots, water could be used more 
efficiently and larger areas could be irrigated, but this possibility is restrained by the 
minifundista structure and the poverty of plot holders. Alternatively, greater attention to 
of collective action might in the short term at least counter some of the worst effects of 
water mismanagement over complex groupings of small plots.104 A number of 
ejidatarios explained that water management is only possible with larger plots and 
greater synchronization of irrigation activities or more uniform cropping varieties. 
Nonetheless, it was recognised that large infrastructure works among fragmented land 
holdings may not be effective if individuals are neither willing nor able to afford the 
works or can claim that their soil, topography or water management does not need 
irrigation.
103 Improved irrigation might also damage vegetables by passing harmful herbicides 
used for cane, such as “Faena”, to crops such as papaya, mango and zapote.
104 This seems to be taking place in nearby Jaltepec, where according Mr. Jose Silva 
from Escape de Lagunillas a system of “chained” parcels has improved water 
management by providing irrigation by tabla, as in the time of “El gringo” (Jenkins).
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5.5.3 Efficiency of Labour Management
We have already seen that a significant proportion of ejidatarios in the case study ejidos 
used hired labour despite prohibition in the pre-1992 legislation that continued to 
represent the ejido as a non-capitalist form of land holding with an ejidatario working 
the land and making a living from it. The 1992 reform therefore adjusted the law to 
reality by formalising existing conditions. Will formalisation induce efficiency or 
merely confirm the status quo? If that status quo, now formalised, remains inefficient 
because of the remaining regulations and fragmentation, what will the reform have 
achieved?
An approximate audit of the cost of hiring labour to work on the small plots of 
ejidatarios compared to larger holdings shows substantial economies of scale for the 
latter that are lost to the ejidatario. The fragmentation of holdings means that times of 
ripening are different over short distances. This means that cutters waste time and are 
idle when the work on one plot is complete and they may have to move to another plot 
which imposes transport costs on the team (cuadrillas) and reduces their income which 
is usually piecework (a destajo). A reduction in the number of frentes de corte would 
increase the cutters’ output and consequently their wage (Lara 1979; Pare 1979). As a 
consequence, labour is more expensive in small plots where work times are shorter and 
less regular -  for one day a cutter will charge between 120 and 150 pesos whereas for 
longer periods, say a month, the rate is 70 or 80 pesos a day. When supplying fertiliser, 
workers charge 5 pesos per sack in large estates whereas ejidatarios pay 7 - 8  pesos, but 
workers are always on the look-out for more stable and permanent jobs with larger 
farms, and private farmers say that on the large estates, which can offer secure and long- 
lasting work, labourers come to the farm for work whereas ejidatarios must search for 
cutters (also Pare and Juarez 1986). Hiring, managing and supervising labourers is 
especially difficult for women and the elderly which imposes additional costs when, for 
instance, the cane is cut too high which requires less effort and is quicker (allowing the 
cutter to increase his piecework paid in tonnes). For the ejidatario, however, the lack of 
supervision may mean substantial losses because the higher concentration of sugar is in 
the low part of the stems and so high-cut cane leaves sucrose in the field. In Matamoros 
with an average yield of sugar per hectare of about eleven per cent (eleven tonnes of
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sugar per one hundred tonnes of cane) a high cut will mean losing one ton of sugar per 
hectare (Garcia 1997 claims the loss can be between four and six tonnes per hectare). In 
addition, a lack of supervision and a high cut leaves stumps (tocones) which necessitate 
additional labour to eliminate them (destronque) at a cost, according to some 
respondents, of about 700 pesos per hectare. The conventional means to offset these 
limitations are for hires to be organised by the UNPCA and UNC and not by individual 
ejidatarios, but since 1992 at least this collective form of organisation has been in 
decline.
5.5.4 Efficiency of Mechanisation and Fertiliser Use
Encouraging agricultural intensification was one of the positive expectations of the 
1992 reform. We have already noted that the hoped-for capital inflow has not happened. 
It is perhaps, then, no great surprise that little evidence was found pointing to the 
improved use of mechanisation or other inputs. The findings here are in line with de 
Janvry et al. who found that from 1990 to 1994 “there was a severe retrogression in the 
technological level of the ejido on virtually all fronts and across all types of farms . . . 
Use of animal traction remained relatively constant. The ejido sector thus coped with 
the profitability crisis by extensifying the use of technology and reverting to family 
labour” (1996: 80; also Garcia 1997; Mackinlay 1996). In the specific case of 
Matamoros, one should note that this region presents few physical impediments to the 
use of technology in the cultivation of cane -  unlike Michoacan (Powell, 1995). 
Moreover, the potential cost saving of mechanisation over larger areas is well known at 
least to agricultural agencies and producer organisations. According to Sanchez (1995) 
mechanised processes cost about 70 to 75 per cent of manual cutting, and Pare and 
Juarez (1986: 46) point out that a tractor reduces the number of journeys required for 
the cultivation of one hectare to 40 compared to 60 using an oxen team (although the 
latter authors are opposed to mechanisation at the expense of self-cultivation). Among 
respondents, however, it was noted that the main cost saving of mechanisation would be 
to reduce the time between the burning and its delivery to the batey (loading bay) that 
should be no more than 72 hours (to keep the concentration of sucrose high and fibre 
content low).
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Ejidatarios in the case study ejidos were asked about their ownership of farm 
equipment. Seventy one per cent said that they rent machinery for ploughing, 6.2 per 
cent rent oxen teams and 10.2 per cent rent both. Where respondents grow vegetables, 
ploughing is carried out by tractor and sowing by oxen team and despite the cash-crop 
nature of vegetable cultivation it is more likely that oxen will be used. Thus, in 
Matzaco, which is less dependent on sugar cane than Atencingo or Colon, respondents 
claimed to use oxen more than machinery.105 Harvest of cane is accomplished by hand 
and access to combined harvesters is extremely limited. Consequently, it is not 
surprising to note that the content of fibre in cane has not been reduced markedly since 
1992 (Figure 5.4).
Figure 5.4 Fibre as a Percentage of Cane
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From respondents and field observation one can identify three reasons for the non-use 
and to a much greater degree of non-ownership of machinery. First, and most obviously, 
the cost of accessing farm equipment is a factor. Superficially, it is more expensive to 
hire equipment, pay the operator and pay for running costs than it is to purchase that
105 Maize is grown by those lacking good land and/or water especially on the parcela 
economica, which in Colon and Atencingo provides for family consumption with some 
sale as ripened grain. Matzaco diversified from sugar cane in 1956 to grow maize which 
is regarded as high quality and motivates an annual fair (feria del elote) and prizes from 
SARH.
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equipment. In Atencingo, according to Solorzano, the cost of ploughing one hectare 
with one’s own tractor is around 200 pesos whereas with a rented tractor it amounts to 
450 pesos. Jorge Leyva Duarte, a private owner growing cane in Matamoros, provided 
similar calculations claiming that the wage of a tractor operator is 100 pesos a day and 
the price of a tank of diesel is 300 pesos, and growers ploughing with rented farm 
equipment pay 600 pesos per hectare with old cane while farmers with their own 
equipment pay 100 pesos a day to the operator and 200 pesos for diesel. The cost of 
loading cane is about 11 pesos for those who rent machinery and five pesos for those 
who own. Yet renting an ox team brings these costs down considerably and repayments 
(interest) to the cost of purchasing equipment must be added.
The inability to access transport, however, imposes costs on the ejidatarios. At the end 
of harvest there is always some cane left on the plot that does not fit on the last 
truckload. These leftovers are popularly termed muertos (dead ones) and according to 
Solorzano they can account for about 20 per cent of the cane. The muerto needs to be 
transported in a special journey of usually half-loaded trucks or carts called fletes falsos 
(false cargos) by the drivers -  combining muertos with cane from neighbour plots is not 
possible as each ejidatarios load has to be weighted separately at the mill. At the batey 
half-loaded trucks or carts waiting to be unloaded are clearly seen and affect everyone’s 
efficiency. According to the contract the cost of the muertos however is shared among 
all the ejidatarios as a means to equalise costs and so everyone’s profitability is to some 
extent reduced by the inefficiency of individual ejidatarios.106
Second, the minifimdista structure restricts the use of farm equipment. At optimum 
operation, about ten 100-150 horse-power tractors are required to sow and cultivate
1,000 hectares of cane but Garcia reports that on average there are under seven tractors 
per 1,000 hectares. According to Mr. Torres, to justify the purchase of a tractor the 
minimum profitable cane area is 50 hectares and 200 hectares would be optimum. At 
best, a tractor can work 120 hectares per month and a cane loader can move 600-1,000 
tonnes per week and needs to load about 120 tonnes per day for minimum cost- 
effectiveness, from about 50 hectares per month. The technical capacity of most 
machinery therefore exceeds the minifundista areas, so operating times are shorter and
106 In 2001, a truck loaded with ten tonnes of cane charged 430 pesos.
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machines need to be relocated frequently, leading equipment to be under-used. 
Movement of machinery adds costs in fuel, operator wages and wear and tear. The small 
size of plots also encourages heterogeneity of cane maturity meaning that it is often 
impossible to move say a harvester from one plot to the adjacent one. The sowing 
patterns on the small plots add to the inconvenience. As noted above, ejidatarios tend to 
plant along narrow furrows that make it difficult to use machines which, because of the 
small plot size, need to be turned frequently at the end of each furrow. According to 
Solorzano, the agronomist in Atencingo, since a tractor takes one minute to turn and a 
harvester around two minutes, in a small plot with 30 or 40 furrows a significant part of 
a working day is lost. Finally, the increased number of turns at the end of a plot 
damages the machinery as the weight, tilling practices and location of irrigation ditches 
pose risks.
Third, in all three ejidos there was some evidence that mechanisation was being rejected 
because of its impacts on family income. From his research in ejido Teruel (part of the 
old Atencingo cooperative) Gomez (1998) has argued that ejidatarios oppose using 
machinery and pesticides because they replace manual work and they are keen to 
preserve traditional labour-intensive systems, opposing attempts to make jornaleros 
redundant. A similar view was found in the case study ejidos where ejidatarios cited a 
need to maintain two kinds of income: from land which are paid according to the 
amount of cane entering the mill, and from the labour of ejidatario family members that 
is included in the tarifa as a cost of production. So, paradoxically, the more labour 
incurred in the production process, the higher the income to the ejidatario (family), at 
least in the short term.
The use of fertiliser should also be considered, especially in the light of government 
concerns about its low level of use in the production of sugar cane (INEGI-CP 1998; 
CNPR 1998).107 In order to get a general picture of the use of fertiliser in Matamoros I 
interviewed Mr. Jorge Velez sales manager of Guanos y Fertilizantes, S.A. de C.V., the 
largest fertiliser supplier in the region (8 May 2001). According to Mr Velez the usual 
price of fertiliser is about 1,880 pesos per ton with a reduction of 40 pesos for people 
buying large amounts. However, he noted that most ejidatarios buy the formula without
107 Sanchez (1995) says that nationwide fertiliser is supplied to 60 or 70 per cent of the 
land cropped with cane.
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Potassium preferring an ammonium sulphate formula that costs 1,290 pesos per ton. 
During questionnaire discussions a number of ejidatarios admitted using the sulphate 
formula. The reason is partly due to expense but it is also connected with the system of 
paying for sugar cane set by the Decreto Canero in 1991 (Diario Oficial de la 
Federation 30 May 1991). The key to payment is weight rather than sucrose 
concentration, although this is also taken into account, and so ejidatarios see no need to 
add to their costs by producing cane with more sucrose (the principal purpose of adding 
Potassium to the mix).
Respondents identified three other reasons for the limited use of fertiliser or the use of 
the reduced mix. First, a price discount is only available on purchases of more than six 
tonnes. However, the amount of fertiliser prescribed per hectare is two tonnes and as the 
average size of plot is less than two hectares few ejidatarios have an incentive to acquire 
more than six tonnes at one time. Furthermore, according to Mr Velez, low incomes 
mean that perhaps 30 per cent of ejidatarios at most apply the required dose of two 
tonnes per hectare with most buying far less.108 Low income also seem to account for 
the failure of an organic material project that uses the cane leaves and tips, which 
ejidatarios appear to have rejected as they prefer to sell the organic material as cattle 
feed (for about 400 pesos per hectare).109 Second, use of fertiliser depends upon access 
to transport. According to Mr Velez, the cost of transport from Matamoros to Atencingo 
is eight pesos and to San Nicolas Tolentino it is four pesos. The same task with one’s 
own truck comes to about one-half the cost but also, in the view of Mr Torres (who 
transports fertiliser from Cordoba to the plantation), his truck can carry ten tonnes 
whereas an ejidatario using a pick-up might carry three or four tonnes. Moreover, 
lacking their own trucks, ejidatarios must depend on the availability of others’ trucks
108 It would appear that use is related to income as 95 per cent of ejidatarios in Matzaco 
use fertiliser according to Mr Velez and ejidatarios admitted that when the mill used to 
provide fertiliser many sold their allocation to cover family expenditure.
09 By contrast, in Matamoros, one of the private sugar cane producers has an excellent 
deal with the Bacardi plant which provides him for free with the vinasse, an organic 
waste resulting from the distillation of alcohol, rich in Potassium. 35 litres per second of 
that fertiliser continuously flows through pipelines and then through canals to the cane, 
permanently blending with water for irrigation. Really his plantation does not require 
any other fertiliser. Through this deal Bacardi manages to eliminate an industrial waste 
without further environmental complications. Obviously, these opportunities are 
possible for those having the appropriate connections, and of course, a large enough 
area in cultivation to take full advantage of the benefit.
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and time and as a result the application of fertiliser may be delayed and the crop 
damaged.
Third, ejidatarios are unable to diagnose the chemical needs of every machuelo, tab I a or 
plot so they fail to supply the dose and formula required.110 Consequently, ejidatarios 
spend money buying fertilisers that may be inappropriate or they ask the supplier for a 
“good fertiliser” for cane and get a standard formula. Consequently, yields are not 
increased and may even be reduced if the physiology of the plant is affected, but 
ejidatarios incur unnecessary cost. Damage can also result from adopting an 
inappropriate schedule of fertilisation. Regionally, it is accepted that fertiliser must be 
supplied twice a year, but the lack of money to pay workers or buy the fertiliser means 
that many ejidatarios put in just one application. As the cane may not assimilate the 
fertiliser the single application may be a waste of time and resources. According to Mr 
Velez, perhaps no more than 15 or 20 per cent of ejidatarios apply the correct dosage at 
the right time. Measuring the impact of reform on technological uptake may therefore 
be misleading as a great deal of the fertiliser that is already used is really increasing 
costs and having limited impact on ejidatario incomes.
Clearly, then, technological improvements as possible outcomes of the 1992 reform will 
require training. Ejidatarios were asked whether they had received training or met 
agricultural extension workers. Recalling prior to 1992, 87 per cent said they had not, 
whereas 6.5 per cent said that they had, while now a very similar 86 per cent say that 
they have not received any training with only 7.7 per cent claiming that they have done 
so. It is known that neither the mill nor SAGAR have promoted training recently. Yet 
without training it is difficult to see how the institutional reform can reduce information 
asymmetries, not only in the use of technology but also in knowledge of market 
conditions.
5.5.5 Cash-Crop Substitution
From the late 1930s to the early 1970s, in both Atencingo and Colon sugar cane has 
been almost the sole crop; the only significant exception has been the use of rice for
110 Sebastian Acosta, in Colon, said that the mill provided all ejidatarios with the same 
fertiliser formula, despite soil differences as a result the fertiliser sometimes causes 
damage.
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short periods in order to improve soils. Sugar cane was ‘institutionalised’ by the 
cooperative, support from the mill and funding from the government. Although Matzaco 
has had a more diversified crop regime since the 1950s, it too is highly dependent on 
sugar cane and during periods of ‘cheap money’ shifted into sugar even though world 
prices would suggest a different direction of change (see Chapter One). From the data 
collected in 2001 and presented in Table 5.5 one can see still the dominance of cane: 
over 70% of respondents claimed they only grow cane and if those growing cane and 
other crops are taken into account the percentage of respondents growing cane is 82.4 
percent. A shift from cane to cash crops, with vegetables the most profitable alternative 
locally (Preibisch 1995) and nationally (USDA 2003: 11), offering three harvests per 
annum and probably more consistent cash flow, has not taken place. Only 39 ejidatarios 
(12 per cent) in the questionnaire survey have moved to cash crops since 1982 and the 
Informe General of the mill shows that during the harvest cycle 2000-2001 only 57 
ejidatarios who had grown cane in the previous year did not appear to do so in 2000- 
2001: 6 from Matzaco; 49 from Atencingo and 2 in Colon.111 It is just as likely that 
many of these 57 have sold or left agriculture altogether. By contrast, it should be noted 
that 27 ejidatarios (8.3 per cent) claimed to have left the cultivation of cash crops in 
order to grow cane: 15 did so before 1992 and 12 after the reform.
Table 5.5 Pattern of Crops in all Three Ejidos
Frequency Percentage
Only cane 227 70.1
Cane and other 40 12.3
Only other 51 15.7
Non response 6 1.9
Total 324 100.0
Source: own calculations with data from the questionnaire
The respondents who had changed to cash crops were asked whether they did so before 
or after the 1992 reform. Twelve (31 per cent) said that they had grown cash crops from 
before 1992 and 26 (68 per cent) since the reform. Although these numbers are quite 
small, they might indicate a limited move towards cash crops. A number of these
111 Cash crops in the region are melon, watermelon, alfalfa, sweet com, courgette and 
green beans.
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respondents cited the greater regularity of income as a primary reason for leaving cane. 
Broadly they claimed to get an income every three months or so with cash crops 
compared to every 12 to 16 months from cane. This argument was sustained by Pedro 
Galicia, 79, an ejidatario in Matzaco with three hectares acquired in 1942, Felipe 
Alonso, who gave one plot to his son to grow maize, green beans and alfalfa after 1999 
and Rosa Alvarado, who has three hectares in Matzaco. Essentially the same assessment 
was provided by Jesus Zarate, 62, who possesses one hectare, Ana Maria Maldonado, 
75, a widow ejidataria holding two hectares since 1990. other ejidatarios sharing the 
same view were German Calderon, 59, in Atencingo who grows maize for feeding milk 
cows, Alvaro Villa, who grows alfalfa in Matzaco and Alfonso Gallardo, 54, who also 
grows alfalfa on 1.5 hectares in Matzaco. Their emphasis on the regularity of income, 
however, appears to be as much a reaction to the difficulties of growing cane than an 
assessment of the post 1992 environment. As Rich et al. report, citing a union leader in 
Atencingo, “efforts to grow tomatoes and onions as a substitute for cane have not been 
successful” (1998: 7), whereas most of my respondents note that they left cane because 
“everything is worse with the mill” (Socorro Luna, 70, Matzaco, also Alvaro Villa, 72, 
Matzaco, Valentin Rueda and Clara Villarreal, 77). The shift to maize or vegetables 
involves risk losses, so there is a trade off between security with cane and higher profits. 
As others have observed elsewhere, peasants are risk averse (Bardhan 1989; Dujon 
1997; Platteau 1996; Stiglitz 1992).
So, why have so few ejidatarios abandoned cane even though it is not profitable? Table 
5.6 outlines the principal reasons given by respondents for growing cane. In more detail, 
in questionnaire discussion a broad list of reasons were identified. First, the more 
irregular income from cane is compensated by access to social security and medical 
services through IMSS and a pension for elderly growers that are only available through 
cane cultivation. Some respondents even commented that they had left cane to grow 
vegetables but had later gone back to cane because of the benefit of having social 
security. Second, while vegetables offer potentially higher and more regular incomes, 
they are more vulnerable than cane to providing no income at all due to plague, poor 
weather and periodic over-supply in a sector in which buyers hold oligopolistic 
positions and can reduce prices dramatically (Preibisch 1995; Rappo 2002). As a 
number of ejidatarios observed, in the case of Marcelo Correa in Matzaco his entire
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harvest of courgette was wrecked because of a plague, reducing his marketable produce 
from 800 boxes to only 200 and leaving him with insufficient capital to replant. By 
contrast, the sugar contracts overseen by the producer organisations and the mill and 
legitimated by presidential decree provide a sense of security and offer a fixed price.112 
Third, cash crops require more inputs such as fertiliser which, as we have seen, is only 
cost effective if purchased in quantities larger than are appropriate for small plots. 
Fourth, sugar cane requires less labour throughout the year except at harvest which is 
important to the old and, in the words of Sebastian Acosta of Colon, “cane production is 
very easy, even women are sugar cane producers because they do not need to get 
involved in the work”. This was a view supported by a number of ejidatarios including 
Manuela Hernandez, aged over 70, an ejidataria in Colon and Socorro Luna, 70, in 
Matzaco. Fifth, vegetables such as alfalfa require more regular and greater quantities of 
water than cane (alfalfa needs irrigation every 15 days). Manuela Hernandez said that 
she stopped growing melon and watermelon because of the scarcity of water and 
Micaela Castillo, an ejidataria in Matzaco, used to sow tomato, melon and beans but 
because of problems with water she quit. Moreover, cane is more resistant to polluted 
water and as one ejidatario told me “The waste water from the mill is polluted with 
caustic soda so it damages crops and reduces yields”. Sixth, the presence of cane makes 
the growing of cash crops difficult especially if cane growers are using herbicides which 
are especially harmful to tomato, beans and courgette over an area of up to one 
kilometre. Finally, there is a tradition of growing cane: people value the skills learned 
from parents and the sense of belonging to a canero community.
119 • •Many respondents mentioned the reliability of sugar cane and social security. In 
Matzaco, Liborio Pina, 37, who cultivates 1.2 hectares with cane, and Macario 
Hernandez, 89, an ejidatario since 1940, holding two hectares with cane and Federico 
Avila, 65, a pensioner; in Colon, Rafael Vargas, 81, Rigoberto Palacios, Mafias 
Esquivel, Bertha Sandoval, and Lino Valencia. Laura Tellez, 56, in Matzaco once grew 
courgette but it failed because of low prices.
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Table 5.6 Reasons why Ejidatarios Grow Cane
Frequency Percentage
A combination of reasons 20 7.9
It is the most profitable crop in the region 51 20.2
Technical complications and risk in others (plagues, 22 8.7
soil)
Social security and pensions 59 23.3
Ejido's agreement 52 20.6
Restrictions on access to water for other crops than 7 2.8
cane
Cane requires less work and attention than others 25 9.9
The market for cane is more secure than for vegetables 17 6.7
Total 253 100
Source: own calculations with data from the questionnaire
5.6 Conclusion
This chapter has marked the relative decline in the role of organisations involved with 
the production of sugar cane in three case study ejidos. Although, despite a rhetoric of 
economic liberalisation, the government continues to regulate sugar cane production 
through the Decreto Canero which sets the terms of the contract between cane producers 
and the mill, its direct role as the provider of finance and other support mechanisms has 
been dramatically reduced over the past decade or more. The mill continues to be the 
most powerful local organisation in Matamoros thanks to its role as a financial 
intermediary, but it is losing control of planning and the organisation of production is 
becoming more dispersed. Producer organisations, namely the CNC-affiliated UNPCA 
and the UNC incorporated to CNPR remain official intermediaries between the mill and 
ejidatarios and they continue to work as a mechanism to tackle the cost structure caused 
by fragmentation so that the mill does not incur the cost of contract, supervision and 
monitoring of the activities of thousands of ejidatarios. They do however provide some 
opportunities for economies of scale through the management of farm equipment, hiring 
sugar cutters, and coordinating the harvest and transport. Producer organisations 
therefore respond to but also perpetuate the fragmented agrarian structure, but they are 
in any case being undermined by greater political competition. The General Assembly is
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not performing its legal duties and there seems to be considerable resistance to active 
engagement by ejidatarios. A degree of collective action is retained, contrary to Otero’s 
(1999) claim about a “phobia toward collectivism” in the region, but these are smaller in 
scale than the ejido itself and mostly deal with single issues such as the replacement of 
old crops; they have not been enough to permit significant economy of scale over larger 
areas. The ejido as a whole deals with a few issues, such as the use of machinery, the 
approval of crops (for example, in Matzaco the Assembly prohibited livestock), and the 
resolution of some conflicts in the use of water. A key conclusion of this chapter is that 
ejidos per se are less relevant in production organisation than their prominence in policy 
discourse would suggest.
Looking at the impact of the 1992 reform through the production process, this chapter
in
has provided evidence that the ‘opportunity’ of the reform has been missed. Central 
to the reason for this missed opportunity is the small size of plots, which causes high 
production and transaction costs, constrains the application of mechanisation and 
hampers the efficient use of water or labour management (the one possible exception 
being better discipline at the mill). Thus, the reform has not affected the ability of 
ejidatarios to increase their income. Indeed, as, since the reform, cane continues to be 
grown beyond the ideal age limit and the fibre content has not improved there may be a 
case for negative income impacts. This view of minifundismo is in contrast to Bartra 
(1996), Calva (1993a), Concheiro and Diego (2001), de Grammont (1979), Pare and 
Juarez (1986) and Warman (1981). Rather, land fragmentation makes the use of 
tractors, combined harvesters, fertiliser and coordinated labour teams unfeasible. 
Asymmetric information is a constraint for small farmers, but I would stress that the 
small scale of production and poverty are causes for asymmetric information, making it 
difficult for the most vulnerable to access organisations such as the producer 
organisations, the mill or even the General Assembly or to weave their way through the 
many regulations that still affect ejidatarios. Collective action could overcome some of 
these problems, although the local history of cooperatives is not promising, and most 
other formal organisations seem to be in decline, partly as a result of the 1992 reform.
113 Although the specifics of the reforms are very different these findings are consistent 
with the absence of agricultural intensification post property rights reform noted by 
Dujon (1997), Migot-Adholla et al. (1991) and Platteau (1996).
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The inability of the ejidatarios to initiate and sustain collective action supports the views 
of Commons (1931) and Olson (1971).
Going it alone, ejidatarios might have seen the greater security of property rights as a 
means to convert from sugar cane to cash crops. To date, however, the shift has been 
limited to a few ejidatarios and mostly to Matzaco where there is a longer history of 
non-sugar cultivation. Part of the reason for the limited change is the inability of the 
reform to deliver other changes, such as greater access to credit and improvements to 
cultivation practices with better management of fertilisers, labour and water. A shift 
from cane to vegetables requires higher levels of investment than can be provided by the 
poorest ejidatarios. This could suggest stratification among ejidatarios where those with 
the appropriate land, and especially with access to funding, can engage in growing 
vegetables, whereas those lacking funding remain sugar cane producers. There is a 
possible link to the renting out and sharecropping of land, which does not generate 
capital for ejidatarios but is used as a source of income, since it is the tenants who 
appear to be more likely to grow cash crops.
Post reform it would seem as though the organisation of production is facing the worst 
of both worlds. On the one hand, the individualisation of property rights without full 
ownership has cemented a process of fragmentation without providing the means to 
draw down finance and increase mechanisation. On the other hand, the decline in 
collective action and the more distant relations between the ejidos and the mill means 
that the traditional opportunities to overcome diseconomies of scale are lost. In order to 
achieve an optimum use of farm equipment and reduce the costs of harvesting it would 
be necessary to plant the same variety in larger areas according to a schedule that 
permitted the harvest to be coordinated across as many plots or tablas as possible so as 
to have fewer ffentes de corte (cutting fronts); this would also assist with the supply of 
fertiliser, pesticides and water to the cane.
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CHAPTER 6: THE MARKET, INCOME AND SOCIAL 
CONDITIONS 
6.1 Introduction
This chapter explores the commercialisation of sugar and other crops grown in the three 
ejidos and the possible connection between the economic performance of the plots and 
ejidatarios’ direct income, supplementary extra-farm income and social conditions. If 
the reform of Article 27 has not radically transformed the land holding system within 
the ejidos (Chapter Four) or the organisation of production (Chapter Five), has it at the 
very least made it easier for ejidatarios to meet their subsistence needs? How have their 
conditions, in terms of income poverty, education, gender and age structure and 
migration changed?
6.2 The Sugar Cane Market
As a result of the Decreto Canero (the sugar cane decree), sugar has one of the most 
strongly regulated markets notwithstanding economic liberalisation in Mexico. The 
broad terms of the contract between sugar cane producers and the mills nationwide are 
set out in the decree, including the system of payment.114 In particular the decree 
mandates that payments will be determined according to a formula based on a 
combination of the weight of individual loads and the average sugar concentration of 
the whole harvest received by a mill, not that of the individual load delivered by each 
producer (Article 12). Furthermore, the decree sets a fixed price calculated as a 
percentage of the value of the wholesale price of sugar which is set by the government; 
from 1991 to 1994 the price was 54 per cent which increased to 56 per cent from 1995- 
1996. In accordance with that scheme, the amount paid per ton of cane in 1999-2000 
was 315 pesos, and in the harvest 2000-2001, it was 327 pesos.
114 Articles 9-16, Diario Oficial de la Federacion, “Decreto por el que se Declaran de 
Interes Publico la Siembra, el Cultivo, la Cosecha y la Industrializacion de la Cana de 
Azucar”. Mexico DF: 31 May 1991, and Diario Oficial de la Federacion, “Decreto que 
reforma el diverso por el que se declara de interes publico la siembra, el cultivo, la 
cosecha y la industrializacion de la cana de azucar”, Mexico DF, 23 July 1993.
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Such a system provides little incentive to raise productivity because individual 
producers do not gain unless the average of all producers increase sugar concentration 
and the government does not adjust the percentage or level of wholesale prices. 
Ejidatarios face virtually a classic collective dilemma in that their property rights do not 
dictate their ability to access resources because these are dependent upon the actions of 
others. Investment to increase sucrose concentration or reduce the content of fibre may 
not bring sufficient reward since the return will depend on the actions of all 
producers.115 The price system rewards “free riders” by not setting out any punishments 
for delivering poor quality cane to the mill. Indeed, while it is acknowledged that in 
Atencingo well-cultivated cane can have sucrose content of 14 per cent, Garcia (1997) 
refers to research carried out by a team from the University of Chapingo that sampled 
loads at the entrance of the loading bay and found that some had sucrose concentration 
of eight per cent and some as much as 16.
In addition, the pricing system puts the mills in a powerful position vis -  a -  vis the 
ejidatarios in assessing sugar concentration and the weight of loads. During fieldwork I 
was told that the mill is not exact when weighing cane and that the “scales are a big 
problem” according to Rolando Gomez in Colon (also Otero 1999). According to some 
participants, these problems affect minifundistas but not large private producers, whose 
loads are normally weighed fairly. With the mill in private ownership, there is some 
evidence that greater care is being given to the measurement of loads. An indirect 
indicator of this is the time wasted in the mill because of stones and metals mixed with 
cane which has been reduced to 1960s levels (Figure 6.1). When the government took 
control of the mill in the 1970s there seems to have been a relative laxity about the 
quality of cane taken by the mill, which was good news for the ejidatarios who were 
paid for stones and metal but worked to the eventual disadvantage of the economic 
performance of the sector.
115 In a similar situation, Mackinlay (1999) found in Nayarit that the parastatal 
administration paid for tobacco by weight, so undermining quality, whereas under 
private administration payment was based on quality in a search for efficiency. For 
sugar, Sanchez (1995: 56) reports that in El Mante, Tamaulipas, once the payment 
system was set according to the general sucrose yield quality decreased and never 
recovered over the subsequent 35 years.
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Figure 6.1 Time Lost in the Mill Because of Metal and Stones in Cane
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Source: own calculations with data from Ingenio de Atencingo, S.A. de C.V. (2001).
While Figure 6.1 gives some evidence that the mill’s profitability is linked to improved 
productivity, it is reliant on the government setting wholesale prices, and the most 
obvious recourse in the event of tighter market conditions is to extract greater margins 
from payments for the cane (Singelman and Otero 1995: 15). Beyond the issue of 
property rights in land, therefore, regulations dictate that the agro-sugar industry 
receives poorer quality cane than it is capable of producing, with the result that less 
sugar per ton is milled and, one might assume, the more entrepreneurial-minded 
ejidatarios receive no incentive to change conditions.116
I have already mentioned the problem of final payment. According to Articles 12 and 13 
of the sugar decree the mill must pay a partial payment of 80 per cent of the assessed 
value of the cane within 15 days of the harvest being delivered and the final payment 
(ialcance) no more than one month after the end of the harvest. However, in practice the
116 During an interview Garcia Chavez talked about calculations according to which a 
pricing system based only on sucrose concentration over the same area of cultivation 
and with the same industrial infrastructure would produce an additional 500,000 tonnes.
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mill delays payments and the perception of ejidatarios is that the delay has increased 
with the private running of the mill by CAZE.117 Under government control, ejidatarios 
report that payments were prompter and subsidies or credit were used to pay producers 
even when the sugar could have not been sold (also Otero 1999; Rappo 2002). 
Moreover, according to ejidatarios such as Rosario Gomez in Colon, the mill pays the 
final payment in a number of part payments. Many ejidatarios agreed with the comment 
of Josefma Vega, a 44 year old ejidataria in Atencingo, that the final payment is often 
paid up to one year late. These delays make it extremely difficult for some ejidatarios to 
schedule replanting or cover payments on the hire of machinery or labour and creates 
uncertainty about whether they can cover their family needs.118
The response of the mill is that it should not have to buy more cane than it can process 
and sell -  meaning that the mill is transferring the risk of a lack of effective demand for 
sugar to the ejidatarios. Indeed, the mill can make profit from delaying the final 
payment. The sugar contracts establish that in the event of default on payments the mill 
must pay interest to ejidatarios at the same rate charged for loans to ejidatarios. As these 
loans are subsidised the interest on late payment is lower than bridging finance from 
commercial banks, so there is an incentive for the mill to delay payments as the eventual 
payments will be cheaper than having to borrow money either to make the final 
payment or for other purposes. In terms of NIE, the Sugar Decree imposes a perverse 
transaction cost on ejidatarios who serve as a means to subsidise commercial credit to 
the mill. These transaction costs include the loss of real income through inflation, the 
costs of having to mobilise to demand payment that may involve visits to Mexico City 
and the opportunities lost of being able to use the final payment to cover shortfalls in 
agricultural or domestic expenditure that may mean diverting resources or doing
117 About delays from CAZE in Atencingo, see a statement by Daniel Garcia, regional 
leader of CNPR, Sintesis newspaper, Puebla, 27 February 2002; also El Universal (22 
July 2001 and 24 July 2001) and La Jornada, 28 August 2001.
118 Privatisation seems to have removed certain ‘rights’ that helped ejidatarios in the 
past to overcome shortfalls. Jorge Loreto, in Colon, said that since 1990 benefits such as 
free alcohol, guarapo (fresh juice of sugar cane), punta (the tips of sugar cane stalks), 
bagazo (sugar cane bagasse from the residue of crushed stalks from which juice has 
been expressed), and mieles incristalizables (molasses) had been removed.
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without.119 Theoretically, these are unrecorded transaction costs and indicate how Neo- 
Institutional Economics can help identify the distribution of costs and benefits as a 
result of multiple institutional changes. Property rights may be more secure, but 
transaction costs borne by ejidatarios because of the contradictory nature of the Sugar 
Decree and their political weakness are probably higher than previously.
6.3 The market for Other Crops
The cultivation of cash crops introduces a wider set of agents to negotiate prices and 
arrangement for payment. In Matamoros there are dedicated buyers (coyotes) of 
vegetables who will establish contracts for purchase, often struck with the ejidatario in 
the field (al tiempo). Some producers prefer taking the crop (especially courgette) to the 
Central de Abastos (wholesale market) in Mexico City and alfalfa is sold to cattle 
raisers. Some coyotes give an advance and fix a price in order to secure the exclusivity 
of the deal, but prices can be low compared to the Central de Abastos, although there 
the producers have to avoid the collusion of brokers (corredores) who are often linked to 
the coyotes and will avoid competition among themselves for certain crops in certain 
regions (thus setting up an oligopoly that again drives prices down). According to one 
broker that I interviewed, at the Central de Abastos brokers fix a maximum price and do 
not strike deals early in the day so that producers are forced to accept lower prices or 
return with unsold perishable produce. Ejidatarios told me that if they go with grains or 
seeds then they can stay for three days waiting for a better price, but sometimes 
unsuccessfully. Another tactic is for brokers to select part of a load and reject the rest, 
saying it is not the colour they want, or that it is too small or damaged, which puts 
pressure on producers to reduce their price. The weak position of ejidatarios in selling 
their crop is aggravated by their lack of information about market conditions, including 
the collusion of brokers and coyotes, the cost of moving produce to the Central de 
Abastos with local estimates of 3,500 pesos per load, and a reliance on transporting 
fresh produce as there are no agro-industrial plants for packing, drying, freezing or other 
value-adding processes, and there are no stores to keep products until prices increase.
119 On the mobilisation of producers against the Atencingo mill and CAZE see Susana 
Rappo in La Jornada de Oriente, 6 July 2001; also Excelsior, 25 July 2001, El Universal 
(11 October 2000, 24 July 2001), Reforma, 4 September 2001 and La Jornada de 
Oriente, 9 October 2001.
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Many ejidatarios growing vegetables emphasised problems for trading their crops. 
Laura Tellez, 56, in Matzaco, once grew courgette but it was a failure because of sudden 
price falls, and Gilberto Oropeza, 37, Matzaco, who now grows cane again on his three 
hectares said that with vegetables one has to find many buyers rather than just one. 
Ejidatarios in Matzaco, supposedly the most market oriented of the three ejidos, 
reported the problems of not having a secure income from the sale of vegetables, and 
although some such as Rosa Marfa Valencia, 74, with three irrigated hectares, 
complained about the unprofitability of cane it is better than her experience of growing 
sweet com, green beans and tomato where prices varied on a daily basis (also Preibisch 
1995). Another ejidatario, Lino Valencia, who has two hectares in Colon, has grown 
onions and melon on one hectare but the results have been disappointing and he has 
now gone back to cane because, he explained, if the price of vegetables or fruit falls 
there is no minimum below which he might not have to go and the government will not 
step in to help. Similar points were raised by Alvaro Villa, 72, who cultivated 1.5 
hectares in Matzaco with alfalfa before prices collapsed in 1999; Rodrigo Padilla, 51, 
with one hectare in Matzaco whose courgette harvest in 2000 failed because of over 
supply; and Hermelinda Santana, 61, who had grown green beans on three hectares in 
Matzaco but gave up when prices fell sharply. According to Aegrefico Gonzalez in 
Matzaco, some ejidatarios have given up on selling in Mexico City and have contracts 
to supply green beans to the United States.
My sense is that the immature market for cash crops is having particular consequences 
for the land market. The product market may be inducing ejidatarios not to cultivate 
their plots themselves, but to rent them to third parties, thereby restraining the sale of 
land as ejidatarios need to maintain a stream of income. The renting out of plots may 
even work against land concentration because incomes from production are too 
uncertain to motivate extensive investment in land acquisition. Rather than the 
Revolutionary and even Salinas ideal of small plots sufficient to provide family 
necessities with opportunities for more entrepreneurial activities as property rights 
become more secure, the instability of product markets further encourages the process 
of fragmentation. How far have these trends affected income and social conditions?
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6.4 Income, Wages and Employment
The questionnaire asked 324 ejidatarios whether their earnings from agriculture now 
were better than in 1992. Only 92 (28.4 per cent) answered that incomes had improved; 
105 (32.4 per cent) answered that they were about the same and 91 (28.1 per cent) said 
that income had got worse (11.1 per cent did not respond or were uncertain). Ejidatarios 
do not therefore perceive an improvement in agricultural incomes after the reform. 
When asked, however, whether incomes from agriculture were enough to maintain their 
families only 89 (27.5 per cent) responded that they were and 223 (68.8 per cent) said 
that incomes were not sufficient. These conditions are supported by official documents 
such as the “Informe General” which reports a total of 724 producers (i.e. ejidatarios 
and arrendatarios who grow cane). From the data, Figure 6.2 shows the relationship 
between the individual area cultivated by producers and the final payment (i.e. less costs 
and other debts).
Figure 6.2 Final Payment and Plot Size
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Source: Ingenio de Atencingo, S.A. de C.V. (2001)
Figure 6.2 shows that there is a direct correlation between the size of plots and income.
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There is a group of producers with large land holdings and low earnings which can 
perhaps be explained by the poor quality of land and old cane, but the bulk of producers 
are concentrated at a scale below three hectares and revenue under 3,000 pesos as a final 
payment. There is also a cluster of producers with land holdings around three hectares 
whose earnings are higher than the average; almost certainly producers located in 
Matzaco where some plots have yields double those in other ejidos. According to the 
same source, the net average income per producer received as the final payment from 
the mill in the three ejidos in 2000-2001 was 13,442.7 pesos (37.3 pesos per day). This 
is the revenue obtained from a plot of about 1.66 hectares. This average can be broken 
down by ejido (Table 6.1).
Table 6.1 Income and Size of Plots per Ejido and Income per Hectare
Atencingo Colon Matzaco Total
Average size plot 
Average income per farmer 
Average income per hectare 
Total amount of producers
1.4
13,188.80
9,183.7
434
1.9
15,618.10
8,265.2
184
1.7
10,706.40
6,245.9
106
1.6
13,442.70
8,520.1
724
Source: own calculations from Ingenio de Atencingo, S.A. de C.V. (2001)
Singelman and Otero (1995) suggest that for land growing sugar cane a minimum of 
five hectares is required to meet most basic household needs. According to Garcia 
Chavez eight hectares of cane suffice to get an income of about 4 minimum wages. 
Garcia (1997: 69) looks at the net profit in sugar cane nationwide and concludes that 
producers earn an average of 2,914.30 pesos per hectare (at the time of his study) or 61 
per cent of the minimum wage, requiring four hectares to earn 2.45 minimum wages. 
Nuijten (1998) reports that peasants in Jalisco reckon to need four irrigated hectares to 
earn enough income to maintain their family. These assessed returns have to be 
compared with the minimum wage in the region in order to assess the real capacity of 
sugar cane production to provide family necessities. In Matamoros, we can take the 
income per hectare (8,520.1 pesos) to calculate the minimum area needed to meet an 
acceptable standard of living. According to the Comision Nacional de Salarios 
Mmimos, in 2001 the official minimum wage in Puebla (state) was 35.85 pesos
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(increased to 38.30 pesos in 2002).120 Thus the daily income obtained from the plot 
almost equals a minimum wage in the area, at an exchange rate of 9.5 pesos per dollar, 
equals US$ 3.9 dollars a day. This assessment is in line with data from the Procuraduria 
Agraria which reports that 72.1 per cent of ejidatarios in Puebla earn one or less than 
one minimum wage, compared with a national average of 61.4 per cent (Robles 1999).
Table 6.2 Income Structure in Matamoros
Income level in minimum wages Percentage
No income 5.2
Less than one 22.3
From one to two 39.8
More than two and less than three 13.9
From three to five 7.2
More than five 5.1
Not specified 6.5
Source: own calculations, with data from INEGI (1994)
By comparing these figures with those shown in Table 6.2 we can see that ejidatarios in 
Matamoros are among the poorest members of the population, given that 22.3 per cent 
of the general population earn less than one minimum wage and 67.3 per cent earn two 
or less minimum wages. Almost all ejidatarios fall in those two categories and a 
disproportionate number are in the lowest. We can further this analysis by considering 
household size (Table 6.3). Across the three ejidos there are on average 4.5 people per 
household, fewer than the average number per household in the state of Puebla 
generally (4.8 persons) (INEGI 2000) and fewer than in all ejidos nationwide (5.5) or 
ejidos in Puebla (5.8) (Robles 1999). Thus, if we consider 37.3 pesos a day as the 
average income of each ejidatario household and divide that figure by the average 
household size, the average income per capita from agriculture is 8.3 pesos per person 
per day which is less than one US dollar, a global poverty indicator. So the ejido plot is 
not providing households with the necessary income to meet their needs. For those 
without land, such as cane cutters, however wages may be even less. Despite the legal 
minimum wage, cane cutters earn 70 pesos a day, about one half the minimum wage.
Minimum wages in Mexico are determined by economic zone. Zone A comprises 
Mexico City and the metropolitan area; zone B includes cities like Guadalajara and 
Monterrey and zone C encompasses states such as Puebla, Veracruz and Guanajuato.
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Table 6.3 Number of People Living in the Household
Frequency Percentage
From one to 3 114 35.2
From 4 to 5 108 33.3
From 6 to 7 50 15.4
From 8 to 9 33 10.2
Ten or more 19 5.9
Total 324 100.0
Source: own calcu ations with data from the questionnaire
6.5 Off-Farm Income
To supplement inadequate agricultural incomes, ejidatarios engage in alternative off- 
farm activities. As Table 6.4 shows, only 30 ejidatarios claim to have only one source of 
income (9.3 per cent) whereas almost 90 per cent have to resort to supplementary 
sources and 10.2 per cent engage in four or more activities.121 Among the most common 
activity for men is to work as labourers on other plots. For women, frequently 
mentioned sources of income were from selling tacos, baking and selling bread, small 
shops at home and selling clothes on credit to neighbours. A few are teachers, nurses or 
secretaries. Ejidatarios were asked to rank the different income sources, and the 
principal source is outlined in Table 6.5.
Table 6.4 Number of Income Sources
Frequency Percentage Cumulative Percentage
One 30 9.3 9.3
Two 139 42.9 52.2
Three 114 35.2 87.3
Four or more 33 10.2 97.5
No response 8 2.5 100.0
Total 324 100.0
Source: own calculations with data from the questionnaire
According to these data only 75 per cent of ejidatarios regard income from the plot as 
the main source for their household. This figure includes respondents who understood 
income from the plot as meaning direct cultivation and sale of produce, and those who
121 Originally, the questionnaire only considered at most three additional sources of 
income per household but this soon had to be amended.
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understood income as rent. In terms of importance, income from migration is the third 
most important source. We can also note that government subsidies are a negligible 
principal contribution to income. Although providing incomes below the poverty line 
for most ejidatario households, income from agriculture (parcel) seems to be more 
important in Matamoros than elsewhere, and compared to de Janvry et al.’s claim that 
on farms of up to ten hectares, off-farm incomes exceed over agricultural and livestock 
incomes. They note that “if we call ‘farmers’ households that derive more than half of 
their income from farming, this label would apply to only 25 percent of the households” 
(1996: 86). Table 6.6 shows the rank of second sources of income.
Table 6.5 First Source of Income
Frequency Percentage
Cultivation of the parcel 244 75.3
Employee 27 8.3
Migrant and other relatives' support 23 7.1
Pension 11 3.4
Non-agricultural family business 10 3.1
Government subsidies 1 0.3
Other 1 0.3
No response 7 2.2
Total 324 100
Source: own calculations with data from the questionnaire
Table 6.6 Second Source of Income
Frequency Percentage
Pension 102 35.7
Cultivation of the parcel 59 20.6
Migrated and other relatives' support 57 19.9
Employee 50 17.5
Non-agricultural family business 9 3.1
Government subsidies 7 2.4
Other 2 0.7
Total 286 100
Source: own calculations with data from the questionnaire
From Table 6.6 one can appreciate the importance of the pension to ejidatario household
incomes: 35.7 per cent cite this as their main second source of income. Cultivation of 
the parcel is still important (20.6 per cent) and so are remittances from migrant relatives 
in the US. Off-farm activities are however not as numerous nor as important as one 
might gather from most studies of rural (ejido) poverty in Mexico. Many of these 
activities are ‘family businesses’ with examples given including selling fruit and 
vegetables at stalls, butchery, milking cows and selling milk, selling clothes at home, 
shopkeepers (7), taxi drivers (5), working for producer organisations (5), building 
workers (3), temporary migrants (3), electrical repairs, printing and selling posters, 
selling sweets, selling chicken, a video rent shop, bakers (2), making and selling tortillas 
and one midwife. A typical case was that of Martin Osorio, 70, in Atencingo, who holds 
four small and dispersed plots and who tops-up his family income by selling chicken in 
the market and with remittances from two children in the US. Employees and workers 
are more important in Atencingo and Matzaco, and obviously in Atencingo working in 
the mill is an important off-farm activity, whereas in Colon off-farm work is not 
frequent. This is confirmed by Table 6.3 which provides details of the proportion of 
ejidatarios receiving extra-farm income by source and which shows that Matzaco and 
Atencingo have a higher proportion of employees, because of proximity to the mill and 
to Matamoros which facilitates getting jobs in stores and other businesses as well as in 
different government agencies. The cost of transport for getting to jobs is also 
comparatively lower than in Colon.
Table 6.7 Sources of Income per Ejido
Ejido Plot Employee
Non-agricultural 
family business
Support
from
relatives Pension
Govt.
Subsidy Other
Matzaco 104 40 29 61 41 32 3
Atencingo 114 33 11 43 50 2 2
Colon 106 17 8 55 68 2 2
Total 324 90 48 159 159 36 7
Source: own elaboration with data from the questionnaire.
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6.6 Migration to the United States
It is worth looking more closely at the importance of remittances from migration to the 
United States as this shows that not only is the prevailing agrarian structure unable to 
provide ejidatarios with sufficient income, but at the same time, the rest of the economy 
has proved unable to absorb ejidatarios needing off-farm incomes. Instead, however, of 
reinforcing the dependence of ejidatarios on the plot, as might have been the result in 
the past, the lack of local economic development has motivated migration. Mario 
Riestra, Coordinador Nacional de Oficinas Estatales de Atencion a Migrantes 
(Conofam) a federal government agency, declared to a newspaper “The Mixteca 
Poblana is poorer than Chiapas. Political, economic and social stability exist thanks to 
the remittances sent from the United States: 800 million dollars a year” (El Universal 4 
February 2002). A standard argument heard in Mexico is that migration is pushed by 
landlessness (Lara 1979). I would argue that land fragmentation, which has hampered 
productivity in a wide variety of ways, has been an important factor causing migration 
but that this remittance income is facilitating the retention of small-scale land holdings 
by keeping just enough ejidatarios at or just above the poverty line.
For much of the mid-twentieth century migration was to Puebla city or Mexico City, but 
for the past decade or more it has been increasingly to the United States (Binford 1998: 
2; Gendreau and Gimenez 1998: 2; Preibisch 1995). In 1990 Puebla did not appear 
among the principal 16 states (plus the Federal District) in Lozano’s (1993) study of 
migrant remittances whereas Binford cites a study carried out by the Society of Rural 
Ejidos of the South that claims 60 per cent of families in the Mixteca have at least one 
member residing in the United States. According to INEGI, the state of Puebla is one of 
the most important places of origin of migrants to the US, notably to New York, 
Chicago and Los Angeles (Gendreau and Gimenez 1998). The importance of migration 
in economic terms can be seen from INEGI (1994) which reports an increase in the 
amount of remittances from the United States to the state of Puebla and to Matamoros in 
particular. The report records that bank orders (giros) sent to Matamoros rose from 
3,028 in 1987 to 3,291 for 1993, and money orders received increased from 18,858 in 
1987 to 20,497 in 1993. By 1998, Matamoros receives 4,347 bank orders by telegraph
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from abroad (INEGI 1999).122 The value of money deposited in saving accounts in 
Matamoros increased from 1.7 million (new) pesos in 1987 to 2.7 million in 1993, a 
58.5 per cent increase, and according to municipal authorities Matamoros now has 30 
bureaux de change in a municipality with only 66,000 inhabitants: one bureau de change 
for every 2,200 inhabitants.
Questionnaire participants were asked whether or not they have migrated. The results, at 
first, are surprising. Migration among plot holders is low: only eight per cent responded 
that they have gone at least once to the US. However, when questioned about whether 
their children, siblings or parents have migrated the responses are more conclusive 
(Table 6.8). Ejidatarios were asked first whether they have adult children, because they 
are potential migrants, and of those with adult children (259) who responded to the 
questionnaire, 135 (52 per cent) have at least one nuclear family member working in the 
US.123 In one case, Soledad Lara, a 69 year old ejidataria in Matzaco, has all five of her 
children in the US. We need to recall that Matamoros is not a region of rain-fed and 
hilly land with poor quality soils, totally lacking in official support, but an area of good 
quality land, flat and irrigated, and which because of sugar still enjoys some official 
support such as social security. It is notable that migration was usually referred to as a 
male phenomenon, and INEGI (2000) data show that the gender balance in the case 
study ejidos is significantly slanted towards women (Table 6.9).
122 Ironically given the crisis in agriculture in Puebla, the region’s ‘most famous son’ in 
the US is Felix Sanchez G., a businessman in New York who was bom in the 
municipality of Piaxtla near to Matamoros and who produces and sells tortillas and 
other food products in several states of the US. Forbes magazine called him “El Rey de 
la Tortilla” (The tortilla king) (El Universal, 9 February 2002).
123 This is consistent with Gendreau and Gimenez (1998) who found in Atlixco that 69.3 
per cent of families have at least one close relative (husband, brother, son) outside 
Mexico.
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Table 6.8 At Least One Nuclear Family Member Working in the US
Frequency Percentage
At least one nuclear family member working in the US 135 41.7
No nuclear family member working in the US 124 38.3
No adult children or no children at all 56 17.3
No response 9 2.8
Total 324 100
Source: own calculations with data from the questionnaire
Table 6.9 Composition by Gender of Ejidos and Municipalities
Total population Male % Female %
Municipality of 
Matamoros 70,739 33,371 47.2 37,368 52.8
Ejido Matzaco 2,576 1,179 45.8 1,397 54.2
Ejido Colon 1,491 684 45.9 807 54.1
Municipality of Chietla 36,606 17,501 47.8 19,105 52.2
Ejido Atencingo 11,867 5,700 48.0 6,167 52.0
Source: own calculations from INEGI (2000)
Of course, as Chant has put it, migration might be “a polite word for desertion” (1996: 
23) and it would be dangerous to suggest that all migrants support their families in 
Matamoros. However, the questionnaire asked whether relatives provided support, as 
well as the regularity and amount of that support. Ninety migrant relatives (27.8 per 
cent) regularly send money, 98 (30.2 per cent) occasionally send money and 58 (18 per 
cent) never send money at all. Ejidatarios were asked about the use to which remittances 
were put, and how this had changed over time. In 1991, when the mill still provided 
credit, remittances were allocated mostly to family consumption, acquisitions, saving or 
housing, and only 3.4 per cent of ejidatarios used remittance income as a source of 
agricultural funding. By 2001 17.7 per cent used remittances as the principal source of 
agricultural funding: Atencingo and Colon showed the highest proportions with 22 and
20.9 per cent, respectively, whereas in Matzaco only 8.7 per cent used remittances to 
fund agriculture. The next most important use of remittances appeared to be for housing 
projects. Of all respondents, 51.2 per cent answered that they had improved their 
housing in the recent past, but most changes were relatively minor such as painting or
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putting up a new wall. Major improvements seemed to be linked to the presence of 
migrant incomes, with respondents such as Evelia Jimenez, a 73 year old widow in 
Matzaco, saying that her house was a result of money from her son in the United States 
and Marcelo Correa in Matzaco, with seven children living in the US, saying that they 
helped him to complete the building of his house.124
Table 6.10 Third Source of Income
Frequency Percentage
Migrant and other relatives' support 66 41.0
Pension 33 20.5
Employee 10 6.2
Non-agricultural family business 10 6.2
Cultivation of the parcel 8 5.0
Government subsidies 8 5.0
Other 26 16.1
Total 161 100
Source: own calculations with data from the questionnaire
Recall that for 23 ejidatarios (7.1 per cent) remittances were the first source of off-farm 
income and for 57 respondents, the second (20 per cent from 286). Now, Table 6.10 
shows that for those able to identify three or more income sources, remittances are the 
third source for 66 ejidatarios (or 20 per cent of all 324 participants).
Beyond their importance for ejidatarios’ revenues, remittances have implications for the 
local economy, especially in terms of land. In interviews it was suggested that 
remittances had increased the price of land. According to some of the interviewees, 
remittances are usually used first to fund spending on food and other basic necessities 
such as clothes, school and medicines; second, for buying furniture and making some 
improvements in housing, and after that for funding crops or buying land. It was also 
suggested that as migration involves the younger members of the community and tends 
to involve them in non agricultural jobs, upon return they will not be interested in
124 Jose Tello, Municipal President in Chiautla near Matamoros said in a newspaper 
interview that US $30,000 are received daily by the six bureaux de change operating in 
the village, causing serious price distortion and inflation in houses and land (El 
Universal 4 February 2002). Before migration became so common, it was possible to 
tell which houses had relatives abroad by satellite dishes.
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learning how to make a living in agriculture (Cornelius 1998; Gendreau and Gimenez 
1998; Rich et al. 1998). Evidence from the case study ejidos suggests, however, that 
instead of distancing themselves from agriculture migrants are using part of their 
income to buy land through their relatives in Mexico. In the questionnaire six ejidatarios 
responded that they have more than five hectares, and interestingly, five out of those six 
have at least one child in the US. In the questionnaire 135 ejidatarios reported that they 
have at least one child in the US, and 124, not; others did not answer or do not have 
adult children at all.
As such, with migrant remittances being an important source of agricultural funding, the 
renting and acquisition of land we could be witnessing the early phase of enhanced 
economic differentiation as increased prices, including land prices, reduce the real 
purchasing power of the poorest. The idea of a migration-land link leading to new social 
differentiation receives some support from Table 6.11. First, those with migrant children 
have an advantage over those without, and this might allow us to conclude that migrants 
can become the leading force in ejidos, taking advantage of their privileged income 
situation. Second, this advantage remains weak because migrants are not yet 
indisputably the dominant economic or social actors, but they are the group most clearly 
taking on the opportunities of the 1992 reforms and liberalisation more generally.
125 Migration elicits comments on a wide range of social and cultural impacts. 
Respondents in Matamoros referred to how migrants have changed their culture, 
attitudes and values; for example in clothes, styles of hair cut, food and language.
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Table 6.11 Difference Between Households With and Without Migrant Children 
(percentages)
With migrant 
Children Without migrant Children
Has bought land 17 14
Rent land from others 6 3
Area rented 7 (<2ha) 1 (<lha)
3 (2.1-3ha) 1 (2.1-3ha)
1 (>5ha)
Willing to sell the plot 8 13
Knowledge of the law 28 23
Only engaged in cash crops 20 11
Agricultural income is enough 31 27
Has improved the house 53 48
Source: own calculations with data from the questionnaire
6.7 Social Conditions: Age, Gender, Education and Social 
Security
Since the right to ejido land is life-long, ejidos are characterised by an ageing 
population with an average age of ejidatarios nationally of 51.4 years (Robles 1999). 
The age structure of ejidatarios has important implications for land market behaviour 
and the productive process. Olinto and Deininger (1990) and Heath (1990) point to an 
ageing population of land holders as perpetuating the low productivity of ejido land, 
since not only are older ejidatarios less efficient at cultivation but, they argue, they are 
more wary of renting out surplus land for fear of losing ownership rights. As Figure 6.3 
shows, the case study ejidos possess an ageing population of ejidatarios and we have 
already noted that the attractions of social security and pensions has caused some 
ejidatarios to remain sugar cane producers rather than risk ventures with cash crops. 
Fifty-nine per cent responded that they remain cane producers because of social security 
and the pension, but elderly ejidatarios do not seem especially reluctant to rent out their 
plots. Jorge Alcazar, 72, in Colon, rents part of his land; Marcos Ledezma, 68, in 
Matzaco, and Rosa Alvarado, 66, in Matzaco, rent out part of their land; Raquel Leyva 
in Atencingo, a widow aged over 70, hires two workers to cultivate her land and Evelia 
Jimenez, 73, in Matzaco, holds a two-hectare plot and her son hires farm workers to
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cultivate the land. Amalia Gonzalez, an ejidataria in Matzaco left cane cultivation and 
sometimes rents her one-hectare plot to people who grow vegetables; she is thinking of 
renting the plot for perhaps ten years to get a regular income and avoid the problems of 
cropping. The list goes on.
Figure 6.3 Age of Ejidatarios
Age of ejidatarios
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Source: own calculations with data from the questionnaire
Nor, contrary to expectation, does a cross tabulation of age and willingness to sell show 
a correlation. But there is a greater knowledge of the 1992 reform by age with 50 per 
cent of the youngest age group knowing about the reform, 32 per cent of the second 
youngest, 27 of the third youngest and 21 per cent of the oldest ejidatarios. Age is also 
associated with migration: specifically, 33 per cent of those under 39 have migrated at 
least once compared to eight per cent of those 40 to 70, compared to only three per cent 
of those currently over seventy years. Age does not seem to influence who works the 
land or whether cane is replanted (age of cane), partly because these decisions are 
affected by the government, the mill, producer organisations and to some extent the 
ejido.
The reform of Article 27 appeared to provide women landholders or women as the heirs
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of ejidatarios greater property rights, but both in the wording of the final laws and in the 
practice of PROCEDE, gender equality has been harder to achieve although the data 
nationally show a trend toward more women becoming plot holders (Goldring 1998; 
Nuijten 1998; Robles 1999). The questionnaire sought to differentiate the roles of male 
and female ejidatarios. According to the data, of the 324 participants, 68.2 per cent 
(221) are men and 31.8 per cent (103) are women. Gender seems to influence important 
decisions. For example, 19.4 per cent of men have bought land compared to only 5.8 per 
cent of women; 6.3 per cent of men have taken land in sharecropping but only 1.9 per 
cent of women. However, ejidatarios’ willingness to sell land seems not to be 
influenced by gender. Gender also seems to influence knowledge of the law; 33 per 
cent of male ejidatarios claimed to be familiar with the essential points of the new 
agrarian law but only 17 per cent of women claimed knowledge. Finally, gender has 
influenced the change from cane to other crops: ten per cent of men have left cane as 
against 22 per cent of women. Although women, profess to finding the cultivation of 
cane easier than other crops for a variety of reasons but especially due to the lower level 
of labour intensity, with the assistance of relatives many more women than men have 
adopted a flexible approach to cropping choices.
It is possible that the opportunities offered by institutional reform are not being taken up 
because of the low educational attainment of the ejidatario population. Social capital, 
including education, training and health are key factors to enhance productivity through 
supporting an ability to innovate, to assume risks and to acquire and use market 
information (Kherallah and Kirsten 2001). In the fieldwork, a sub sample of 110 
ejidatarios were used to assess educational level (Table 6.12): 51.8 per cent of 
ejidatarios lacked any form of education, a further 27.2 per cent had not completed
primary education and 16.3 per cent had only primary instruction. In sum, 95.3 per cent
1 *)(\of ejidatarios hold an educational level of, at most, primary school level. These 
results are considerably worse than those for the municipal areas as a whole where 
illiteracy (over age 15) decreased from 52.3 per cent in 1950 to 20.8 per cent in 1990,
1 “No school” includes both those who attended one year of primary school and those 
who said they are illiterate because in practical terms one year of primary school in a 
rural area is virtually equivalent to illiteracy.
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and 15.8 per cent by 2000 (INEGI 1994, 2000).127 In the municipality, 20.5 per cent 
lacked any form of instruction, 26.4 per cent had failed to complete primary school,
15.9 per cent completed primary school and 31.3 per cent had post-primary instruction 
(INEGI 2000).
Table 6.12 Educational Level of Plot Holders in Matzaco, Atencingo and Colon
No
school
Primary not 
completed
Primary
completed
Secondary not 
completed
Secondary
completed
High
School
Professional
Matzaco 19 8 2 0 0 0 1
Atencingo 33 19 13 1 1 2 0
Colon 5 3 3 0 0 0 0
Total 57 30 18 1 1 2 1
Source: own calculations with data from the questionnaire 
Figure 6.4 Education Level of Plot Holders
Educational level of plot holders
Looking ahead, this situation may not improve significantly. Data from INEGI (1999) 
show the number of students registered by education level (Table 6.13). In Matamoros, 
only 3.8 per cent of all students registered in primary school are registered at the 
undergraduate level, and only 2.5 percent if Matamoros out of the total when 
Matamoros and Chietla are combined. The table also shows a dramatic reduction of 
those studying at the secondary level compared with those at primary school. Only 36.2 
per cent in Chietla and 36.9 per cent in Matamoros of those in the primary level go on to 
register at the secondary school and only 10.7 per cent in Chietla and 19.2 in 
Matamoros enrol at the higher secondary school level (preparatoria or bachillerato). 
Clearly, an ejidatario cultivating a one-hectare plot is unable to afford professional 
studies for their children. Again, the agrarian structure is working as a constraint for 
both education and productivity. However, one must also wonder whether, if more 
ejidatarios or their children gained professional training, this would raise productivity if 
plots are so small or is there a minimum scale required to use such knowledge in an 
efficient manner? An agronomist or administrator engaged in the management of one 
hectare would probably not be able to raise incomes significantly. Larger scales of 
production are needed to afford the education of children and to make sure that 
education enhances production.
Table 6.13 Number of Students Registered in Chietla and Matamoros
Level
Chietla Matamoros
Number of 
students Primary level
Number of 
students
Primary
level
Total 10743 22263
Kindergarten 1234 2988
Primary 6173 12073
Secondary 2234 36.2 4449 36.9
Secondary school: 15-17
year old (Preparatoria or
bachillerato) 659 10.7 2315 19.2
Technical school 403 6.5 438 3.6
Undergraduate 0 0.0 460 3.8
Source: own calculations with data from INEGI (1999).
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Finally, let us turn to the importance of social security to social conditions. In Chapter 
Five the importance of the pension to ejidatarios was discussed, noting that the 
provision of social security provides incentives to ejidatarios to remain sugar cane 
producers and to subdivide the land. Sugar cane producers are the only rural sector to 
benefit from medical services provided by the Seguro Social since 1963 and organised 
through a collective contract via the UNPCA-CNC and UNC-CNPR (Del Villar 1976, 
Juarez 1986; Singelman 2001). In return for a small contribution each month to the 
Social Security Institute (IMSS), collected by the unions or the mill from every 
producer as a deduction against their final payment, cane producers receive medical 
attention and, after the age of 65, the right to a pension.128 The producer contribution is 
added to by the mill which pays 50 per cent of the contribution and the government 
which provides 25 per cent, leaving the producer’s deduction only 25 per cent of the 
payment to IMSS. The medical and pension benefits are linked to one’s status as a cane 
producer and not to the amount of cultivated area. Indeed, it has been part of the 
producer organisations’ platform that they are committed to help ejidatarios with the
19Qsmallest plots and the lowest production. As social and economic conditions in 
Matamoros become more difficult the role of social security becomes more important. 
According to INEGI (1994), the number of people registered with the IMSS in 
Matamoros rose from 6,497 in 1987 to 7,855 in 1993, an increase of 226 persons a year 
or 21 per cent in six years, and in Chietla by 1998 26,352 people were registered with 
IMSS. These figures mean that in Matamoros 49 per cent and in Chietla 73.5 per cent of 
the population -  high figures by national standards -  have access to social security 
(INEGI 1999).
The impacts of social security on land are difficult to tease out but we can note that as 
an indication of the incentive to remain a sugar cane producer and to subdivide the plot, 
177 of 324 ejidatarios (54.6 per cent) receive a pension. In Colon 68.8 per cent hold a
128 Cane cutters also enjoy medical attention from IMSS, but only during the harvest. To 
get assistance cutters used to receive from ejidatarios a document called “Aviso de 
Trabajo” (notification) but this system was eliminated due to a black market in Avisos 
which were sold to people not working as cane cutters. A doctor working in Matamoros 
called my attention to this issue.
190 On the regulations related to sugar cane producers and social security see “Convemo 
de Aseguramiento y Pago de Cuotas de los Productores de Cana de Azucar”, the 
contract signed between UNC (CNPR) 24 September 2001 and UNPCA (CNC) 18 
October 2001 with IMSS.
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pension whereas in Matzaco where a lower proportion of ejidatarios grow cane, only 38 
per cent do so. Of course, the amount of the pension is quite small: Griselda Palacios, 
66, ejidataria since 1978 holding 1.7 hectares, receives 1,150 pesos a month from the 
mill and 1,023 pesos from IMSS; Juana Escobar in Atencingo receives a pension of 
1,227 pesos a month; Amelia Alvarado, a widow in Matzaco living with her daughter 
and three grand children, receives a pension of 1,071 pesos a month and Federico Avila, 
in Colon, 1,200 pesos a month. Nevertheless, in addition to the medical cover, the 
pension is paid regularly and still allows ejidatarios to subdivide plots for additional 
income, which if they grew vegetables would be a direct attack on income or profit by 
impeding economies of scale.
6.8 Conclusion
In this chapter I have looked at the market for cane and cash crops, and at the social 
conditions within the case study ejidos to gauge how these might have changed as a 
consequence of the reform. The overriding conclusion is that, far more than the system 
of property rights and more than the reform to Article 27, it is the system of paying for 
cane that both keeps ejidatarios from utter destitution but still poor, and that the system 
of payments and other benefits such as social security maintain what is from the 
viewpoint of the Article 27 reformers a ‘perverse incentive’ not to convert to cash crops 
or sell land but to continue the process of subdivision and fragmentation. The results of 
this chapter then point to the need to question the system of paying for sugar, shifting 
from a combination of weight and sucrose concentration that hampers productivity to 
one that puts more emphasis on cane quality and sucrose. There also needs to be greater 
supervision of the extensive delays imposed by the mill on payments to sugar producers 
that motivates a condition of moral hazard; as a consequence, in real terms ejidatarios 
are providing the mill with an enforced commercial loan. Delays to payments also show 
the weakness of minifundistas’ access to information and political agency, strong in the 
past but which may have become weaker as forms of collective action have declined. 
Although the evidence is mixed on social conditions and change I would argue that 
these have not significantly improved in the past decade and have even got worse for 
many people, and that there are signs of social differentiation. This differentiation is 
dictated principally by access to migrant incomes rather more than agricultural
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productivity.
Because of the inadequacy of agricultural incomes, a large proportion of ejidatarios 
have been obliged to resort to extra-farm incomes. Rather than represent the 
Chayanovian small-scale self-producer or serve as a sector of labour retention, 
ejidatarios are now more likely to be employees of small family businesses or become 
part-time electricians, taxi drivers and so on. In a context in which access to capital has 
all but dried up, the balance between labour and land as factors of production has shifted 
further in favour of labour. Ejidos themselves seem unable to absorb younger 
generations -  recall that family size of ejidatarios is lower than national or state 
averages -  leaving many to migrate to the United States. Ironically, however, while 
small plot sizes and the dispersed nature of holdings across ejidos motivates an 
economic and social need to migrate, incomes remitted from migrants are an important 
source of funding for agriculture as well as for family income. Furthermore, it seems 
that migrants, together with more prosperous ejidatarios and mill workers, are the most 
active group buying ejido land. In the long term they could become the principal factor 
for land concentration in the region. From a viewpoint informed by Neo-Institutional 
Economics it is the regulations surrounding sugar payments and the additional incomes, 
mainly from migration, that are providing the basis to secure property rights, and not the 
legal mandates. While the latter seek to move the ejido toward greater economic 
rationality, the property rights engendered by other regulations and processes can work 
in different directions. While this might militate against the threat of land loss feared by 
Article 27 opponents, there seems little possibility of the ejido raising productivity and 
income in the short to medium term.
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CHAPTER 7: GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Introduction
Despite what most observers of Mexican agriculture would describe, in different ways, 
as an inefficient institutional structure, the Matamoros region achieves some of the 
highest yields of sugar cane in Mexico. This is not a paradox if one asks whether the 
valley should be performing significantly better. As a start point for this thesis I was 
concerned by the institutional constraints that reduced the potential yields of a region’s 
natural endowment. This concern was heightened by personal observations of low 
productivity and poverty in areas of rich natural resources and of the rapidly changing 
conditions of agricultural liberalisation and of the integration of Mexico into 
international markets for sugar cane. The principal aim of this thesis, therefore, was to 
assess the effects of institutional changes on ejido performance by tracing the links 
between particular institutions and specific productive activities. Rather than resort to 
national data that has been used by many researchers in Mexico, who must hope that 
such data have been collected accurately, I decided to adopt a case study approach at the 
micro level. This approach allowed me to understand but also to control for local 
circumstances although, admittedly, it also meant a much-reduced scope of the research. 
My argument was that the ejido was being undermined by its very purpose, to maintain 
a significant minifundio presence in the countryside, and by regulations that deprived 
landholders of real ownership and hampered their agricultural performance. The ejido 
was not originally conceived as an economically efficient unit of agricultural production 
but as a system of production subject to political interference. The Matamoros valley 
was identified as a good laboratory to view this situation. Despite local resistance, 
ejidos in Matamoros were subject to collectivisation from 1938, which took until 1973 
to collapse, but they were then forced to deal with a government owned mill and 
through exclusive contracts administered by politically-inspired producer organisations. 
As a region already producing a cash crop but with the endowments to produce others, 
Matamoros might have been expected to embrace the opportunities of Article 27 
reform.
According to Neo-Institutional Economics (NIE) and the Evolutionary Theory of Land
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Rights (ETLR) there should be a demand for institutional reform to install private 
property rights on the ejido. Without reform, institutional changes will take place 
outside a system of formal recognition through, for example, illegal land sales or 
sharecropping arrangements. Following an appropriate institutional response, there 
should be activation of the land market, credit and private investment, technological 
absorption, opportunities for new forms of association, agricultural intensification and 
greater productivity (Heath 1990). Although not motivated by a close reading of the 
NIE or ETLR literature these were broadly the expected results of reformers of the ejido 
in Mexico (H. Camara de Diputados 1992; Salinas 2000; Tellez 1994). Critics of the 
reform assumed that many of these expectations would in fact be the result, but argued 
that their impact would be negative, predicting dispossession of ejidatarios from their 
land through accelerated sales and land consolidation into large latifundios which in 
turn would provoke massive migration (Calva 1993a). In areas such as Matamoros one 
might expect these optimistic, or pessimistic, scenarios to be even more strongly felt 
because at the same time as Article 27 was reformed there was a process of privatising 
the sugar mills and the general liberalisation of the agro-sugar industry (Garcia 1997; 
Sanchez et al. 1993). To what extent, one decade on, would we be able to see the 
impacts of institutional reforms on the ejido and the sugar agro-industry?
7.2 Land Markets, Fragmentation and Access to Credit
In the three case study ejidos a land market existed long before the 1992 reforms. There 
is little evidence to suggest that the reform has significantly increased the scale or 
quality of land transactions. Matzaco, the only one of the three ejidos to have been titled 
at the time of the research, did not display a more active land market, whereas 
Atencingo, which had not yet been titled by PROCEDE, recorded a slight increase in 
transactions. An important component of the Atencingo market is the role of mill 
workers who have become important buyers of land. Where PROCEDE was adopted, 
the reform confirmed existing holdings, although not all the de facto holdings have been 
formalised through the programme, but neither the previous prohibition on sales or the 
reform seem to have prevented informal land transactions in Matamoros, and 
specifically in Matzaco which engaged in PROCEDE since 1993. In titling the land the 
reform was expected to lead to a formalisation of the land market, but transactions
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continue to take place through more local institutional arrangements than are captured 
by legal procedures, and the permissiveness toward sales seems to have as much to do 
with the general recognition of transactions in a local area by the Comisariado (who 
may issue some form of paperwork recognising the new ‘owner’) as with what the law 
does or does not allow. The motives for sale in all three ejidos but especially in 
Atencingo is what we call ‘distress’. By contrast to sales, much more pronounced 
changes concern the preference among ejidatarios for renting land. The response of 
participants was far more knowledgeable about this part of the new law, which they also 
considered to be an economically rational adjustment as it allows them to rent plots 
without risk of losing their rights. Thus, contrary to the fears expressed by opponents to 
the 1992 reforms, ejidatarios do not see the law as a threat to ownership and usufruct.
The reform has not reversed a long standing process of land fragmentation. The 
questionnaire found that the average size of an irrigated plot in the three case study 
ejidos is about 1.6 hectares. Sales and rentals are not expected to increase this amount in 
coming years as few ‘new buyers’ seem to be accumulating large amounts of land. In 
fact PROCEDE may have motivated further fragmentation simply by recognising, as in 
Matzaco, a large number of people who were not formally ejidatarios but who had 
access to ejido land (mostly as sharecroppers). As in Atencingo, many of the people are 
now incorporated as new ejidatarios and there is some evidence that they, just like 
ejidatarios in the past and today, are engaged in sales and rentals of parts of their plots. 
An important motivation for this process is to convert as many relatives as possible to 
being cane producers, thereby enabling them to gain rights to social security. In the 
process of fragmentation the ejido community retains an important role. Indeed, as 
indicated by Matzaco’s rejection of dominio pleno, a move to full individual ownership 
could not get past the Assembly. In part, the retained strength of community may be 
because the reform has been urged upon ejidos that would adopt it easily -  Matzaco 
began PROCEDE in 1993 and was supported by the Procuraduria Agraria because it 
had no boundary conflicts, compared to Colon which has a number of problems but has 
rejected PROCEDE and where the Procuraduria is only luke-warm about intervening.
Confirmation of property rights, especially for those adopting PROCEDE, should create 
the opportunities in de Soto’s famous phrase to transform dead assets into “live capital”.
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This has not proven to be the case in Matamoros. In part this is not the fault of the 
theory of property rights per se but the result of other processes reducing the availability 
of credit to ejidos through the scaling-down or closure of agencies such as FIN AS A, 
BANRURAL and FIMAIA. Nevertheless, it was hoped by reform proponents that once 
property rights were formalised credit would flow into the vacuum left by the 
cancellation of official funding. As the results show, even ejidatarios with titles, in 
Matzaco, have failed to get loans even though the ejido is well located, has irrigated 
land and a longer tradition than most ejidos of engaging in cash crops. In order to 
finance agricultural production, therefore, ejidatarios rent out parts or the whole of the 
plot, or in a few cases some have abandoned the land for short periods to seek work 
elsewhere. I can only hypothesise that the unfilled vacuum in funding will cause the 
poorest producers to leave cane production first. For almost all ejidatarios, however, it 
seems that the lack of funding means that plantations are not being renewed as they 
should, so reducing sucrose concentration and increasing time and costs for cutting and 
the incidence of pests. The attempt to confer more secure property rights in an 
environment in which opportunities for credit were being withdrawn shows that the 
reform was not well thought through, either relying too much on an assumption that 
markets would rapidly respond or a misperception that government agencies possessed 
the coordination of effort and will to dedicate more limited resources to those who could 
use them best. Instead of formal finance, or the more long-standing reliance on 
moneylenders which imposes high financial costs, in recent years remittances from 
migration have been a growing source of funding. Although primarily used to cover 
household expenses, remittances were the most significant new source of finance to buy 
or improve land. In the short term, migration remittances disguise the diseconomies of 
land fragmentation, but they might eventually produce land consolidation. Contrary to 
what some scholars suggest -  that migrants will be more prone to sell land - 1 found the 
opposite, with migrants tending to buy land or improve the housing of relatives, taking 
advantage of their relative economic situation.
7.3 Technology, Productivity and Social Conditions
The successive subdivision of plot, before and after the 1992 reforms, motivated by the 
need to raise income in order to cover household expenses, has got to a point where
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plots are so small and dispersed that they are insufficient to meet basic needs. The 
minifundio as a measure to avoid impoverishment is therefore deepening the poverty of 
the ejido today. Of course, if the productivity of small plots was high or had been 
increased this conclusion might be avoided and the Revolutionary-Chayanovian ideal of 
a self-sufficient peasantry could be regained or realised. But most new technology, 
particularly in the sugar sector, is most suitable for large plots and the economics of 
small plots means that technologies such as ox ploughs have an advantage over tractors. 
The owners of combined harvesters complain about the inconvenience of multiple 
journeys and deterioration of equipment, with the consequent increase in costs. 
Although the evidence does not go so far as to support the suggestion that since 1992 
there has been a technological regression (Appendini 1996; de Janvry et al. 1996), there 
has certainly not been a dramatic technological intensification of the ejido. Moreover, 
fragmentation is also imposing other production and transaction costs, many of which 
neither officials nor the ejidatarios themselves seem to be fully aware of. As plots 
become smaller and an individual may hold many plots over a large area, with either 
mixed cropping of sugar and maize or the growing of cane at different stages of 
maturity, it is almost impossible to set a schedule for using farm equipment 
(individually or collectively), to synchronise cane cutters to avoid frequent moves 
across the ejido or to prevent them cutting down unripe canes, to prevent accidental 
cane burning or to use fertilisers appropriately and economically.
From the theorists, and especially from North (1990), we learn that in the event of 
institutional constraints organisations should be formed that address these problems. In 
Matamoros, the analysis of the changing organisational landscape does not support this 
view. First, the mill as the key organisation in the region is not subject to the demands 
of ejidatarios. As a consequence the simultaneous privatisation of the mill did not oblige 
the new owners to fulfil their promise to invest. Instead, in a strategy of rent seeking, 
the private mills have kept looking for official subsidies and other supports without 
improving the agro-sugar industry’s productive capacity. That behaviour was due to the 
opportunity cost of investing in the sugar sector compared to alternative investment in 
more profitable sectors. Despite some improvements to the organisation of sugar 
refining and the weighing of cane in Atencingo, data on the mill’s performance show 
that the assumption of the superiority of private administration is unrealistic. Just as in
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the previous period of private ownership before 1976 (as well as under public 
ownership) the sugar mill has remained technologically backward, lacks liquidity and is 
subsidy-dependent. Conflicts with cane growers because of delays to payments continue 
and impose transaction costs on ejidatarios.
Under these conditions, producer organisations should be playing a more important role 
after the 1992 reforms. Usually analysed in terms of their political rationale, sugar cane 
producers organisations could perform vital economic functions to offset the high 
transaction costs of the minifundio. With the Atencingo mill being supplied by around 
7,000 producers with an average 1.6 hectares over a number of plots, organisations 
should be demanded by both the producers and the mill as a means to create some order 
and, for the ejidatarios, to ensure that the mill does not pass undue agricultural risk to 
the producers. Unfortunately, at present, producer organisations do not act as a 
corrective to fragmentation but only cushion some of its consequences. Although one 
line of NIE would suggest, again, that where there is institutional inconformity a new 
form of organisation should emerge, the interests of the government were to prevent 
organisational innovation. Indeed, in the same year as the reform of Article 27 took 
place, and in an environment in which measures were being taken to restrain official 
funding to agriculture, price controls and extension services, a new sugar decree was 
issued reaffirming the monopoly of producer organisations in negotiating contracts 
between cane producers and the mill and in allocating social security. The general 
theory, however, is ambivalent as to the precise nature of the organisational response. In 
Matamoros ejidatarios seem especially reluctant to resolve problems of agricultural 
intensification and embedded transaction costs by collective organisation, perhaps 
because of previous bad experiences (especially in Colon and Atencingo) (for elsewhere 
see Gledhill 1993; Otero 1999; Singelman and Tapia 1979). Matamoros, then, supports 
Olson’s view on the disadvantages of large organisations and the advantages of smaller 
ones, with the practical evidence showing that organisational change does not move in 
neat jumps from collective arrangements towards individual ones. What North (1990) 
describes as “path dependence” -  the legacy of existing organisations on present 
economic behaviour -  means that there has not been a complete elimination of 
collective structures but a reduction of their scope in search of greater room for 
individual action. Recent attempts at collective action to offset the minifundio’s
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negative features, for example getting a loan from BANRURAL to buy a tractor, have 
been small-scale and largely unsuccessful. Political changes beyond the control of the 
sector, however, have seen the emergence of an as-yet unnamed organisation of cane 
producers which, were it to take off (and history is against it given the strength of the 
CNC), might force producer organisations to read the signals from ejidatarios and 
address their weakness vis-a-vis the mill and coyotes as well as the unsuitability of the 
1992 reform to their members real economic needs.
Another possibility to respond to the combination of problematic relations with the mill 
and greater security of individual rights to land would be to shift the allocation of 
resources from sugar cane toward other crops. The field research attempted to track 
shifts to cash and more basic crops such as maize and beans, but even in Matzaco which 
had almost half a century of experience with maize and vegetables, there is no strong 
evidence of a significant change, and in Atencingo and Colon ejidatarios continue to 
grow cane. Indeed, there is some evidence in all three ejidos of ejidatarios who had 
moved completely or partly away from cane returning to sugar cane cultivation. The 
reasons have little to do with property rights, but assessments of the risk of cash crops, 
technical restrictions on growing vegetables, the lack of water, investment requirements 
for other crops and the attractions of maintaining social security cover. The research 
also found evidence that ejidatarios also faced significant transaction costs in the 
commercialisation of cash crops in markets dominated by coyotes and brokers. 
Ejidatarios continue to sell their crops to middlemen, usually on the spot at low prices as 
‘fresh food’ with the minimum of value added. There is no evidence, at least in 
Matamoros, of ejidatarios setting up more modem organisational productive schemes 
through new associations or joint ventures with private companies. Most ejidatarios 
hold a deep mistmst of associations with private companies and, probably rightly, 
perceive that these links do not reduce their exposure to market risk. In theoretical 
terms, while NIE tells us what should happen -  in this case the design of new 
production models and the monitoring and evaluation of contracts to promote 
associations and contract farming -  it provides few clues as to why these responses are 
not being followed. The ejidos appear to be in a lose-lose scenario of being unable to 
achieve economies of scale because of the fragmentation of land holding and too dis­
organised to overcome these constraints through collective action within a minifundista
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structure. Indeed, it seems as though individualisation and fragmentation are working to 
raise the costs of production by making the planning of sowing, supplying fertiliser, 
watering, harvesting, moving farm equipment and managing labour more difficult.
In such circumstances it is not surprising that the research found little evidence of 
improving living standards in the ejidos since 1992. Nor did I find that social conditions 
are more appropriate to raising the future productivity of ejido land. Poverty remains 
common endemic among the ejidatarios and it is difficult to imagine how they are going 
to work their way out of this condition on the basis of more secure rights to holdings of 
less than two hectares. I found that the average family income from the plot amounts to 
one official minimum wage (about four dollars per day) and even those with irrigated 
land need to acquire multiple extra farm incomes. In almost one quarter of cases, non- 
agricultural activities are the first source of income -  the minifundio has not protected 
the ejidatario from selling his/her labour. Linking off-farm income to the finding of new 
forms of finance for agricultural improvement one can grasp the extent of the illusion 
that the possession of land (in a context in which so many other institutional constraints 
work against the ejido) would suffice to create subsistence without massive self­
exploitation (Bartra 1982) and how higher productivity will make little difference 
without many other complimentary changes (Deininger and Binswanger 1999). To 
enhance growth and create wealth, land and labour are not enough, even in the fertile, 
irrigated and well-communicated valley of Matamoros. In practical terms, we need to 
think beyond the ejido property as a means to improve conditions for rural income 
generation and wealth creation. In one sense, ejidatario households are themselves 
taking this step. Fifty-two percent of families with adult children have at least one 
nuclear family member working in the United States, and this trend has increased over 
the past decade. Remittances are working in practice as a safety valve to cushion 
poverty, improve housing and, contrary to the stereotypical image of migrants as more 
detached from the land, as an important means to retain land or acquire more. In the 
near future, social conditions in Matamoros therefore seem most likely to be 
determined, at least in part, by the balance between migrant remittances allowing 
ejidatarios to hold on to low-productivity assets and migrants with sufficient income 
beginning to bring about land concentration.
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7.4 Explanation of Results and Implications for Theory and 
Policy
So, why did the reform not succeed in delivering the results expected of it? Did Salinas 
and his team mis-calculate the potential effect of the reform? Was the diagnosis of 
problems correct but the solutions inappropriate? Was the reform right but mis-timed? 
Did Salinas’s desire to ‘sell’ the reform divorce the rhetoric of intended outcomes from 
what the details of the reform could actually deliver (see Jones and Pisa 2000; Nuijten 
1998)? Were broader macro-economic shifts or those affecting sugar markets 
internationally as set out in Chapter One just too much for a reform that sought to alter 
property rights? Can Neo-Institutional Economics-ETLR assist with identifying causes 
for the limited results of a ‘radical’ reappraisal of property rights? A small case study 
can only point to a few possible explanations and their implications.
One explanation is that the limited impacts of the reform were due to the lack of an 
integrated institutional reform in the first place. The lack of a formal financial market 
capable of delivering finance and in ways that are competitive with informal sources in 
order to bring down costs and at least raise the possibility of an investment-productivity 
link was missed. The removal of official sources of funding rather than perhaps a 
greater flexibility on how these funds could be used and greater emphasis on their 
repayment was a mistake. Second, the reform itself was inconsistent in addressing the 
problems identified by its creators and the conditions on the ground. Securing property 
rights for the holders of land areas too small to economically, and in some cases 
physically, use technology is unlikely to encourage them to do so. Similarly, seeing the 
‘ejido problem’ as one of restrictive institutions failed to address how social 
differentiation influences economic impacts. NIE, as with neo-classical economics, 
seems to expect all actors to respond to changes in more or less similar ways. 
Nonetheless, to take just one example, an ageing cohort of ejidatarios, many of whom 
are widowed and therefore dependent on others whose time commitment might be 
limited, and who have only weak links to forms of collective organisation, seem 
unlikely candidates to intensify the use of technology. Third, the reform may not have 
set out a realistic mechanism for providing full property rights. The process of realising 
property rights through PROCEDE for instance could not be achieved individually in
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that it required the consent of the General Assembly and the Comisariado, but it also 
seems to have imposed transaction costs on ejidatarios by requiring them to journey to 
numerous offices to formalise possession. Once confirmed new rules restricted holdings 
to only five per cent of ejido land (as it turns out a symbolic limit in the case of 
Matamoros), but nor could ejidatarios sell land, rent it, bequeath it or in some 
circumstances invest in it without decisions being made by others (via the derecho del 
tanto or more formally in the reglamento ejidal). Under such conditions the notion that 
the reform instituted individual rights that could be collateralised seems hard to sustain 
even if funding were available. In line with findings of Migot-Adholla et al. (1991) and 
Platteau (1996) for Africa, my results from Mexico suggest doubt that reform has 
reduced the transaction costs sufficiently (if at all) to induce landholders to conduct 
previously informal transactions such as rent and sale under the provisions of the new 
laws. As ETLR suggests, only when formal institutions prove able to respond to the 
demands for the evolution of property rights will they be adopted.
Fourth, the ejido was able to operate in a condition of productive stasis while the 
economy was subject to Import-Substitution-Industrialisation and the state was able to 
determine the purchase of produce and prices. In that context too relations with the mill 
were subject to high levels of official control either through nationalisation or political 
pressure, but almost simultaneously with the pressure to reform the ejido, the conditions 
in the commodity market for sugar changed too. As entrepreneurs have emphasised in 
defending their record as private mill owners, trade liberalisation and NAFTA have 
deepened the sugar crisis, downplaying the effect of their mismanagement and making 
it difficult to sell sugar on an international market in which prices are declining due to 
competition from more modem factories overseas and reduced margins demanded by 
multinationals while trade agreements protect other producers. The Mexican agro-sugar 
industry has been especially vulnerable to the import of fructose. In this situation, the 
old system of formally negotiated contracts with the mill seems outdated and I propose 
that the support for social security should be matched with an increase in productivity. 
At a time when mills should be increasing their productivity, the payment system for 
cane places too little emphasis on quality. Tme, this system provides ejidatarios with the 
image of security but it leaves mill owners little option but to realise their power and 
delay payments whenever possible. Contrary to Heath (1990) who saw the lack of
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profitability as an explanation for the poor performance of the ejido, in my view it is the 
low profitability of a potentially profitable sugar sector that needs to be explained by 
looking at institutional arrangements.
Fifth, with regards to the role that land holding plays in the region (and perhaps Mexico 
generally) where the labour market in particular is extremely weak: with few 
alternatives to agriculture, even at low levels of productivity, keeping land is a rational 
decision. Holding land provides some income which acts almost as an insurance against 
risk, and in so far as sugar cane production permits access to social security then the 
land to insurance link is more direct still. The almost unanimous answer to the question 
about willingness to sell land was that everyone would continue to hold land, however 
little, and if distress motivated sales the evidence suggests that ejidatarios lose as little 
land as possible as a form of income rather than as a means to release capital for other 
economic purposes. Only a few ejidatarios mentioned that they remain attached to the 
land because of the agrarian struggle, suggesting that, while ideology, emotions, culture 
and identity matter, these factors are subordinated to economic considerations. 
Consequently and as noted in Chapter 4, a lack of stable and well-paid jobs in the region 
keeps fragmentation and hampers the development of what Article 27 reformers would 
understand as an efficient land market. This observation provokes the suggestion that 
regions with more mature labour markets might display the more dramatic responses to 
Article 27 reforms that are more in line with reformer expectations.
What are the implications of this study for policy prescription in Mexico? That present 
conditions need further reform is suggested by the results outlined here relating to 
problems of technological absorption, capital inflow, the lack of access to new markets 
and problems posed by social conditions. More generally, the agricultural sector and 
ejidos involved in cane production in particular are faced with exposure to foreign 
competition and uncertainty about the future of nationalisation-privatisation. If the 
reforms of 1991 and 1992 failed to deliver the results expected of them, the imperative 
to enhance productivity and competitiveness remains as strong as ever. Further 
adjustment of land and the agro-sugar industry -  and in this I stress the need to 
coordinate reform -  is necessary to raise agricultural productivity and develop more 
efficient markets for land, capital and labour. This view is contrary to some opinions in
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the Mexican media that call for a renegotiation of NAFTA. I believe that changing the 
terms of trade will mean little if domestic institutional arrangements continue to 
promote fragmentation of landholdings and prevent the creation of jobs that are linked 
to, and not divorced from, the ability of land markets to operate.
A reform of ejido and agricultural sectors in such a way that raises productivity of land, 
labour and capital markets, and takes into consideration social conditions, needs to 
consider at least four processes. First, a debate should be promoted in civil society to 
consider how the ejido can be ‘reassembled’ as an autonomous form of collective action 
rather than as a unique form of land tenure and social organisation subject to specific 
institutional arrangements. As part of this debate we need to consider the possibility of a 
convergence of agrarian and conventional property law to recognise the holding of 
‘ejido’ land as private property. As I have outlined here, to the extent that the 1992 
reforms promoted the ‘privatisation’ of property rights it did so within an institutional 
arrangement that kept agrarian and private law separate and therefore maintained the 
same arrangement of political and social interests that created or maintained the ‘ejido 
problem’. I stress that convergence should take place through debate in civil society and 
not through top-down juridical reform. In the meantime, however, a certain convergence 
in reality would be aided by efforts to reduce transaction costs of realising the demand 
for the individualisation of property rights by, for example, locating offices of the RAN 
in a larger number of towns and to facilitate paperwork for land sales and the adoption 
of dominio pleno. Changes to the agrarian law might also be brought about to facilitate 
and reduce transaction costs for cesion de derechos and the admission of new 
ejidatarios, reducing the paperwork, corruption and additional payments to the price of 
the land.
Second, we need to consider procedures to create or enhance opportunities for 
ejidatarios to engage in collective action, not only in terms of determining land holding 
but also in relation to production, credit and work. As the thesis has shown, ejidatarios 
suffer from problems of land fragmentation and diseconomies of scale even in situations 
in which adoption or adaptation to the 1992 reforms might be considered positive. In 
part the reason is because the reform installs a representative from the Procuraduria 
Agraria as a channel to validate elections, contracts and joint ventures that instead of
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setting ejidatarios free of corporate forms of organisation to engage in new forms of 
collective actions, imposes restrictions on their ability to do so. Moreover, all decisions 
of collective action still have to be formalised by a General Assembly that involves 
coercion and dangers of moral hazard. I would propose therefore that relatively modest 
changes, for example to the minimum number of ‘ejidatarios’ required to set up 
organisations could be introduced. Collective action at the sub-ejido level and without 
the oversight of ejido or Procuraduria should be supported to accomplish tasks such as 
irrigation that may reduce the quantity of waste water. Although the mill has been 
shown to exert considerable power over ejidos by dealing with smaller more agile 
organisations arrangements will have to be negotiated openly rather than behind doors 
with Comisariados.
Third, assistance needs to be provided to enhance the abilities of ejidatarios to increase 
production. Some measures may mean having to ‘put the state back in’, but there needs 
to be much greater emphasis on transparency and effectiveness. At present, in an 
environment after which state organisations have been scaled down or closed, the 
official support programme Procampo remains as untransparent and politically biased, 
and fails to stress the productive criterion for the distribution of subsidy or to measure 
the impact of such largesse. At numerous points in the thesis I have also indicated how 
the Sugar Decree is designed as a ‘safety net’ but at the expense of lower productivity 
by basing payments on the weight of cane rather than sucrose concentration. Moreover, 
to an ejido sector already vulnerable to land fragmentation the Decree provides 
additional perverse incentives to maintain fragmented forms of land holding by, for 
example, providing registered holders with social security rights. Raising production 
will also require improved technical proficiency, with which Mexico has had 
considerable experience, as well as addressing issues such as information acquisition 
and use, market awareness and the ability to negotiate contracts. While some 
programmes should also be promoted, such as training for ejidatarios, for example on 
financial and product markets I would propose that the ejido sector should be opened to 
greater NGO involvement. This is essentially a political decision as agrarian 
organisations and especially the CNC have regarded the ejido as their domain. But 
further, the government needs to consider how it can genuinely create the conditions for 
partnerships between ejidos and civil society such as NGOs, that exist as rhetoric in the
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1992 reforms but are undone by political antagonism and the transaction costs of NGO 
involvement.
One such partner is the mill that should share the costs of activities essential for 
production such as the maintenance of roads, canals and ditches and renewing of 
plantations, rather than leaving these costs to ejidatarios. Reform of the ejido therefore 
must be considered in coordination with reform of the mill, and regulations need to be 
create opportunities for mutual working rather as a means of breaking down the current 
situation of exploitation. For mills and ejidos to work together a fourth process needs to 
be captured by reforms. Instead of regarding the ‘problem’ of the agro-sugar industry as 
one of ownership, a brief history of which was outlined in Chapter One, attention needs 
to be given to how the industry has been mis-shaped by institutional arrangements that 
oblige private mill owners to adopt rent seeking behaviour. Moreover, ejidatarios appear 
to lack adequate representation to send signals of the constraints that they face to the 
owners and producer organisations. Sugar cane production needs to be opened to the 
same plurality of organisation as other sectors of the economy and polity, and the 
exclusivity of only two cane producer organisations needs to be eliminated. The new 
organisations could be membership based, but their registration should be subject to 
performance, including the oversight that mills meet contract obligations to deliver 
payments to cane producers and with access to an ombudsman or regulator in cases of 
unreasonable delay.
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APPENDIX ONE: FIELDWORK QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Ejido
2. Name of the ejidatario
3. Age ( )
1. <25
2. 26 to 39
3. 40 to 55
4. 56 to 70
5. More than 70
6. No response
4. Sex 1. M 2. F
5. Number of family members living in your home ( )
1. 1-3
2. 4-5
3. 6-7
4. 8-9
5. Ten or more
6. No response
6. Level of education of the members of your family over 15 ( )
1. Primary incomplete
2. Complete primary
3. Secondary incomplete
4. Complete secondary
5. High School incomplete
6. High School complete or professional education
7. No response
Level of education of the ejidatario______________________________
7. How did you get your plot(s)? ( )
1. Ejido endowment
2. Inheritance
3. Buying
4. No response
When?
8. If inherited, was an original parcel subdivided? ( )
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What was the area of the original parcel? hectares
9. Do you keep your parcel? ( )
1. Yes 2. No 3. No response
10. Did you sell it or pass it? ( )
1. It was sold 2. It was transferred 3. No response
When?
11. Since the creation of the ejido, in how many parts was the original parcel 
subdivided? ( )
1. One
2. Two
3. Three
4. Four
5. Five
6. Six
7. Seven or more
8. No response
12. What is the area of your plot(s) ( )
1. Less than one hectare
2. Between 1.1 and 2 hectare
3. Between 2.1 and 3 hectare
4. Between 3.1 and 4 hectare
5. Between 4.1 and 5 hectare
6. Between 5.1 and 6 hectare
7. Between 6.1 and 10 hectare
8. More than ten hectares
9. No response
13. Do you have a PROCEDE certificate or dominio pleno?
1. PROCEDE Yes ( ) No ( )
2. Dominio pleno Yes ( ) No ( )
14. If you have adopted dominio pleno, say why: ( )
1. More security in the ownership of the parcel
2. You are planning to sell the parcel
3. Other reason, be specific__________________________________
4. No response
15. If you have not received PROCEDE certificate or adopted dominio pleno, say why 
PROCEDE ( ) Dominio pleno ( )
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1. Too much paperwork
2. You think it is unnecessary
3. Conflicts in the ejido
4. It has been applied, but it has not been received yet
5. The assembly has not allowed
6. You are fear to lose your parcel
7. Other reason, be specific__________________________________
8. No response
16. Who cultivates your parcel? ( )
1. You hire wage labour
2. Yourself
3. It is rented out
4. Sharecropper
5. No response
17. If you rent out your parcel, say since when ( )
1. Before 1992 2. After 1992 3. No response
18. Besides the parcel you received from the ejido or in inheritance, have you bought 
another(s)? ( )
1. Yes 2. No 3. No response
19. If so, say how many plots have you bought and the area 
Number of plots bought ( )
1. One
2. Two
3. Three
4. Four
5. Five
6. More than five
7. No response
Area bought ( )
1. Less than two hectares
2. Between 2.1 and 5 hectares
3. Between 5.1 and ten hectares
4. Between 10.1 and 15 hectares
5. Between 15 and 20 hectares
20. When did you buy those plots ( )
1. Before 1992 2. After 1992 3. No response
21. Do you rent other plots? ( )
1. Yes 2. No 3. No response
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If so, how many plots/hectares?
1. Less than two hectares
2. Between 2.1 and 5 hectares
3. Between 5.1 and ten hectares
4. Between 10.1 and 15 hectares
5. Between 15 and 20 hectares
6. No response
22. Would you sell your parcel? ( )
1. Yes 2. No 3. No response
Under which conditions you would do it?____________________
23. Are you familiar with the 1992-Reform to the agrarian law? ( )
1. Yes 2. No 3. No response
24. For ejidatarios you think the reform is ( )
1. Good 2. Bad 3. Neutral 4. No response
25. In which of the following programmes do you participate now? ( )
1. Procampo
2. Progresa
3. Alianza Para el Campo
4. Credito a la Palabra
5. Programa de Empleo Temporal
6. Programa de Fertilizante
7. No response
Which one do you had before and then it lost it?_________________________
26. Do you receive any pension? ( )
1. Yes 2. No 3. No response
If so, which one?__________________________
27. Which are your source(s) of funding for agricultural activity ( )
and in which proportion______________________________________
1. Development bank
2. A private bank
3. An intermediary
4. Local moneylenders
5. A firm associated with you
6. Relatives migrated to the US or other place in Mexico
7. State or municipal support
8. SAGAR
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9. None of them
10. Other, be specific
11. No response
28. How did you get funding ten years ago? ( ), how much and for what?
1. Development bank
2. A private bank
3. An intermediary
4. Local moneylenders
5. A firm associated with you
6. Relatives migrated to the US or other place in Mexico
7. State or municipal support
8. SAGAR
9. None of them
10. Other, be specific______________________________
11. No response
29. If you do not get credit, say why ( )
1. Fear of losing the parcel
2. Too high interest rates
3. Untimely supply of money
4. Too much paperwork
5. Not needed
6. Applied, but impossible to get it
7. Other reason, be specific___________________________
8. No response
30. Which crops have you cultivated every year on your parcel since 1982?
31. If you have changed the crop, say why ( )
1. The price of the previous one decreased
2. Official support for a new crop
3. The yield of the previous one decreased
4. The costs of the previous one increased
5. Difficult access to water
6. There is no more official support for the previous one
7. Other, be specific_________________________________
8. No response
32. If you grow cane, say why do you prefer that crop ( )
1. It is the most profitable crop
2. Technical impediments like water, soil, and plague
3. The benefit of social security and the pension
4. Official indications
5. It is an agreement of the ejido
6. It demands less work
7. It is less risky than other crops
8. Other reason, be specific__________________________
9. No response
33. If you do not grow cane, did you do it before? ( )
1. Yes 2. No 3. No response
34. Your actual sugar cane plantation was sowed in which year?________
35. Which amount of fertiliser do you apply by hectare in cane_______ kg.
Which amount did you apply in 1990?___________ kg.
36. Say which formula of fertiliser do you apply now__________________
Which one did you use in 1990?____________________________
37. When did you change the last time the variety of cane you grow
38. Of the following inputs, say whether you use more, less or the same since 1990
More Less The same
Insecticide ( ) ( ) ( )
Improved seed ( ) ( ) ( )
Machinery ( ) < ) ( )
Do you have machinery or oxen team of your own? ( )
1. Only machinery
2. Only oxen team
3. Both
4. None of them
5. No response
If you have your own machinery, when did you buy it?_____________
40. Do you take in rent machinery or oxen team? ( )
1. Only machinery
2. Only oxen team
3. Both
4. None of them
5. No response
41. Did you irrigate your land in 1990? ( )
1. Yes 2. No 3. A part of the land 4. No response
42. Of the land you have, which area did you irrigate in 1990 and now ( )
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43. What is the yield per hectare now and what was it in 1990?
Now_____________ tonnes 1990 tonnes
44. Which of the following services did you receive in 1990 and which now?
Yes No
1. Technical assistance ( ) ( )
2. Training ( ) ( )
3. No response ( )
45. Are you a member of any organisation for production, credit, commercialisation or 
consumption? ( )
1. Yes 2. No 3. No response
46. When did that group was founded ( )
1. Before 1992 2. After 1992 3. No response
47. Has your income improved in associating with other ejidatarios? ( )
1. Yes 2. No 3. No response
48. Has any firm proposed you to create an association? ( )
1. Yes 2. No 3. No response
49. Did you accept? ( )
1. Yes 2. No 3. No response
Explain why yes or why not__________________________
50. If you have associated with a firm, say its name and the conditions
51. Who do you sell your harvest to, now and in 1990? ( )
1. The government
2. A private firm or the mill
3. An intermediary
4. Other, be specific__________________
5. No response
52. Of the following, say which advantages do you have now compared with 1990:
1. You receive a better price for your harvest
2. The payment is timely
3. Better conditions in the deal
4. Costs of selling are less
5. Other advantages, be specific_____________________________
6. No response
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53. Your agricultural profits now, compared with those in 1990 are ( )
1. The same 2. Higher 3. Lower 4. No response
54. Do you sell all or part of your harvest to an exporter? ( )
1. Yes 2. No 3. No response
55. Do you have another income besides the one from the parcel? ( )
1. Yes 2. No 3. No response
Specify______________________________________________________
56. Is your agricultural income enough to afford family necessities? ( )
1. Yes 2. No 3. No response
57. Do you emigrate temporarily to supplement your agricultural income? ( )
1. Yes 2. No 3. No response
58. Where do your adult children work? ( )
1. The ejido parcel
2. Non-agricultural family business
3. Employees in the region
4. Migrated to the US
5. Other place in the country
6. No response
59. If you have children migrated, do they support you? ( )
1. Regularly
2. Sometimes
3. Never
4. No response
60. If so, which proportion do you invest in the parcel? ( )
1. Nothing
2. Less than a quarter
3. From a quarter to the half
4. From a half to three quarters
5. More than three quarters
6. No response
61. Have you improved your house since 1990? ( )
1. Yes 2. No 3. No response
62. Arrange from one to three the principal sources of family income ( )
1. Cropping of the ejido parcel
2. Work as an employee
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3. Non-agricultural own business
4. Support from relatives
5. Pension
6. Subsidies from the government
7. Other, be specific_____________________________
8. No response
63. Do you hire waged labour? ( )
1. Yes 2. No 3. No response
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APPENDIX TWO: LIST OF INTERVIEWEES
Academics
Dr. Rita Schwentesius Rinderman, Director of CIESTAAM, Universidad Autonoma
Chapingo, and adviser of CONACYT in agricultural economics, January 2001
Dr. Soledad Loaeza, Historian, Colegio de Mexico, 10 March 2000
Dr. Jorge Fernandez Plascencia, Subdirector Colegio de Postgraduados, Campus
Puebla, March 2001
Dr. Emmanuelle Bouquet, researcher in land market, CIMMYT Texcoco, March 2001 
Dr. Luis Ramiro Garcia Chavez, Universidad Autonoma Chapingo, two interviews: 25 
April and 9 May 2001 
Dr. Alicia Puyana, FLACSO, 12 June 2001
Dr. Scott Robinson Studebaker, Department of Antropology, Universidad Autonoma 
Metropolitana, 2 July 2001
Dr. Antonio Yunez Naude, professor at Colegio de Mexico in agriculture economics, 
department of economics, 9 July 2001
Dr. Antonio Azuela, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, 8 November 2002 
Government officials
Mauro Gomez, Subdelegado for Special Programmes, Procuraduria Agraria Puebla, 8 
September 2000
Dr. Manuel Diaz Pineda, Chief adviser of Eduardo Robledo Rincon, Secretario de 
Reforma Agraria, November 2000
Javier Ramirez, Delegate Procuraduria Agraria Puebla, December 2000 
Salvador Ramirez, Residente, Procuraduria Agraria Puebla, December 2000 
Francisco Lopez, teacher and Secretary of the Municipal Council in Matamoros and PRI 
leader, 29 January 2001
Juan Manuel Vega Rayet, Mayor of Matamoros, 5 February 2001
Jesus Marquez, Residente Procuraduria Agraria, Matamoros, 27 February 2001
Dr. Francisco Javier Alejo, Secretary of the Presidency in the Cabinet of Luis
Echeverria, former President of the Consejo Tecnico Consultivo of the CNC and
presently Director of the MSc. Programme in Economics, Colegio de Mexico, April
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2001
Hector Robles Berlanga, engineer, Director de Investigation y Publicaciones at the 
Procuraduria Agraria, 20 September 2001.
Maribel Mendez, Chief adviser of the General Director of Procuraduria Agraria 20 
September 2001
Ejidatarios
Javier Espinosa, ejidatario in Atencingo, February 2001 
Adela Vargas, ejidatario in Matzaco, 5 March 2001 
Roberto Andrade, ejidatario in Matzaco, 24 March 2001 
Alberto Estrada, ejidatario in Colon, March 2001 
Rafael Reyes, ejidatario in Atencingo, 22 April 2001 
Esteban Medina, ejidatario in Colon, 13 May 2001 
Gerardo Mateos, ejidatario in Colon, 20 May 2001
Ramon Quintana, ejidatario in ejido Teruel, and worker in the sugar mill, 5 June 2001 
Esperanza Alvarez., ejidataria in Atencingo, January 2002.
Hipolito Lara, ejidatario in Colonia Revolucidn, Atlixco, 21 April 2002
Leaders of ejidos and organisations
Aegrefico Gonzalez M., Comisariado Ejidal Matzaco, 22 January 2001
Manuel Mendez, former comisariado in Colon, and member of the municipal council in
Matamoros, 1 February 2001
Daniel Garcia, leader of the CNPR in Atencingo, 22 February 2001 
Jose Silva, ejidatario and Ejido Escape de Lagunillas, 24 February 2001.
Juan Marquez, ejidatario in Jaltepec, former Comisariado and former leader of UNPCA- 
CNC in the region, February 2001.
Vicente Lopez, Presidente Comisariado Ejidal Ejido Colon, March 2001 
Fernando Sanchez, regional leader of the UNPCA-CNC in Atencingo. He introduced 
me to the manager of the sugar mill. A journey through the sugar mill facilities, 8 May 
2001.
Jesus Espinosa Mendez, former president of Consejo de Vigilancia in Atencingo, 7 
April 2001
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Private producers
Everardo Torres, sugar cane producer in Omealca, Veracruz, 19 April 2001 
Rafael Solorzano, Field General Manager of the Atencingo Sugar Mill, 8 May 2001. 
Jorge Leyva Duarte, 20 June 2001.
Local residents
Manuel Sanchez, local historian of Matamoros, and director of the local Native Cultures 
Museum, 28 February 2001.
Jorge Velez, sales manager of Guanos y Fertilizantes, Fertilization, S.A. de C.V., 8 
May 2001.
Antonio Jimenez, agronomist working in the sugar mill as deputy manager of crops in 
the Atencingo sugar mill, 14 May 2001
Alfredo Carmona, physician in Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social, Matamoros, June 
2001
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